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PREFACE OF THE EDITOR
Kvarda W.
University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences – BOKU, Vienna
Soil protection has never been ranking high among
the priorities for environmental protection in
Europe. Soils are commonly not well known by the
European citizens, particularly since only a small
fraction of the European population is currently
living in rural areas and having a direct contact
with soils. Therefore the question of the sustainable development of the Danube region – our
common living space – requires intensive cooperation especially in the fields of ecology, economy, social sciences and culture. The future of
Europe depends on the quality of its´ human resources. Nowadays, this means a population that is
well educated and highly skilled, capable of leading
the change of the knowledge economy and society.
The goal is clear: our universities and research
institutions must become more attractive, to cooperate with regional development issues and be
aware of cultural, economic and social questions.
We need to create conditions so that they can
deliver their full potential. University teachers and
students, planners and concerned citizens in administration, business and politics are expected to
co-operate with each other.
One of the biggest challenges to ensure that people
are aware of and attracted to the different occupations that are engaged in place-making. Many
countries now pursue active policies to help their
cities, regions, towns and neighbourhoods become
more attractive. But most countries find that this
requires new skills, new ways of thinking and new
ways of working. The skills of place-making are not
often taught in schools, and there are few professional or academic qualifications that address them
explicitly. The traditional university with a positivistic approach is prepared for creating scientific
knowledge. But real world problems often cut
across existing disciplines. Then, they need to be
able to that they are then able to work together
effectively, combining expertise, knowledge and
experience to transform places into communities
where people want to live and work, now and in
the future. Successful place-making requires a very
broad skills base and knowledge. The most important skills - such as the ability to communicate
across boundaries, and work in partnership - are
often overlooked and undervalued. It is generic
skills - such as leadership, community engagement, project management, partnership working
and effective communication - that underpin the
technical and specialist expertise, helping people to
overcome obstacles and leading to a greater understanding of how to make places truly sustainable. 1
Contribution to EU policies and EU Integration
The present evolution of international climate
policy will definitely influence within a reasonable
space of time all questions of land use and soil

cultivation. The climate convention is going more
than ever to convert into a Meta-process. The special announcement of the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) for land use and forestry is
combining in an emphatic way all issues of land
use, climate protection and economic development
of the regions. There exists a huge demand not
only for developing and checking methods and also
delivering realistic estimations about potential and
storage length, but much more than up to now to
make clear the interrelationship of facts also beyond the scientific community, for getting more
influence within political judgements.
In the year 2002, 15 European Environmental
ministers have outlined first steps towards a strategy to protect soils, on a level with cleaning up our
water and air. The European Parliament resolution
on the Commission communication ´Towards a
Thematic Strategy for soil Protection ´ (COM(2002)
179) 2 is targeting to conserve land use for example
preventing sealing the soil next to other protected
goods. As a first step we will try to integrate the
strategic goals of soil protection and to implement
it on a regional basis.
For the first time in one of the European regions we
will transfer operational goals and objectives for
soil protection within the basis of the ´EU soil
communication´: “Towards a thematic strategy for
soil protection” – COM (2002, 179 Brussels). Within
this strategy there are explicitly mentioned the
objectives of our application, in particular the eight
threats of soil. The “Guiding Principles for Sustainable Spatial Development of the European Continent” were adopted by the European Conference of
the Ministers Responsible for Regional Planning”
(CEMAT) in September 2000. “The aim is to bring
the economic and social development of each region into harmony with its ecological surroundings
and cultural heritage in a long-term, large-scale
and balanced spatial development.”
The UN is proclaiming with the Decade for Education for Sustainable Development from 2005 till
2014, that education will help to develop widespread understanding of the interdependence and
fragility of planetary life support systems. Therefore we will put knowledge at the core of society
with a new mode of production and consumption
where knowledge is the predominant source of
value added with new rules of governance and
distribution. The learning society increases peoples´ degrees of freedom by giving people more
effective means for using their competencies. The
results will be transferred as a learning strategy,
which shall help to increase the awareness about
soils and as the International Union of Soil Sciences
in Vienna is recommending, to put the issue of soils
permanently on the international Agenda.

1

http://www.ascskills.org.uk/ pages/international/skillssymposium/day1
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http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/soil/
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INTRODUCTION
Blum W.E.H.; Kvarda W.
University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences – BOKU, Vienna
For a very long time the BOKU has been concerned
to confirm the regional co-operation with the
neighbouring countries. The BOKU is very sensible
and feeling a wide responsibility according to their
geographic position and common history with the
neighbouring countries in the east. The topic of a
sustainable soil management is a main task on all
levels at the Institute of Soil Research 1 at the University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences in Vienna. As a general secretary of the
International Union of Soil Sciences 2 Prof. Blum
has supported in the year 2000 a conference with
the topic “Neue Wege zu nachhaltiger Bodennutzung” – “New aspects for sustainable landuse”,
in cooperation with the German Foundation for the
Environment at the EXPO 2000. 3 As a first step we
will try to integrate the strategic goals of soil protection and to implement it on a regional basis.
Within this international established Sokrates
Erasmus Intensive program “Responsible use of
soil and land and regional development”, the very
idea is about sustainable development over unlimited growth, to develop effective soil protection and
responsible land use and to preserve and nurture
cultural heritage. Experts from various sciences,
planning fields and practical work of city and regional planning, soil sciences, nature protection
from seven European countries are collecting their
comprehensive experiences for effective soil protection and new kinds of land use management.

Methodology of the project
We are already working since two years at the
BOKU within an international established Socrates
Erasmus Intensive program and previously within
an INTERREG IIIB project since 1997, called
BRIDGE Lifeline Danube, in cooperation with experts from science, planning and practical work of
city and regional planning, soil sciences, nature
protection from already 10 European countries, to
collect their comprehensive experiences for effective soil protection and responsible land use.
Most of the research activities funded in the
framework of “Global Change and Ecosystems” are
building on previous and still ongoing activities
supported within the Environment and Sustainable
Development (ESD) Programme as part of the 5th
Framework Programme. EU enlargement process is
the way to quality research and through FP6 with
main priorities in context of national excellencies
and needs toward science without borders. In this
respect, the development of bringing society into
the art of governance and to encourage the creativity of all social groups, should realize the intellectual potential for solving economic questions of
land use problems.
On the basis of the soil indicator framework - the
DPSIR APPROACH – and its application in practice
helps to understand complex systems and proc1

http://www.boku.ac.at/boden/
http://www.iuss.org/
3
BLUM / KAEMMERER / STOCK, Hrsg.: Neue Wege zu
nachhaltiger Bodennutzung. Erich Schmidt Verlag, Berlin, 2000.
2

2

esses and react by developing responses and solutions for strategies and operational procedures, to
create landscapes involving with great responsibility. This framework of the ‘five main soil research
clusters’ was already serving as a theoretical background for our project in the first run.
One of the main tasks in the future for regional
planning will be to propose an optimisation process
of a site for resource intensive land use, taking into
consideration all kinds of sustainability. For attaining the accessible reduction of increasing permanent sealed land a negotiation process should start
with concerned stakeholders, reducing the overhanging needs for new building sites in relation to
the demands of enterprises, neutralizing reserves
of building sites, an effective policy for soils of the
public sector and specially favoured promotion of
area sparing building constructions and arearecycling. The declaration of soil protection from
Osnabrück should be a basis for the coming international activities, as it is presently supported from
the International Union for the Protection of Nature
(IUCN), especially from the committee of Environmental legislation (CEL).
For realizing the expected goals a process will be
initiated as an innovative beginning, which can be
transferred in the various regions. In order to encourage all the participants to promote the problems of a sustainable land use, we need a better
communication between science and society, and
also politicians for gaining the basis for clear decisions. We deeply believe that, in order to realize a
sustainable land use and soil protection we have to
start with a ´learning region´.

Core questions
Within the second part of the IPSOIL project, we
were elaborating targeted projects of applied research for the multifunctional management of soil
and land-use. The projects were dealing with primary and secondary responses towards satisfying
the demand for improving new socio-political instruments or economic regulations, technical precautionary measures, legal decrees, ecological and
also aesthetic structures. 4
The questions are now, how to bridge between the
available scientific knowledge on one side and
those who need it for defining policies, and operational procedures, such as stakeholders, and decision makers on the other side. Within a Socrates
Erasmus project “Responsible use of soil and land
and regional development” (IPSOIL), we are working on this questions since 2005. You will find our
first projects on our website: 5 The main target for
the next step will be, to develop methodological
approaches, how to initiate a dialogue between
4

http://www.academiadanubiana.net/projects/IPSOIL/IPSOIL%20II/lectures_and_casestudies_
24.html
5
http://www.academiedanubiana.net/projects/IPSOIL%20II.html
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those who own soil and those who are interested in
keeping soil multifunctional.
If we want to solve the problems of soil degradation and develop an understanding in the society
for creating a sustainable use of the soil and a
multi-functional land management, we have to
choose this interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
method. Multi-functionality land use means to
substitute the zoning principle of the physical separation of urban and rural activities with a true mix
of patterns, which functions in order to benefit life
in all its forms. Multi-functionality of soil means
that soil can be used in all its main functions, such
as biomass production, filtering, buffering and
transformation, as a gene reserve and as a geogenic and cultural heritage and also as a physical
basis.

Organisational aspects
The organisational approach for achieving the aims
of the project is really the hardest task. There are
cultural phenomena concerning the relationship
between the teacher and the student, the mode of
learning within a project, or certain assumptions
regarding self-organisation processes even for PhD.
Students.
The role of the individual partners was very different. There was an active group, working with the
students and also working on the various tasks
within the eight threats of soil relating to the aims
and objectives. But within the second phase of
IPSOIL unfortunately some universities were not
that much involved as last year, and the students
had to work mostly alone, without scientific support from their home institution. Action research
could help to analyse such complex social issues in
the future.
The internal communication took place on the
learn management system of the Universität für
Bodenkultur called "BOKU learn" which is based on
the open-source software Moodle. It comprises
different tools promoting online collaboration such
as chat rooms and forums.
Access is limited to the Professors and PhDStudents participating in this project, as well as the
supporting staff group. The different discussion
groups are structured thematically, participants can
share their comments on certain topics of questions. Within the forum for informal communication
the participants can contribute or discuss about
their scientific work. The external communication is running on the Internet by our website. For
getting in contact with the stakeholders from the
community and the region and also from different
related institutions, we had several contacts with
the project. Atelier Gerbgruben, IUCN, City of Linz,
Burgenländische Forschungsgesellschaft, UNI Regio
and others.
Benefits and spin-offs of the project
A spin-off developed within the project will be the
continuation of the IPSOIL project, to achieve a
cooperative network of universities, cities and
towns along the Danube, emphasising a common
vision of measures against uncontrolled sealing and
damage of soil and land, intending the development of concepts for integrated land utilisation and
to initiate a ´learning region´. The Neusiedlersee
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 3 / 2006

region needs to become a ´learning region´ and
enhance institutional capacity building. Within the
strategy sketch of the town Neusiedl am See the
third area of the negotiation process "The public
initiative" suggests ideas and thoughts, in which
we can see impulses to achieve objectives of the
city. Such an example is maybe here the lobbying
of the commune on the federal level for establishment a "University of the Panonia region" in Neusiedl am See.
Within the UNIREGIO conferences 6 a strategic
positioning of universities and science transfer in
regional development within the Vienna Region and
Western Hungary took place. What kind of activities in research, education and consulting of universities and colleges are related to regional development? Who plays an active role? How can the
co-operation between regional institutions and the
universities be improved, what kind of supportive
structures are needed? What do regional institutions expect from universities? Based on empirical
research and surveys, representatives of higher
education institutions and regional development
professionals of the region were meeting in workshops to work on joint strategies for their cooperation. 7
The project was introduced to the media at the
final presentation on June 23rd 2006 and also presented at the European Land and Soil conference in
Krems 2005. 8 We had an intensive discussion with
representatives form the Centrope region and could
present the IPSOIL project to the public in Vienna,
November 22nd 2005 9 and also in Györ, January
17th 2006 . 10
We also want to extend the project partnership
within the initiative ´Grundtvig 4´ 11 Networks 12
through the transnational cooperation of adult
education institutions in Europe. 13 The target group
should be professionals on different levels already
involved in/or pre-qualified for regional development procedures. The general aims will strengthen
the co-operation of education institutions (academia, non-academic) will improve job creation and
help to make lifelong learning opportunities available to public institutions, NGOs (regional management) and in the private sector.

6

http://www.iff.ac.at/uniregio/docs/info_e.html
RECHNITZER, J. / SMAHO, Melinda (Hrsg.) (2007): Universitäten in der grenzüberschreitenden Zusammenarbeit. PecsGyör: Ungarische Akademie der Wissenschaften. Zentrum für
Regionale Forschungen. ISBN: 978-963-06-2630-9
8
KVARDA, Werner (2006): “Socrates Erasmus Intensive Programme” Responsible soil- and land-use and regional development. In: local land & soil news 16/17 I/06 The Bulletin of the
European Land and Soil Alliance (ELSA) p.21-22
9
http://www.iff.ac.at/uniregio/docs/uniregio_kurzprotokoll_AK_
workshop_I.pdf
10
http://www.iff.ac.at/uniregio/docs/uniregio_protokoll_worksho
p_II.pdf
11
http://www.sokrates.at/aktionen/aktion3.php
12
http://ec.europa.eu/education/programmes/socrates/ grundtvig/home_en.html
13
Burgenländische Forschungsgesellschaft (2005): Crossing
Borders. Recommendations to Promote Cross-border Cooperation in Adult Education in European Border Regions. Developed
within the SOCRATES / Grundtvig 1 Project. Eisenstadt:
Research Society Burgenland. www.forschungsgesellschaft.at
7
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SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF
EUROPEAN SOIL RESOURCES
Winfried E.H. Blum
University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences
A group of scientists, under the guidance of the European Commission, DG Research, decided to
analyse and evaluate the actual knowledge basis with regard to soil in order to determine future
research needs, aimed at soil protection and the sustainable management of Europe's natural soil
resources.
The present paper outlines the procedural advances and lists the research targets that will help to
define research needs on the national and European level based on importance, urgency and costeffectiveness.
1. FOREWORD
Soils are fundamental to society. They provide
numerous services. Their health is a key asset for
the competitive advantages of Europe in the world.
Without a sustainable use of soil, risks and
insecurity will increase and economic opportunities
will decrease.

and the exchange of gases with the atmosphere.
Moreover, soil is a biological habitat, a gene pool
and an element of the landscape and cultural
heritage as well as a provider of raw materials (see
Fig. 1).

Threats to soil as described in the EU-Communication "Towards a Thematic Strategy for Soil
Protection (COM(2002)179final) are causing
annually social and economic damage in Europe
amounting to billions of Euros, not only reducing
the quality of life and the wellbeing of citizens, but
Also challenging the social and economic
development in Europe at large.
This underlines the importance of protection and
sustainable use of soils which is now widely
recognised, both nationally and within the EU. The
ultimate goal is to achieve a more eco-efficient
European economy based on a sustainable use of
soil resources.
Basic and targeted research is needed on a
national, international and European level to
achieve this goal. Research needs to create the
sound scientific basis for the development of new
policies, to support the implementation of national
and European policy objectives, and is necessary
for maintaining international competitiveness. In
the view of strong European potential for excellent
research, Europe has a realistic basis for becoming
an international leader in soil protection and
sustainable soil management including related
fields of technology development. This will in turn
lead to wider benefits from this research, and
guarantee win-win situations in the European
environmental, social and economic development.
2. INTRODUCTION
Soil is one of the most important natural resources
and largely non-renewable. Worldwide, all
economies depend on the goods and services
provided by their natural environment.
Soils perform a number of key environmental,
social and economic functions. Agriculture and
forestry are dependent on soil for the supply of
water and nutrients and for root fixation. Soils
perform storage, filtering, buffering and
transformation functions, thus playing a central
role in the protection of water and the food chain

4

Fig. 1
European soil resources, Soils and their different
natural qualities are fundamental to land uses and
functions in providing ecological services. European
soils are under pressure by non-sustainable land
use practices. Understanding the varying properties
of the soil (and water) systems in space and time
that determine the opportunities for more ecoefficient land uses is essential for future integrated
resource management policies.
Growing population and increasing energy
consumption, transport and agricultural activities,
linked to pressures such as global climate
variability and warming are adding increasing
pressure on the reserve of natural resources in
general and especially on the soil environment.
The most important threats to soil as described in
the EU Communication “Towards a Thematic
Strategy of Soil Protection” (COM [2002] 179 final)
are listed in the following box:
-

erosion
contamination (local and diffuse)
loss of organic matter
loss of biodiversity
compaction and other physical soil
deteoration
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 3 / 2006
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-

salinisation
floods and landslides
sealing

Through sealing alone, Europe loses several square
kilometres of fertile land every year (see Fig.2).
These soil losses and soil degradation processes
are impairing the quality of air, the quality of water
resources (surface and ground water) the
production of biomass (including the food chain),
the biodiversity and indirectly also human health.

Fig 2
Europe’s built environment is expanding, blocking
water- and geochemical cycles and increasing the
pressure on the ecological services of the
remaining land, already under pressure from
intensive agriculture. This result of the current
management of soil resources is not easy to
reverse. To enhance the economic competitiveness
in Europe while maintaining a high quality of life
and well-being in a healthy environment, land
management has to exploit the natural capacities
and ecological services of the soil and water
system in a more sustainable way. Research is
essential to explore sustainable management
options.

human resources, and installing a European
technology initiative, is able to do the needed basic
and targeted research for addressing the
challenges of the future. Based on this, priority
research areas for soil protection and the
management of Europe´s natural resources, were
developed. 1
A European Workshop held in Vienna on October
28 and 29, 2004, analysed this document in line
with the requirements set by the five Research
Clusters (see Fig. 3), and grouped the most
important, urgent and cost-effective soil research
issues accordingly, which are presented in the
following chapter, under the title: “Priority
Research Areas”.

Fig. 3 shows the basic approach, used for the
identification of research gaps and needs.
3. PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAS FOR SOIL
PROTECTION AND THE MANAGEMENT OF
EUROPE'S NATURAL RESOURCES

As a follow-up to the EU Communication, the
European Commission, DG Environment decided to
formulate a Thematic Strategy for Soil Protection
and installed in 2002 five ´Technical Working
Groups´ (TWGs) and an advisory Forum. These 5
TWGs addressed ´monitoring´, ´Erosion´, Organic
Matter, ´Contamination´ and ´Research´.

Cross cutting and over-arching issues

The ´TWG Research´(TWG RTD) had 3 specific
mandates:
to identify and to structure the existing
information on soil in Europe;
to identify barriers that prevent the full use of
existing information for policies and to make
recommendations hoe to improve the transfer
of information;
to identify research gaps and needs,
indicating, in which time spans these can be
closed (short-, medium-, and long-term
activities).

-

Moreover a concept for integrated research in soil
protection and soil resource management, was
developed. (see chap.3) It becomes clear that only
collaborative research, including the co-ordination
of national programmes and the development of
new research infrastructures, using all available
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 3 / 2006

COMMON FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS ARE:
-

-

understanding of the dynamic soil architecture
(spatial arrangement of physical, chemical and
biological properties) and its relation to
functional processes
understanding and quantification of soil
resistance and soil resilience
knowledge of interactions between the
physical, chemical and biological processes as
a basis of multi-process models
information and integration of different spatial
and temporal scales
assessment of site-specific soil processes
responding to climate and land use change
organic-inorganic interactions, as basic
features of soil functions

1

(see document „European Soil thematic
Strategy, Working Group Research, Summary
Report, June 2004“ – Co-chairs: Winfried
E.H.Blum, Jürgen Büsing, Thierry de l´Éscaille,
electronic address: env-soil@cec.eu.int
5

-

linkages between the behaviour of soil
properties under experimental conditions to
their behaviour under field conditions
linkage between soil reactions on threats and
broader social and economic assts related to
land use and society

CLUSTER 1: PROCESSES UNDERLYING SOIL
FUNCTIONS AND QUALITY
Main research goal
To understand the main processes in the eco
subsystem soil underlying soil quality and soil
functions, in relation to land uses and soil threats
Sciences involved
Inter-disciplinary research through cooperation of
soil physics, soil chemistry, soil mineralogy, and
soil biology
Research clusters
Analysis of processes related to the 8 threats to
soil and their interdependency: erosion, loss of soil
organic matter (SOM), contamination, sealing,
compaction, decline in biodiversity, salinisation,
floods and landslides, cross-cutting issues.
Erosion
- Ecological and socio-economic impact of water
and wind erosion;
- Influence on sedimentation;
Compaction
Modelling and quantification of soil
compaction;
Floods and Landslides
- Assessment of the water transport and storage
capacity;
- Impact of land use changes;

CLUSTER 2: SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL
CHANGES OF SOIL PROCESSES AND
PARAMETERS (STATE – "S")
Main research goal
To know where these processes occur and how
they develop with time
Sciences involved
Inter-disciplinary research through cooperation of
soil physics, soil chemistry, soil mineralogy, and
soil biology
Research clusters
Development, harmonisation and standardisation
of methods for the analysis of the state (S) of the 8
threats to soil and their changes with time = soil
monitoring in Europe.
Erosion
- Installation of long-term monitoring sites;
- Calibration and validation of models with the
definition of risk-based indicators;
Compaction
Assessment of existing soil compaction levels;
Floods and landslides
- Flood risk assessment, including sedimentation
risks;
- Assessment of landslide-risks, based on soil
stability;
Contamination
- Identification and quantification of new
hazardous substances in soils;
- Early warning systems for soil pollution;
- Definition of indicators for the assessment of
soil quality;

SOM and biodiversity
- Dynamics and soil biology;
- Soil biodiversity under different land use
practices;
- Influence on the resilience under different land
use practices;

SOM and biodiversity
- Development of comparable, compatible and
standardised methods for the characterisation
of SOM across Europe;
- Development of comparable, compatible and
standardised methods for the characterisation
of biodiversity;
- Definition of indicator organisms;
- Definition of spatial and temporal scales for the
monitoring of SOM pools and biodiversity;

Salinisation
- Relationship between soil material and
functional properties and
salinisation/sodication;
- Soil resilience and related indicators;
- Desertification;

Salinisation
- Identification of new indicators;
- Monitoring of effects on soil functional
parameters;
- Harmonisation of monitoring techniques across
Europe;

Sealing
- Definitions;
- Survey methods;
- Impact assessment;
- Threshold values, including socio-economic
relevance;

Sealing
- Development and harmonisation of sealing
survey and monitoring methods across Europe;
- Standardisation of sealing quality assessment;
- Development of methods for survey and
monitoring of urban soils and soil substrates;
- Development of temporal and spatial scales for
sealing and urban soil monitoring;
- Development of integrative monitoring systems,
including technical, ecological, social and
economic parameters.

Contamination
Sources, fate and behaviour of pollutants;

Monitoring
- Recovery, evaluation, upgrading and
accessibility of existing data;
- Definition of soil quality indicators.

6
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CLUSTER 3: ECOLOGICAL, TECHNICAL,
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DRIVERS OF SOIL
THREATS (DRIVING FORCES AND PRESSURES
– "D" and "P")
Main research goal
To know the driving forces and pressures behind
these processes, as related to policy and
decision making on a local and regional level
Sciences involved
Multi-disciplinary research through cooperation of
soil sciences with political sciences, social
sciences, economic sciences, historical sciences,
philosophical sciences, and others
Research clusters
Relating qualitatively and quantitatively, the 8
Threats to Driving Forces (D) and Pressures (P) =
cross-linking with social and economic drivers, such
as EU and other policies, agriculture, transport,
energy, environment etc., as well as with ecological
drivers, e.g. global and climate change.
Erosion
- Assessment of erosion risk of land management
within different land uses and of land use
change;
- Better understanding of the impact of land
management within different land uses;
- Assessment of erosion risks in relation to climate
change
Compaction
- Assessment of technical, industrial
developments in the production of agricultural
machinery, causing deep reaching compaction;
- Quantification of soil conditions sensitive to
compaction;
Floods and Landslides
- Effects of climate and climate change on
flooding events, soil hydrology, ground water
systems and soil stability;
Contamination
- Harmonisation of methodologies for the
identification and quantification of potentially
dangerous chemicals;
- Identification and quantification of social and
economic driving forces on local and diffuse soil
pollution and their impacts;
SOM and biodiversity
- Effects of climate change and related land use
changes on SOM-pools and biodiversity;
- Effects of land management practices on SOMpools and biodiversity;
- Role and functional impacts of contaminants on
SOM-pools and biodiversity;
- Potential of soils to sequester carbon across
Europe;
- Analysis of models used in policy and guidance
frameworks;
Salinisation
- Influence of different drivers on the processes
of salinisation and sodication under contrasting
ecological conditions across Europe;
- Development of integrated regional and world
wide policies and actions for the prevention of
salinisation and sodication;
Sealing
- Social and economic parameters leading to
sealing;
- Determination of minimum soil surfaces and
their spatial distribution in areas with a high
degree of sealing;
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-

Implementation of a European spatial planning
observatory network (EPON) with links to
already existing structures;

CLUSTER 4: FACTORS (THREATS) INFLUENCING SOIL ECO-SERVICES (IMPACTS – "I")
Main research goals
To know the impacts on the eco-services provided
by the sub-system soil to other environmental
compartments (eco-subsystems)
Sciences involved
Multi-disciplinary research through cooperation of
soil sciences, biological sciences, toxicological
sciences, hydrological sciences, physio-geographical sciences, sedimentological sciences, a. o.
Research clusters
Analysis of the Impacts (I) of the 8 threats,
relating them to soil eco-services for other
environmental compartments: air, water (surface
and groundwater), biomass production, human
health, biodiversity.
Erosion
- Definition of parameters for sustainable land
management;
- Relationship between soil erosion and
biodiversity
Compaction
- Quantification of compaction effects on soil
functions;
Floods and Landslides
- ecological, social and economic impacts of
floods and landslides
- monitoring and modelling;
Contamination
- Improvement and harmonisation of concepts
and models for the transport of contaminants in
soils and their transfer from the soil to humans
and their ecological environment;
- Improvement of risk assessment methodologies
for remediation activities, re-use of
decontaminated soil material in different landuse systems;
- Development of a "Fit-for-use" toolbox for riskmodelling for the use of decontaminated soil in
Europe;
- Development of harmonised methods for
defining "tolerable loading on soil and
groundwater systems;
SOM and biodiversity
- Role of the SOM pools in relation to soil
functions, including soil biodiversity;
- Understanding of soil resilience regarding
changes in soil functions, based on SOM;
- Influence of GMOs on soil functions;
Salinisation
- Ecological and economic impact of salinity on
agricultural productivity;
- Impact on soil functional parameters, with
special regard to hydraulic soil characteristics
and biodiversity;
- Impact of salinisation, crusting and erosion;
Sealing
- Impact of sealing on the mass and energy flow
in urban, peri-urban and rural areas;
- Impact of sealing on local, regional and global
ecological processes;
- Analysis of social and economic costs caused by
soil sealing;
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CLUSTER 5: STRATEGIES AND OPERATIONAL
PROCEDURES FOR SOIL PROTECTION
(RESPONSES – "R")
Main research goal
To have strategies and operational tools
(technologies) at ones´ disposal for the
mitigation of threats and impacts
Sciences involved
Multi-disciplinary research through cooperation of
natural sciences with engineering sciences,
technical sciences, physical sciences,
mathematical sciences, and others
Research clusters
Development of operational procedures for the
mitigation of the threats = Responses (R).
Erosion
Development of new conservation and
remediation methods for agriculture, based on
education and raising of awareness;
Compaction
Development of management tools for
reducing sub-soil compaction;
Floods and Landslides
- Development of new approaches in land use
planning (giving more space to the rivers);
- Development of early warning systems and
technical prevention measures, including land
use change;
- Development of legal instruments;
Contamination
- Improvement of soil functions, contributing to
natural attenuation;
- Quantification and improvement of natural
rehabilitation processes;
- Improvement of methods for alternative
management options, taking into account
environmental, social and economic conditions;
- Development of techniques, e.g. containment
devices for safe storage, handling and transport
of harmful substances;
- Sustainability/persistence of remediation
technologies and their environmental impacts;
- economic models for assessing the cost-benefit
relationship for cleaning-up methods of
contaminated soils;

Sealing
- Establishment of legal binding instruments for
the restriction of soil consumption at a local,
regional or European level;
- Establishment of local and regional threshold
values for sealing;
- Mitigation of sealing problems by changes in
land use or of social and economic conditions;
- Development of a new legal basis for economic,
fiscal and planning instruments to reduce
sealing and sealing effects;
- Development of a soil conservation service for
urban, industrial and traffic areas, strongly
focussing on sealing problems.
4. STEPS TO IMPLEMENTATION
The priority RTD needs and gaps presented should
create the basis for a coherent planning of national,
international and also European RTD programmes.
Depending on their nature, these RTD tasks reflect
long-, medium-, or short-term activities and
require tailor made tools for implementation such
as long term RTD projects, targeted projects of
applied research, networking activities, provision of
infrastructure, co-ordination of national
programmes, short-term studies as well as specific
actions for policy support.
Scientific-technical questions related to the content
of this brochure will be answered by the European
Confederation of Soil Science Societies (ECSSS)
http://www.ecsss.net/
Secretariat: Institute of Soil Research, Department
of Forest and Soil Sciences. University of Natural
Resources and Applied Life Sciences (BOKU),
Vienna, Peter Jordan-Str. 82, 1190 Vienna, Austria
Tel.: (+43-1)47654-3101; Fax: -3130;
E-mail: winfried.blum@boku.ac.at
The authors and editors of this brochure do hope
that it finds a broad distribution amongst the
European scientific community, including soil
sciences, as well as in the European Commission.
The authors do hope that part of this research
agenda can be realised within the 7th framework
programme of DG Research of the European
Commission and national research programmes in
the years to come. – The ECSSS will take the lead
in the future updating of this research agenda. 2

SOM and biodiversity
- Management of SOM pools for different
agricultural land use practices;
- Effects of exogenous organic materials on SOM
pools and their functions;
- Management of SOM pools for raising soil
resilience and soil biodiversity as influenced by
changing environmental conditions;
Salinisation
- Improvement of information on the status of
salinisation and sodication in Europe;
- Validation and calibration of models predicting
salinisation based on different land use
practices and indicators, including their social
and economic consequences;
- Integration of policies and actions into
European programmes preventing salinisation
and sodication;
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“LIFELONG LEARNING FOR UNDERSTANDING
SOIL AND LANDUSE SYSTEMS”
Winfried E.H. Blum, Werner Kvarda
University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna
Motto:
Treat the earth well:
It was not given to you by your parents,
It was loaned to you by your children.
We do not inherit the Earth from our Ancestors
We borrow it from our children.
Ancient Indian Proverb
Our common soils are ´per excellence´ very important for sustainable development, ever since the
World Summit for Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, where Agenda 21 was
adopted and the Framework Convention on Climate Change was signed. The trend towards uncontrolled sealed surfaces and damage of an asset that is extremely short and cannot be reproduced, is
continuing. The targeted reduction in the growth rate of permanently sealed surfaces is to be
achieved by looking for concrete measures and solutions.
The aim of this project is to co-operate in the development of measures against uncontrolled sealing
and damage of soil and land. We are working on concepts for solving these complex problems in
cooperation with graduate students and Ph.D. students from nine Danubian countries (DE, AT, HU,
SK, CZ, BG, SI, YU, UA) and also representatives of science and political administration in the Neusiedlersee region.The project was organised in three parts. First, the impact of the threats related to
soil and land-use were analyzed and actual trends in land-use were described. Secondly, targeted
projects of applied research for the multifunctional management of soil and land were elaborated.
Finally, we will initiate specific actions for policy support, to integrate the ´Thematic strategy for
soil protection´ from the DG Environment of the European Commission into an empowering dialogue
on a regional basis. The result of this process will be a development concept as a starting point for a
´learning region´ in the Danubian area. This means, we have to create awareness among all the
stakeholders in the region for a responsible use of soils and land, and by learning from each other.

A. INTRODUCTION
Europe has become a giant freewheeling experimental laboratory for rethinking human conditions
and reconfiguring human institutions in the global
era. [Rifkin, 2004: p. 83] Sustainable development
over unlimited material growth means to protect
the interests of those who will come later, because
we have loaned the land from our children. Within
this relationship the programme Ecologisation of
the Danube region offers the chance to realize a
transdisciplinary approach between social, economic, technological and human sciences, implementing it within political-administrative systems.
Ecologisation means to establish sustainable development issues as a
progressive task on all political levels. The ecologisation of the social development means to introduce principles of ecology, environmental protection and education into all areas of social importance. [Kvarda] An elaboration of strategies for
improving cooperation of city councils and universities will be established to improve regional development, responsible use of soil and land use and
integrated land utilisation issues along the Danube
river.
Space is an asset that is extremely limited and
cannot be reproduced, and which has always been
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the subject of strong conflicts with regard to its
utilisation. Responsible use of space with a democratic balance of interests must stop the trend towards uncontrolled urban sprawl and permanent
sealing of surfaces. [Lebensministerium, 2002:
p.70] European soils are under pressure by nonsustainable land use practices. Understanding the
varying properties of the soil (and water) systems
in space and time that determine the opportunities
for more eco-efficient land uses is essential for
future integrated resource management policies.
A growing population and an increasing energy
consumption, transport and agricultural activities,
linked to pressures such as global climate variability and warming are adding increasing pressure
on the reserve of natural resources in general and
especially on the soil environment. Through sealing
alone, Europe loses several square kilometres of
fertile land every day. As a follow-up to the EU
Communication, the European Commission, DG
Environment, decided to formulate a ´Thematic
Strategy for Soil Protection´ (COM(2002)179final).
[Blum et al., 2004b] The soil has to become the
common concern primarily within local/regional
communities but also within state public enterprises and offices. [Stojkov, 2006]
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B. BACKGROUND AND QUESTIONS
The Centre of Environmental Studies and Nature
Conservation (ZUN) in cooperation with the Institute of Soil Research (IBF) at the University of
Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences in
Vienna –BOKU, were submitting a project proposal
to the EU in March 2004 as an Intensive Programme within ERASMUS1 called “Responsible Use
of Soil and Land and Regional Development.”
For the first time we will transfer operational goals
and objectives for soil protection on the basis of
the ´EU soil communication´: “Towards a thematic strategy for soil protection” – COM
(2002, 179 Brussels) in one of the European regions. Within this strategy the objectives of our
endeavours are explicitly mentioned, in particular
the eight threats to soil. Aspired goals for sustainable land-use and soil protection are harmonising
different demands of land-use balancing them on a
social and economic basis as well as on a scientific
– technological one, all this in view of future generations.

teaching of special topics, enable students and
teachers to work together in multinational groups
to gain new perspectives on the topic being studied, and allow members of the teaching staff to
exchange views on teaching content and new curricula approaches and to test teaching methods in
an international classroom environment.
Therefore the main target will be, to develop
methodological approaches on how to initiate a
dialogue between those who own soil and those
who are interested in keeping soil multifunctional.
Finally the aim of this phase of the IP project from
2006 to 2007 will be to develop a common vision
for achieving a concept for a ‘learning region’ in
order to obtain goals of a resource saving regional
development in the Danube area. The question will
be, how to bridge between the available scientific
knowledge on one side and those who need it for
defining policies, and operational procedures, such
as stakeholders, politicians and decision makers on
the other side, to keep soil and land use multifunctional. [Kvarda, 2006; p.21.-22]
The didactical concept of the IP pursues a transdisciplinary approach. The architecture of knowledge integration distinguishes between three levels
– understanding the problems (first phase), conceptualizing through synthesis by methods of
knowledge integration (second phase) and third
causal explaining based on arguments arranged
according to propositional logic.

Fig.1 Prof.Tomaz Pruz presenting ´Land use ethics´
The aim of the Erasmus Program is to increase the
quality of Higher Education in Europe to achieve an
increase in student and staff mobility and to promote inter-institutional co-operation. These cooperations are designed to reduce cultural barriers
between the European states and to promote the
building of a common European Education space.
The Intensive Program (IP) “Responsible Use of
Soil and Land and Regional Development” (IPSOIL)
is a study program which brings together, from
2004 to 2007, students and staff members from
universities of 9 participating Danube countries.
The goals of this IP are to work out a common
vision and to co-operate in the development of
measures against uncontrolled sealing and damage
of soil and land, aiming at a balanced production
and also developing concrete measures for integrated land utilisation to initiate a ´learning region´.
Enhancing mobility across Europe, attracting good
students, improving the EU innovation capabilities,
are some of the key challenges for the development of the European Higher Education Area.
Within the Socrates Erasmus Program, this
Intensive program is only a short study program
which brings together students and staff members
from universities in different participating countries
in order to encourage efficient and multinational
10

Fig.4 Starting to find ´common ground´ Karl
Spachinger, Flora Möcsenyi, Tamas Dömötör
Within the first phase of the IP SOIL I project
from 2004 to 2005 we were analyzing the theoretical and practical examples from the ‘five soil research clusters’ (Blum et al. 2004), and were integrating the topics systemically within a search
workshop, finally developing working on various
case studies and projects about soil and land use to
understand the problems. The Intensive programmatic seminar took place in Neusiedl am See from
April 3rd to 17th, 2005. The soil indicator framework
- the DPSIR APPROACH – and its application in
practice helps to understand complex systems and
processes and produces responses and solutions
for strategies and operational procedures. The
framework of the ‘ five main soil research clusters’
served as a theoretical background for our project.
[Blum et al., 2004b]
We were creating a common platform with the help
of a future search workshop, to provide
´common ground´ between the stakeholders from
the region and the academics, preparing issues of
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 3 / 2006
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sustainable land-use for politicians and decision
makers. The theory of team-learning is starting
with a dialogue in order to abolish inherent assumptions of the team members and to admit an
authentic mutual thinking. In such a way participants see the world in a different perspective.
Mutual team learning therefore can contribute to
new perspectives and reflection of visions.

Fig.2 Prof.Blum, Mag. Rosa Strasser, Prof.Onodi
talking about the social culture of the project
For creating a social basis and culture of the
IPSOIL project, Rosa Strasser was proposing to
generate social capital from learning by experience
through a special learning culture. Therefore the
core questions were, fostering trust among the
participants to allow open dialogue, to support the
emergence of a new international scientific community, for a generation of new experimental
knowledge about the complex issue of soil protection. [Strasser, 2005: p.5-6] The students were
finally reviewing the workshop, writing an essay on
how to promote the ability to contemplate the
social phenomena occurring during the process. A
few examples from the students´ essays:
The didactic concept: … to find solutions which can
be realized and transferred, the co-operation with
social, economic and political sciences (W.D.)
Regarding the intercultural and interdisciplinary cooperation: … totally new kind of learning. No
stress, no barriers, no specialisation, just creativity
and let it flow, a good atmosphere for working
(A.M.)
Results: … teachers became students for the time
interval in Neusiedl (D.K.)
Within the second phase of IPSOIL II in March
2006, we were elaborating targeted projects of
applied research for the multifunctional management of soil and land-use. The projects were dealing with primary and secondary responses towards
satisfying the demand for improving new sociopolitical instruments or economic regulations, technical precautionary measures, legal instruments,
ecological and also aesthetic structures.
If we want to solve the problems of soil degradation and develop an understanding in the society
for creating a sustainable use of the soil and a
multi-functional land management, we have to
choose this interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
method. Multi-functionality land use means to
substitute the zoning principle of the physical separation of urban and rural activities with a true mix
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 3 / 2006

of patterns, which functions in order to benefit life
in all its forms. Multi-functionality of soil means
that soil can be used in all its main functions, such
as biomass production, filtering, buffering and
transformation, as a gene reserve and as a geogenic and cultural heritage and also as a physical
basis.

Fig.3. Ecological design group
Within the third phase of IP SOIL III, we will
initiate specific actions for policy support, to integrate the ´Thematic strategy for soil protection´
from the DG Environment of the European Commission, within an empowering dialogue, to implement it on a regional basis. If we are aspiring new
research methods and educational concepts, we
have to change our traditional opinion within our
scientific comprehension. We have to engage ourselves within group processes, which are evolving
dynamically and openly to the intended procedure.
Such a network of academic and professional representatives from different branches enables a
transdisciplinary process, which must tackle several
quite different issues which together are crucial for
success:
•

Produce knowledge that is scientifically reliable

•

Address important issues in society to produce
knowledge that is relevant for the future development of society and nature

•

Involve actors and stakeholders in society in
stimulating the mutual learning process between science and society that is necessary to
producing knowledge that is effectively used
[Klein et al., 2001]

First we have to promote the awareness for the
dynamic soil architecture, to make sure, that soil
protection measures will be accepted among people. Soil education includes both the creation of the
framework conditions for measures raising awareness [Mählmann, 2006: p.10-12] and an enhancement of a dialogue between all the partners
(schools, adult education, universities, stakeholders of the region etc.) in an ongoing process to
create effective governance towards a ´learning
region´ and by learning from each other more and
more. The preparatory meeting for the learning
region concept took place end of November ´06 in
Neusiedl am See and as an initial event. The final
conference was organised March 16th 2007.
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C. THE LEARNING REGION CONCEPT
The BOKU and the Academia Danubiana should
become a brand name, a sign of quality for a regional biosphere based development process and
knowledge based economy, including accelerated
structural changes of human capital. It should also
be a common trademark, giving corporate identity
to the partners, within the academic and partnercity network along the Danube. Results of this
cooperation-network should create a ´line of
pearls´ of cultural centres along the Danube to
improve the quality, European dimension and visibility of activities or issues of common interest in
the field of a responsible use of soil and regional
development. Therefore we want to achieve a cooperative network of universities, cities and towns
along the Danube, emphasising a common vision of
measures against uncontrolled sealing and damage
of soil and land, intending to develop concepts for
integrated land utilisation and to initiate a
´learning region´.
Against the background of a knowledge based
economy and accelerated structural changes human capital is becoming more and more important.
A Learning Region combines the pragmatic execution of learning and regional development. (Centrope, Uniregio) The regional education and science
institutions are aligned with the regional development objectives and accordingly qualified inhabitants have to train the trainers and activate and
integrate the stakeholders of the region for pushing
the development. [Spachinger et al., 2005]

Fig. 5 The Centrope region
As an example the Centrope vision aims at combining these two objectives and to establish a
Learning Biosphere – Growth Region, in which
renewable resources and technological know how
(new professions) contribute an essential part to
the competitiveness of the region and in which
urban and rural areas are functionally linked according to this vision. The sustainable use and
protection of biogenous resources and a Green
Centre settlement principle characterize this region
in which compact settlement locate along public
transport axes and in which the valuable natural
space as well as a recreational and agricultural
space is conserved. [Puchinger, 2005]
The communication between disciplines of
different scientific traditions depends mainly on
communication among persons with different disciplinary backgrounds. Therefore, the quality of
interdisciplinary knowledge cannot be independent
12

from the quality of interpersonal relations within
the planning teams. Common values and emotional
or political commitment may be determinant conditions for the quality of interdisciplinary results. The
pleasure of interacting inside the group may be the
determinant of the imagination and of the creativity that the group may be able to develop. The
possibility of non-defensive behaviour and attitudes
becomes essential. It may be easier to accept the
areas of ignorance, which may stimulate further
progress. [Henriques, 2006: p.394]

Fig. 6 Nationalpark Fertö / Neusiedlersee
The ´learning region´ should be seen as a continuous learning process, that provides the region
with a cross-sectoral platform to discuss sustainable land use development as a precondition for
ecological awareness for collective action. It requires good levels of trust between regional and
local administration and the different elements of
stakeholders in the region based on the experience
of working successfully together. It should enable
the environmental and nature protection institutions together to release the potential of public,
regional and political agencies and enable each of
these to contribute to the achievement of awareness of a desirable and responsible land use of the
region.
The Neusiedlersee region needs to become a
´learning region´ and enhance institutional capacity building. This includes the capacity to work
together between universities and between different groups like adult education and all kinds of
regional partners or stakeholders. In Neusiedl am
See the third area of the negotiation process "The
public initiative" informs about ideas and thoughts,
in which we can see impulses to achieve objectives
of the city. Such an example could be the lobbying
of the commune at the federal level for the establishment of a "University of the Panonia region" in
Neusiedl am See. Finally striving towards a
´learning region´ in the future, the various educational institutions should mobilise their academic
resources to undertake a regional SWOT analysis
and identify what they can contribute individually
and together through their teaching and research
activities in building on regional strengths and
exploiting opportunities and address weaknesses
and threats. As a first common marketing strategy
(cit. Borislav Stojkov), the two cities (Belgrade and
Vienna) could be analyzed in terms of their role in
the European integration process trough major
integrative key – elements: transportation, infrastructure, relation to the Danube as an ecological
system, European cultural paths, cooperation of
two cities etc.
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 3 / 2006
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D. THE FOLLOW UP OF IPSOIL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
The UN proclaims with the Decade for Education
for sustainable Development from 2005 to 2014
that education will help to develop widespread
understanding of the interdependence and fragility
of planetary life support systems. Within the
Comenius 3 network of Sokrates, the SEED project
“School Development through Environmental Education” facilitates European school systems preparing the UN Decade in Education for Sustainable
Development. The general aims of the basic program ÖKOLOG from the Austrian Federal Ministry
for Education Science and Culture (BMBWK) in
Vienna are, to improve the quality of environmental education, to involve the students actively
for ecological awareness.
The University of Natural Resources and Applied
Life Sciences – BOKU – in Vienna emphasises
within the ´Strategy for the Internationalisation of the BOKU´ teaching and learning as the
merits of internationalisation (see also the White
Paper of the European Commission) The development of International Cooperation Networks should
be considerably strengthened.
In the year 2002, 15 European Environmental
ministers have outlined first steps towards a strategy to protect soils, on a level corresponding to
water and air. The European Parliament resolution
on the Commission communication ´Towards a
Thematic Strategy for soil Protection ´ (COM(2002)
179) is targeting develop land use, preventing
sealing of soil like other protected targets. As a
first step we could try to integrate the strategic
goals of soil protection and to implement it on an
urban and rural basis. Threats to soil are often
caused by social and economic damage, with the
result that distressed urban areas are produced.
They correspond to spatial concentrations of urban
problems including diverse manifestations of poverty among inhabitants, economic decline and
physical decay.

Fig.5 Empowering dialogue, Borislavov, Pottyondi
Territorial development planning as an
´empowering dialogue´ accepts the complexity
that arises from the interaction among different
agents at different territorial levels and recognizes
the ´interests´, ´reasons´ and ´motives´ underlying their ´rationalities´ and strategic conduct. This
requires knowledge about the field of forces in the
context of which the ´discursive field´ and the
´organisational´ field´ gain their relevance for the
deployment of Municipal ´causal powers´ and the
effectiveness of action. Understanding power and
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conflict becomes an essential feature in planning as
an ´empowering dialogue´. Territorial development
planning as an ´empowering dialogue´ aiming at
anti-poverty ´locality effects´ as a global, multilevel and complex approach. Therefore, it is based
on interdisciplinary cooperation in the organization
of scientific knowledge.

Fig. 6 The IPSOIL I group, 2005 in front of the
Firestation in Neusiedl am See
For continuing the IPSOIL project, a common
platform between education and research should
pursue the following objectives:
+ to provide an overview in the field of
soil and land use (through comparative
studies and analyses);
+ to consider the various definitions used
in different countries in terms of content
and methodology, thereby contributing to
the construction of a shared terminology
at European level in the key areas of adult
learning;
+ to identify present, emergent and future
needs, and in particular to pinpoint aspects where European co-operation could
be especially beneficial.
The Directorate-General for Education and Culture
of the European Commission is promoting Lifelong-Learning with several programmes and
Actions. The Grundtvig 4 Networks are largescale networks providing a forum for discussion
and exchange of information on key issues, policyshaping and/or research in their respective area of
adult learning. One important goal of the initiative
GRUNDTVIG is the empowerment of the process of
the European integration through the transnational
cooperation of adult education institutions in
Europe. [Bgld. Forschungsgesellschaft, 2005] Each
new Network should become a ´key player´ in the
promotion of European cooperation in its specific
sector of adult education. Each Grundtvig Network
should have partners from as many countries participating in Socrates as possible. A Network must
comprise organisations from at least 10 different
countries participating in Socrates. The Network
will consist of a co-ordinating institution, selected by the partners to be responsible for the
overall organisation, management and coordination of the activities and for the liaison with
the Commission throughout the duration of the
project period. Other core institutions chairing the
Network's working groups could be, Austrian Federal Ministry for Education, Science and Culture
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(BMBWK), IUCN (Dr. Lang) The World Conservation
Union http://www.iucn.org/, Austrian Society of
Soil Science, Österr. Bodenforum (Andreas Baumgarten), Serbian Spatial Planners, Belgrade Karpathenkonvention, Donauschutz Konvention, and
others.
Kurt Puchinger is also suggesting one possible
operational objective to develop a pilot
´curriculum´ with a ´post-graduate´ orientation
to qualify people to understand and manage a
regional biosphere based development process.
The target group should be professionals on different levels already involved in/or pre-qualified for
regional development procedures. The general
aims will strengthen the co-operation of education
institutions (academia, non-academic) will improve
job creation and help to make lifelong learning
opportunities available to public institutions, NGOs
(regional management) and in the private sector.
A network of excellence called Academia Danubiana has been established to promote a higher
degree of territorial integration with the former and
actual accession countries within the Danube region. http://www.academia-danubiana.net/ The
Academia Danubiana focuses on a scientific and
educational network within various disciplines and
paradigms in planning and systems design. It is
addressed to all members of the socio-economic,
ecological and administrative community in the
broad sense – local authorities, students, teachers
and non-government organisations. The aim of this
program is about the establishment of visionary
concepts and projects, offering postgraduate study
programs and seminars to promote mutual learning
within a dialogue between municipalities, universities, concerned industries, business, non governmental organisations and the society. The results
should be communicated to the politicaladministrative system and the universities in the
Danube region.
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Borislav Stojkov,
University of Belgrade, Faculty of Geography
The soil is becoming one of the crucial problems for the Nature and its proper functioning due to many reasons of its misusing or abusing. The market forces in agriculture
are rapidly deteriorating the soil wild biodiversity and its capacity. The importance of
the soil and its wild biodiversity, related to the water system and other ecological functions, are presented in short outlines. Understanding the soil quality means assessing
and managing soil that it functions optimally now and is not demoted for the future
use. Evaluation of the soil quality in a different manner serves for agriculture betterment and for keeping water and habitat organisms´ quality. Further, the instrument for
soil protection policies implementation are given such as regional development planning, incentives for regional integration, social impacts oriented actions, education etc.
The further soil decay will generally jeopardize the whole idea of sustainable development. Therefore it asks for more efficient understanding from decision makers, producers, but from planners as wellIntroduction
Four elements in the Nature had been extracted by Leonardo Da Vinci (Da Vinci L.,
1959) as the key components of the Universe: water, land, air and fire, mutually
interconnected and dependent on each
other. Land occupies the center surrounded
by water; then comes a layer of air, and
enveloping the whole is the fire (sun). Da
Vinci concluded that “encircling Air envelopes and circumscribes a more complicated
structure of land…suspended between the
elements of water and fire” (Da Vinci L.,
1959). The water he estimated as the driving force of the Nature. The Man as adaptor
and user of the Nature he didn’t mention in
this context. Marx commented it by an idea
that “by acting upon the Nature Man directly
acts up to himself” (Marx K., 1949). All four
elements are thus understood as being under Man’s control, even the Sun i.e. its impact to the Earth. The modern history (XXXXI century) proofs that Man’s controlling is
often unconscious of its consequences to
some of the elements and ultimately to the
Man himself. Nowadays, after so many evidences, threats and challenges the Man is
becoming more aware of the harmful consequences and possible catastrophes in the
near future, and has started to articulate
new ideas and policies trying to save himself
or the future generation; but is it enough or,
maybe, too late?
The land as one of the key natural elements
is also one of the key victims of Man’s acting
upon the Nature. At the beginning it was
given to the Man and now it is overwhelmingly taken, or even raped by him, used,
overused, misused, and abused in so many
parts of the globe.
The expansive growth of global population,
with 6.5 billion stomachs to be fed daily, the
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explosive growth of the world economy, not
evenly distributed and the lack of proper
understanding consequences of different
land uses, jeopardizes the whole of the Nature and some of its driving forces, such as
is the Water (Da Vinci L., 1959).

Threats to the soil
In many parts of the globe, especially the
developing ones, the success of a developing
region is still measured by the rate of economic growth and the speed of development
with no comments on harmful consequences
to the Nature. Gains are calculated without
measuring losses in environmental quality
indicators. But situation is getting worse as
times goes by. The social implications have
been neglected, one of them being the fact
that disseminating soil use for agriculture to
help poor people means increasing the food
production for 50-60 % in only thirty years
of XXI century (UN, 2000). The cultural level
of a nation or a region is therefore becoming
the major driving force to redirecting orientation of social groups and, in many cases,
now prevailing towards the new idea where
economy, without certain social and ecological context, cannot be estimated as a paramount goal of development any more. The
same is with use of resources where criteria
of sustainability is becoming prevailing issue,
unfortunately, too late in many cases.
Due to economy and market forces the nature and natural resources are rapidly loosing their capacities with soil as one of the
capital elements for the Mankind existence
being inevitably under the most dangerous
pressures. Attached by sealing, different
kinds of agricultural activities, superficial
land use planning, natural dangers induced
by human activities, the soil has been pro-
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gressively loosing wild biodiversity. The rate
and technology of soil use for agriculture is
therefore becoming the major threat to the
soil natural quality and henceforth the threat
to its feeding capacities.

years, 300 mil. metric tons/year for the last
300 years and 760 mil. metric tons/year for
the last 50 years, with 16 % of the original
stock of organic soil carbon lost so far (Costanza R., 1992).

Fig. 1 Threats to the soil in rural areas

The confrontation of the wild life and agriculture is evident in the vast quantity of forests
torn down for agricultural reasons and for
firing or wood industries changing rich natural habitat and its biodiversity into simplified
forms of pastures and agricultural fields. The
impact to the biodiversity is enormous in
both cases: agriculture and forestry. 5-7
million ha of land, formerly in cropland (0.30.4 % of the world arable land) are abandoned annually due to severe soil degradation (Rozanov BG et al, 1999).

The relation to the land use, and to the soil
use in particular, has been changing through
the history. Firstly, understood as given to
the Man by the natural order, the soil had
been endangered, changed and shifted
(eroded) mostly by water and wind and
slightly by sealing. Later it was progressively
exploited in direct correlation with urbanization and technological progress, growth of
both state and market economy, with specific misunderstanding that the land has to
be primarily planned for sealing1 , constructing and for agricultural uses. The two confronting principles on land use, as a basis for
land use and building regulations say:
1.

2.

Land is generally free to be used for
building, if not forbidden by planning regulations;
Land is generally forbidden to be
used for building except where allowed by planning regulations.

A number of building acts are still in concordance with the first principle. Thanks to this,
the increasing number of population on the
Earth progressively threatens quality of soil
which is consequently becoming irreversible
resource either by population, or by sealing,
compression, erosion, contamination etc. By
this only, 25 % of the world species could
happen to disappear in 50 years. 10 % of
official protected land on the Earth does not
count with agricultural land, which “has been
constantly ignored by conservationists, assumed to have habitat conditions so radically
modified from the original state that their
contribution to biodiversity conservation
could be marginal” (Mc Neely J., Scherr S.J.,
2002). The negative impact of improper
agriculture to ecosystems and soil is evidently becoming increasingly obvious, with
its increasing production and its intensification. Humus has been lost at a rate of cca 25
mil. metric tons/year for the last 10.000

As a conclusion, “diverse natural ecosystems
have been converted into oversimplified
ecosystems led to pollution of soil and waterland. The modern commercial agriculture
has had a direct negative impact on biodiversity” (Mc Neely J., Scherr S.J., 2002)
(ecosystem, species and natural diversity).
This theoretical evidence, being a basis for
many world declarations, is not induced into
the practice of many regions around the
world, not to mention the ones in developing
countries even in the middle of Europe today.

The meaning and importance of
the soil
The soil, as a thin layer of the Earth, substantial for the whole life on the planet, is
understood and, henceforth, treated in different ways. The soil quality is taken for
granted by consumers who unconditionally
expect to get healthy, plentiful and affordable food out of it. Opposed is idea of a
peasant who expects the maximal profit out
of the soil by growing its productivity adding
fertilizers, chemicals, pesticides and other
additives. This is again opposed to the idea
of environmentalists who take care of biodiversity, harmony of the Nature, biomass
production and nutrient cycling. Often uses
of the soil (construction, tourism, transport
etc) look for the soil quality as a prerequisite
for their investment ideas. The contradictory
meaning and understanding of the soil, and
different driving forces standing behind,
produce diversified pressures on the land
and on the soil in the particular, contributing
progressively to the soil degradation.

1

The dominant planning theory during 60ties and 70ties
was formulated by land use planners and the American
school of planning, with emphasis on urban land use.
See Chapin Jr. S., (1970): Urban Land Use Planning.
University of Illinois Press
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Fig. 2 The major driving forces
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The importance of the soil is in many cases
totally neglected, thus producing the stateof-art with local and diffuse contamination,
soil acidification, salinisation, eutrophication,
nutrient depletion, physical and biological
degradation (Scherr S.J., 1999). On the
other hand the soil performs five essential
functions:
•

regulating water

•

sustaining plant and animal life

•

filtering potential pollutants

•

cycling nutrients

•

supporting building structures

The soil has inherent and dynamic qualities.
Inherent soil quality is a soil’s natural ability
to function. Dynamic soil quality is how soil
changes depending on how it is managed
(Blum W., Varallyay, 2004). But the soil is
crucially important component of the biodiversity system, representing structure within
ecosystem together with vegetation biomass
(Mc Neely J., Scherr S.J., 2002). By threatening wild biodiversity we threaten the natural system with the role of soil consequently
depleted and its potential to renew diminished. The direct relation between biodiversity and the soil renewal capacity is something that must be precisely considered in
agriculture planning and practicing. This is
one of the issues underestimated in developing countries in particular where uncontrolled food production jeopardizes the soil
as a main natural resource. The very meaning of biodiversity is well defined in the sentence “the variability among living organisms
from all sources…; this includes diversity
within species, between species and of ecosystems” (Natural Resources, 2006).
Of course, protecting biodiversity is hard
task to the people where existence depends
on agriculture. That is more than evident in
poor rural parts of developing countries. How
to explain them that their production should
be changed, reduced or even controlled for
keeping wild biodiversity? On the other hand
the state, due to scarce financial powers,
has the problem of implementing international conventions and their own policies if
these are oriented towards keeping biodiversity and maintaining healthy ecosystems
based on biodiversity on account of the agricultural production, usually inherited as a
part of tradition or the former policies.
The negative impact of agriculture to the soil
is nowadays clear enough. As a reverse
effect some estimations proof that the potential productivity in agriculture has declined on 16 % of land in developing countries and 50 % of intensively managed cropland (Mc Neely J., Scherr S.J., 2002).
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Fig. 3 Map - Chemical Fertilizers Input Intensity within the Global Extent of Agriculture;
Source: Wood, Sebastian, and Scherr 2000,
based on FAO, 1999
The soils characteristics as of biologically
active layer of land that provides nutrients,
helps water circulation and secures necessary articles for plant growth, is seriously
challenged in rural parts with both intensive
agriculture and extensive nonqualified agriculture. Soil capacities for its multifunctional
use (biomass production, air and water circulation, microorganisms needed for ecosystems development etc) are progressively
confronted with superficial land use planning
in huge parts of developing countries especially, as well as with careless acting in rural
areas where land cultivation endangers the
nature ecosystems and wild biodiversity (the
soil is the living environment for 100 %
species of 6 taxonomic groups and 50 % for
another 8 groups) (Mc Neely J., Scherr S.J.,
2002). It raises an issue of the biota sustainability in general. R. Costanza concludes
that biota can sustain itself – it is very resilient – when faced with normal environmental variation, …but the same biota may
not be able to withstand even the smallest
disturbance outside the range of its evolutionary experience (Costanza R., 1992).

The sustainable future objective
of the soils in rural areas
Understanding soil quality means assessing
and managing the soil so that it functions
optimally now and is not degraded for the
future use (Natural Resources, 2006). The
quality of soil should be monitored and
measured by the set of indicators (physical,
biological and chemical values).
Table 1. Examples of soil quality indicators;
Source: NRCS, US Department of Agriculture, 2006
Indicator

Relationship to
Soil Health

Soil organic matter
(SOM)

Soil fertility, structure, stability, nutrient retention; soil
erosion

PHYSICAL: Soil
structure, Depth of
soil, Infiltration and
bulk density; Water
holding capacity

Retention and
transport of water
and nutrients; habitat for microbes;
estimate of crop
productivity poten-
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tial; compaction,
plow pan, water
movement; porosity; workability
CHEMICAL: ph;
Electrical conductivity; extractable N-PK

Biological and
chemical activity
thresholds; Plant
available nutrients
and potential for N
and P loss

BIOLOGICAL: Microbial biomass C and
N; Potentially mineralizable N; Soil
respiration

Microbial catalytic
potential and repository for C and
N; Soil productivity
and N supplying
potential; Microbial
activity measure

The future of the soil in rural parts is expected to be based on the multifunctional
soil use. According to some ideas the main
objective would be: Increasing agricultural
production and decreasing negative impact
on ecosystems (Mc Neely J., Scherr S.J.,
1999)
Decreasing the negative impact of agriculture to the soils means different approach to
agriculture as basic activity in rural parts,
the agriculture that is more vernacular,
friendly to the natural context or in concordance to the wild biodiversity.

The way to the soil protection in
rural areas
The shift in behavior, especially in rural
parts, being often conservative or based on
poor life conditions in developing countries is
the challenging task in their transitional
period. Unsolved matter of objectives and
instruments for transforming and enhancing
rural parts development, without adequate
agricultural and regional policies, raise the
sensitive question of saving the soil from
misusing, overusing or abusing. Misuse is
evident with crops and fruits wrongly seeded
for traditional reasons, wrong use of land
(meadows, pastures, arable land, orchards)
or the lack of education. Overuse is oftentimes the case in areas with intensive agriculture where excessive tillage often takes
place. Abuse is in the case of uncontrolled,
not so rare illegal, sealing or constructing, or
even under planning conditions where young
market makes pressure to local governments
and their planners.
The US Department of Agriculture gives a
few basic principles for managing the soil
quality with presumption that “each combination of soil type and land use calls for a
different set of practices to enhance the soil
quality” (Natural Resources, 2006). These
are:
•
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adding organic matter to the soil and
thus improving water holding capacity,

nutrient quality and protecting against
erosion
•

avoiding excessive tillage to avoid disrupting the soil structure and compaction

•

carefully measuring fertilizer and pesticide use, to protect water and air from
polluting and to prevent harming many
organisms

•

increasing the ground cover, to protect
soil of wind and water erosion and to
provide habitats for larger soil organisms

•

increasing the plant diversity to help
widening diversity of soil organisms, diversity of cultural practices and increasing the landscape abundance (small
fields, buffer strips, different tillage
practices etc) (Mc Neely J., Scherr S.J.,
2002).

Evaluating the soil quality in a different manner serves for agriculture betterment and for
keeping water and habitat organisms quality.
We use soil characteristics as indicators of
soil quality, but at the end, the soil must be
identified by how it performs its functions
(NRCS, 2006) which is often forgotten if it is
taken for profit or other economic reasons
only.
Six basic functions of soil and its multifunctional use (agriculture and forestry, infrastructure, filtration and buffering, gene reserve and protection, geogenic and cultural
heritage forming, and source of raw material) as given by W. Blum (Blum W.,
Varallyay, 2004), must be critically controlled in rural areas especially. For this
reason J. Mc Neely and S.J. Scherr are suggesting idea on eco-agriculture as an approach that treat equally the agricultural
development (as an economic reason) and
conservation of habitat for wild biodiversity.
Taken the Convention on Biological Diversity
for granted (UN Convention, 2001), with its
premise that ecosystem has to be managed
as a whole, they suggested that land use has
to influence wild life protection, biodiversity
strategy of soil use has to be integrated to
land use and development plans, and the
agricultural land has to be treated as a part
of surrounding protected areas (and vice
versa, the protected land as a part of surrounding agricultural land). The same authors define their list of priorities for protecting adequate soil use and promoting the idea
of eco-agriculture:
•

creating biodiversity reserves that benefit local farming communities

•

developing habitat networks in not
farmed areas (compatible with farming)

•

reducing (or reversing) conversion of
wild lands to agriculture by increasing
form productivity
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•

minimizing agricultural pollution through
more resource-efficient methods of filters for waterways

•

modifying management of soil, water
and vegetation resources

•

modifying farming system to mimic
natural ecosystems (Mc Neely J., Scherr
S.J., 2002).

Instruments for soil protection
policies implementation
Redefining strategies, goals, objectives and
policies in rural areas in developing regions
means some contradictory actions to be
taken such as: poverty reduction, agricultural reduction increase, biodiversity protection, intensive agricultural development etc.
The sustainable principles in land and soil
use ask for the prudent approach to the
complex problem of rural areas development. Moreover, the instruments and measures for implementing new objectives and
policies need a sort of multiple feasibility
(social, economic, ecological), encompassing
all actors and stakeholders in the rural ambiance which is more vivid and vital than it
looks like. The simple reason is that all four
elements, water, land, air and sun play
ubiquitous and synchronous role over rural
area permanently.
The sustainable development based on ecological agriculture, and on multifunctional
soil use in particular, could be imagined
under the following conditions2:
1.. Regional and local development
planning must start thinking more on local /
regional identity, where biodiversity is one of
important factors. Attractiveness and competitiveness of the area as results of its
enhanced identity must be soundly founded
on careful research on land/soil capacity and
finalized with precise list of priorities and
projects referring to wild biodiversity protection on one hand and to successful agriculture on the other hand. Specific attention
will be paid to small agriculture and poor
people agricultural activities (present or
potential), incentives to low income producers and to small scale agriculture. The whole
rural economy will be treated as a whole
with agriculture as one of basic economic
activities combined with other compatible
activities. Land use maps in regional and
local spatial plans will be the result of reasons for the land use patchwork but also
evidence of final consequences to the soil
quality and to biodiversity.

2

The list of conditions was discussed with a group of
students at the IPSOIL II seminar in Neusiedl am See,
(2005)
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2.. Incentives to regional integration of
local communities (municipalities) are important instrument for the learning region in
rural area. Connecting small rural communities in less developed and border regions
could be one of crucial impacts to better
understanding the problem of lagging rural
and agricultural development, and to getting
increased capacities for more sustainable
projects in agriculture which are rather
costly and complex at the beginning. Land
use planning, coordinated among small
communities, with common idea of soil quality protection, is one of crucial tasks for
planners. The integrated rural region, with
both high ecological quality and high productivity in agriculture may expect raising its
competitiveness in the wider continental
context in the future. Trans-regional integration is an additional instrument for better
development of rural areas.
3.. The social impacts can impede actions
on sustainable agriculture promotion. Decaying demographic situation, conservative
attitudes, tradition of poverty, lack of social
motifs and other social reasons can produce
frictions against learning region efforts and
concrete agriculture and sustainable soil use.
Negotiating with different social groups in a
rural area therefore is becoming indispensable step towards the idea of better, more
efficient and more sustainable land/soil use.
The chief argument, difficult to defend in
many cases, is keeping the common spirit of
a village or a wider rural area. The regions
where rural population is living in closed
family (even tribal) circles, with no socially
profiled attitudes to common or public interest, are difficult to get explained the meaning and importance of sustainable soil use.
They usually think and behave in day-to-day
manner with future out of their mind. Motivation towards new projects based on common agreement and understanding the
meaning of soil biodiversity is hard to initiate
in such regions, very familiar case in South
East Europe.
The local/regional identity as a basic prerequisite for stronger attractiveness, competitiveness and, finally, to better development
is an idea to be generally conceived, if possible at all. The identity based on both productive and sustainable soil use will be one
of distinguished objectives in the future.
4.. The role of local/regional governments in promoting and supporting idea and
projects of ecologically sustainable agriculture is highly important. Comparison between best practices in some Austrian regions with many lagging regions in South
East Europe clearly illuminates the meaning
of multifunctional and nature-friendly use of
soil, both productive and sustainable on the
positive side and destructive and economically ineffective on the other side. The diversity of fruit production (120 sorts of apples
in an Upper Austrian village or highly sophisticated grape growing in Burgenland, with
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closed cycle of processing, marketing, trading etc) as opposed to completely neglected
fruit growing in some parts of Balkans countries, is not so much matter of the local
population as of local governments without
power, responsibility or ideas to cope with
the drastic problem of lagging rural areas
still dominating in South East Europe. The
agriculture in developing countries is still
conceived as a problem of central governments, ministries and state institutions.
Henceforth the role of local governments in
rural domain (agriculture) can be considered
week in developing countries and highly
active in many successful rural areas in
developed ones.
5.. The role of state and its policy and the
legal system created for rural development,
agriculture/forestry, land, wetlands and
other compatible issues, will stay as a significant column in implementing sustainable
soil use idea. The state (helped by EU funds)
as a partner to local/regional governments,
with prudent regional development policy
and budget and legal system oriented to
sustainability of land/soil use, should insist
on soil biodiversity as critical point. Now, the
open question for the legal system and land
policy is the soil ownership. If we treat the
soil use as a critical problem for the future of
the Mankind and a soil as a hardly renewable
resource threatening the food production for
billions of people and majority of poor people, than the question is:
Could the soil in rural areas, where seriously
threatened by activities, be considered as
scarce and hardly renewable resource and
therefore controlled by:
a)

stronger planning measures, instruments and regulations, or by such as
agricultural zoning ordinance (Diamond
H., Nooman P., 1996), or by

b)

stimulating economic instruments to
make incentives to more appropriate
soil use, or by

c)

public and private sectors agreement
and partnership on projects for the soil
use and keeping biodiversity (Endicott
E. ed. 1992), or finally, if in case of
emergency, by

d)

transferring soil to stronger public control, similar to other natural goods such
as minerals, water, air, etc.

Of course, the last measure is strongly opposed to the idea of private ownership
(Coyle D.J., 1993) which must be treated as
sacrosanct and supported by other measures
of keeping the public interest in the soil use.
The challenging questions that could provoke
many reactions but necessary to be discussed.
6.. Education and informing on the problem of soil and land use is not only public
concern but has to be discussed among
experts and governing people as well. The
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vast majority of people are not aware on the
problem of soil misuse and potential problems coming out of it in the future. The land
is treated as private ownership and, as such,
is free to use, especially in rural areas. Urban areas are more controlled by town planning instruments but rural ones are usually
left alone in developing countries in particular. The matter of wild biodiversity is unknown even to planning experts and treated
usually by traditional land use planning, land
use maps and land use regulations. Information on the state-of-art of wild biodiversity is
usually missing, tillage is out of control, use
of chemicals and pesticides is open to one’s
responsibility, and the soil is downgraded
with no instantly evident consequences.
Information and education on the issue is
therefore indispensable through planning
activities but also in other ways organized by
expert institutions, supported with both
regional and state instruments and means.

Conclusion
The soil use is becoming harsh issue of the
contemporary generation with questionable
perspectives if it continues as up to date.
The issue is more than critical in underdeveloped and even developing countries and
regions with speedy decreasing of soil quality and with soil depletion and loss of soil as
the final consequence of rapid agricultural
growth and the superficial land use planning.
The soil has to become the common concern
primarily within local/regional communities
but also within state public enterprises and
offices.
The question raised by W. Kvarda, how to
establish regional development with great
responsibility in relation to the vertical system of land use for getting an economic
yield (Kvarda W. 2002), is now becoming the
acute dilemma for responsible institutions
and persons in governments but also in
planning circles and (should be) among
individual producers.
Structural changes in agriculture and their
serious consequences for rural areas in recent years, one of them being the negative
impact to hydrological cycle (Dorner W.,
2005), clearly shows that it is not enough to
protect agricultural land from sealing but
primarily from agriculture itself. As discussed
by Carl Steinitz, the major stressor that
cause impacts on biodiversity are urbanization related “development” in the region and
construction and land use practices … As
development spreads, habitat is lost first.
These direct impacts are caused by… human
activities (Steinitz C., 1995). Precise and
strict analysis of different land and soil uses
and their impact to soil ecosystems, wild
biodiversity and potential soil multifunctionality is therefore one of the major tasks not
only for experts in agriculture but for spatial
and urban planners in particular. Good land
and soil use planning rests on a good selection of criteria and indicators as well as the
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proper agricultural zoning ordinance3. The
evident fact with general soil decay in the
world is that the decision makers must understand the soil quality as a paramount
responsibility as crucial to attaining the goal
of sustainable development in rural areas. If
not, the regional wellness and general social
benefit will obviously fall down sooner or
later.
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measure – human influence – but insensitive to extraneous factors
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WHO MAKES THE LANDSCAPE? THE SMALL FARMER
PERSPECTIVE
Pavol Kenderessy.
Institute of Landscape Ecology, Slovak Academy of Sciences

The main aim of this paper is to focus particular attention to the role of small private
farmer, who represents the key element in process of creation and maintenance of most
valuable types of cultural or high nature value (HNV) landscape in Slovakia, which to
a large extend represent our cultural identity. The farmer acts not only as a rescuer of traditional management practices, the modern type of ecologist and nature conservationists,
but he also represents one of the most endangered social groups, which requires our
broader attention and support.

1. Introduction
The landscape has always been an
essential aspect of European agriculture and
on the other hand the agriculture has always
been one of the major driving forces in the
process of creation of unique types of cultural
landscape. The landscape represents territorial
system, where man through his activities in
interaction with his natural environment and
resources creates the conditions for existence
of organisms and human society.
The effort to conserve the diversity of
organisms, ecosystems and landscape ought to
lead to conservation of cultural diversity of
nations and cultures – to conservation of material and spiritual values as well as to conservation of all nations and nationalities (Hrnčiarová 2004). Various types of cultural landscape which represent the reflection of certain
historical period are good example of mutual
coexistence of man and nature (Fig. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1 Liptovská Teplička – preserved field
baulks as forms of agricultural anthropogenic
relief
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Fig. 2 Podpoľanie – narrow field belts as
a historical structure of the region

2. Structure and development of
agricultural sector in Slovakia
Despite some differences the new
member states are characterized by dual
structure of agricultural sector – on one hand,
there is a number of large agricultural holdings, but on another hand there’s also a high
amount of small farms. From total number of
9 million registered CEE farms there is only
1% larger than 50 ha, but they cover almost
38% of total agricultural area. The share of
farm holdings smaller than 5 ha is 82% but
they cover only 27 % of total agricultural area
(EC, 2004a).
The agricultural land in Slovakia
represents approximately 2 440 000 mil ha
which is almost 50 % of whole territory. Arable
land thus represents 55% of this area (MŽP
SR, 2002). Agricultural production in Slovakia
is mainly concentrated in SW and SE Slovakian
lowlands. These areas are considered as highly
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productive and intensify cultivated with large
share of arable land managed by mostly large
agricultural holdings. Unfavorable climate and
topographical conditions determined the structure of agricultural sector in marginal regions
of our country.
Due to collectivization period the
share of small farms in Slovakia or Czech Republic is much smaller than in Slovenia, Romania or Latvia where collectivization didn’t
affected farm size structure to such extend. In
the year 1949 small farmers owned 28,6 % of
all agricultural holdings. Farmers managing
land with size of 5-10 ha represented 19,5 %
of all holdings, but in 3 years their number
decreased to 16,4 % (FoE and CEPA, 2004).
In general, collectivization does not always
represent the negative process. The negative
development lies in fact that collectivization
was perceived as more political, than social,
cultural and psychological transformation
(Slavkovský, 2002). This resulted to loss of
land property rights and consequently also
production, economical and land-maintenance
function of farming activities. Another remarkable period in development of agricultural
sector was privatization after political changes
in 1989. This period represented the rapid
decline in agricultural production, which was
the result of low competitiveness of agricultural sector and too enthusiastic emphasis
given to private ownership without considering
missing social and cultural linkages of collectivization farmers generation. Nowadays high
nature value farmland is threatened by two
contrasting trends: intensification and abandonment (EEA, 2004a).
Intensification has been a continuous
process in most parts of Western Europe for
decades, reflected in a steady increase in fertilizer inputs milk and cereal yield. In Eastern
Europe investments in agricultural sector
dropped substantially during political and economical changes in 1990s. Current input rates
are still comparably low, but the new agroeconomic framework expect to lead to some
intensification, which means that some of the
high nature value farmland will probably be
exposed to intensification in the near future.
Land abandonment is already a common
phenomena in regions where agricultural productivity is relatively low. Depopulation is
occurring in many rural areas, affecting countryside and environment profoundly. The situation is particularly worrying in central and
Eastern Europe where political and economical
changes negatively affected the conditions for
farming (EEA, 2004b).
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3. Farmers profile
In contrast with large farm holdings aimed
almost exclusively to production functions,
small farmer represents a holder of various
cultural, social and also ecological values. The
farmer is a personalization of historical, material, social and spiritual values of his region.
Up to now farmers and their land were able to
survive several difficult periods since Second
World War, post war restructuralization, socialistic collectivization period and privatization
period after political changes in 1989. Without
any remarkable financial or legislative stimulation they were able to preserve unique landscape and environmental features, social linkages, traditions and traditional farming practices. On another hand small farmers were
social group which was mostly affected by
various political and social changes (Fig 3.).

Fig. 3 Endangered species?
In Slovakia the farmer as a social group was
marginalized by forced collectivization and
pressed in effacement by communistic ideology. Nowadays he still exists in rural regions
together with other social groups established
during collectivization or those introduced by
urbanization trends. His dominant feature is
that he works on his own property which to a
large extend determines his relation and linkage to land, animals, village and also other
transcendental values. Since this farmer practice his activities on marginal land characterized by unfavorable climatic, soil or topographical conditions, his productivity is rather
low and thus his motivation is not strictly
monetary oriented.
For better description, the farmer ‘s profile will
be illustrated on following example based on
sociological survey and interviews with small
farmers from Chlebnice village in Orava region
located in northern Slovakia (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Cultural landscape of Chlebnice village
4.
Thus main characteristics describing the life an
attitude of small farmer could be summarized
into following points (Ťapajnová, 2001) :
1.

2.

3.
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Land ownership – The dominant feature of small farmer is, that he works
on land which is his own property and
this also determines his relation to
the land. The problem which appeared after the forced collectivization
resulted to loose of linkages to a land
as an economical value. Mean time,
ongoing transformation of ownership
leads to the fact that people starting
to consider the land as material entity. The old system where the value
of the land was excluded from economical mechanism is not valid any
more. „You care much more if it’s
your own…(interview)”
Social relations – His land does not
represent only the place of work, but
also the space for development of social relations, characterized by mutual
cooperation between neighbors or
family members. Old farmhouses,
cottages, heyshelters and granaries
are being renewed, reconstructed or
rebuild for recreational purposes.
They become popular place for meetings of families and neighbors. „The
family stays together, the kids are
use to come and help with work.“.
The work of small farmer is mainly
the work based on cooperation of
whole family (Fig. 5).
Environmental attitude – His linkage
to the soil is also demonstrated
trough the solicitude, which can be
defined as “ecological” attitude of
small farmer. According to work of
Lapka and Gottlieb (2000), the farmer
perceives himself as an integral part
of ecosystem. On another hand he
can’t be perceived only as a farmerenvironmentalist, whos main inten-

sion is ecological farming or he
choose rural lifestyle as an alternative. In village used as an example
the farmers can be defined as “traditional”, that means they inherit their
“profession” from their fathers. “We
elderly, were educated by our fathers... (interview)”. The farmer perceives his land as home, he realizes
responsibility towards his property in
regard to past and future generations.
Therefore he tries to threat the land
as good as he can (Fig. 6). “We do
know what we put in the soil, we use
natural fertilizers, and much less
chemicals than in time of cooperative
...(interview)”
Work and motivation – It’s not strictly
material profit which motivates the
farmer to do his job. It’s approved
also by the fact of low soil bonity, unfavorable topographical conditions
and small land area owned by one
farmer, usually between 3-5 ha. So in
case of small farmers used as an example, the farm work represents only
additional income. They are not use
to high life standards and farm work
represents a worthwhile utilization of
their spare time. “I don’t consider
farming as a job, more as a
hobby…(interview)”

Fig. 5 Family cooperation
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-

-

Fig. 6: Cornflower (Centuria cyanus L.) – indicator of extensive cultivation practices

4. Future perspective
Nowdays, the future of rural community remains on crossroad. It’s crossroad of searching
for a new ways and further purpose of existence of small and medium size private farms.
From production point of view they are replaceable by large farm holdings. In unfavorable climatic and topographic conditions low
productivity could be replaced by economically
more profitable product import, but in the
present, post industrial period the modern
agricultural sector should not fulfill only its
production functions. The prospering farming
in marginal regions must be accompanied with
other non-production activities.
One of the problems is also financial
stimulation of these regions, since existence of
majority of specific “cultural” forms depend on
presence of small farmers who represent not
only rescuers of traditional management practices but also modern types of ecologist and
nature conservationists (Hrnčiarová, 2004).
The need for measures to prevent high nature
value farmland is widely acknowledged. Its
conservation is an explicit objective in the
framework of EU rural development policy.
There are several policy responses aimed to
conservation and maintenance of rural landscape:
-

-

Site protection – NATURA 2000 lists
natural and semi-natural habitat types
which must be maintained in a favorable conservation status
Common agricultural policy (CAP) – is
the most relevant policy framework
with regard to conservation of high
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nature value farmland. Especially the
second pillar of the CAP allows member states to implement measures to
support environmentally friendly farming systems trough agrienvironmental
schemes and less favored area payment
Agrienvironmental schemes – support
can be granted to farmers for environmentally favorable measures including of conservation of high nature
value farmland.
Less favored areas – farmers in less
favored areas are eligible for payments per hectare in addition to conventional CAP support. They will generally increase profitability of farming
in marginal areas under natural constrains and thus help to prevent abandonment of countryside.

In June 2005 the council of the EU
agricultural ministers ratified a final version of
new a instrument for support of rural development from European agricultural fund for
rural development (EAFRD). In this context the
Ministry of agriculture of Slovak Republic
should start with preparation of new Rural
development plan for period 2007-2013. Agroenvironmental schemes still remain essential
part of rural development strategy. The new
element is the payment for farmers managing
their land in harmony with nature conservation
within NATURA 2000 sites.
Another EU initiative is the LEADERprogram, which is the instrument for support
of integrated rural development. This instrument became an integral part of support of
rural development from EAFRD. If we compare
the results of utilization of SAPARD fund and
Sectoral operational program: Agriculture and
rural development, we can see that main portion of this support was targeted to most developed regions, big cooperatives and urban
centers only small proportion was utilized for
benefit rural regions, less developed and less
favored areas.

5. Conclusion
Reformed CAP represents a new challenge for
Slovak agricultural sector on one hand but on
another opens a space for broader involvement
of environmental concerns as well. Meanwhile,
when increasing emphasis is given to infrastructure or industry investments rather than
to rural development, it’s important to start a
discussion how all this changes and implementation of new regulations will affect our cultural
landscape. Maintenance of traditional cultural
landscape is very complex and problematic
process, because the existence of these areas
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depend of extensive management practices, as
periodical mowing or grazing. Without this
they are highly susceptible to succession
changes and loose of their multifunctional
character and biodiversity. Many of them are
also affected by intensification processes and
anthropic pressures. The well structured agricultural policy can beside the increase of competitiveness and productivity of agricultural
sector help to include environmental concerns
in management of agricultural land. The well
structured policy, preparation and cooperation
between scientists, policymakers and local
authorities represent just one side of this
process. Small farmer, “the man in action”, is
also essential element, which determines the
future existence of our cultural landscape.
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FROM UNIDIRECTIONAL TOWARDS INTERDISCIPLINARY
PLANNING
LINKAGES BETWEEN SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT TO ACHIEVE THE IDEA OF A
LEARNING REGION
Dorner, W.; Spachinger, K.; Li C.; Gu. Y.; Schrenk C.; Metzka, R.
University of Applied Sciences Deggendorf
To achieve the objectives of a sustainable soil use, a learning process must take place at
different levels starting with soil specialists to the broad public. The main question is, how
the gap between the available scientific knowledge on the one hand side and those who
need it for defining policies, operational procedures, such as stakeholders and politicians
on the other hand side can be closed. The main task will be to develop methodological
approaches how to initiate and establish a dialogue between different parties, interest and
knowledge groups. The need for information and knowledge differs from level to level and
must be precisely addressed. Whereas soil specialists must be enabled to put down soil, its
functions and requirement for protection in spatial plans, the attention and awareness of
other interest groups should be drawn to soil related problems and risks. Between both
extremes of enabling and generating awareness are other groups with differing previous
knowledge and planning abilities. To fill these gaps a set of new projects must start to pick
up the results of IP-Soil at these different levels and transfer them into proposals and
ideas for proposals. Some of the ideas of river basin management can deliver information
how it is possible to integrated resource related topics into spatial planning. Because of
linkages between soil management and river basin management also the bi-directional
integration of objectives and supporting action should be an objective.

The learning process of water
and river basin management
The problems of soil and water management
seem to be quite similar. Taking the catchment
as the main basis of the water or hydrological
cycle, the responsibilities of water
management authorities are bound to the
water body itself or in some cases the alluvial
plain. There are only minor possibilities to
directly influence developments in the
catchment, which later on impact the water
quality or quantity (Dorner, Spachinger &
Metzka 2005; Röder & Adolph 2006) The
possibilities of soil management are even more
restricted than those of water management
authorities, because it’s not connected to
spatial planning and an implementing and
enforcing authority.
The new concept of water management is river
basin management taking into account the
catchment and its functions and develop
objectives on a basin level to achieve the good
qualitative status of the water body (European
Parliament & Council of the European Union
2000) and the retention effect for flood
detention as a main principle of an integrated
flood defence (Mostert 1999). Major problems
of river basin management are at the moment:
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the missing planning instruments of
other water related sectors, like e.g.
agriculture and soil management that
could be linked in



the lack of water borne spatial
planning, defines objectives and
potential action in the catchment

A huge advantage is the public awareness of
water related problems and the legal
instruments enforcing cooperations to achieve
the legal requirements (cross compliance,
water protection laws, etc.). The following
instruments show how different techniques can
be used in the process of river basin
management.

Historical analysis
For Germany but also for most parts of Europe
historical maps are available. In some cases
they are going back to the beginning of the
19th century. Those maps are useful hints to
reconstruct the historical and in some cases
the uninfluenced status of the river system
and the alluvial plain. For the river Vils in
Bavaria historical maps were used to identify
anthropogenic impacts and to reconstruct the
old river structures.
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Before the 1940ies the river Vils was nearly
un-influenced in its flow and developed his
own river bed. During the last century, the
inhabitants of the Vils valley impacted the
ecosystems and trained long parts of the river.
Land clearance for agriculture, recreation,
hydro power plants, mining, logging,
suppression of natural processes, and
residential development are the major
impacts. The resulting problems are manifold:
rivers had been trained, alluvial soils
degraded, the ability of natural flood detention
reduced and habitats have been destroyed.
Nowadays floods cause serious damage to the
river bed and the vegetation around the river.

Fig. 1 Analysis of the historical development of
the river system: status in the year 1844
(green), status quo ( blue), background
historical cataster map of 1844
In order to prevent this destruction applicable
ways have to be defined to conserve the river
systems and as a consequence soils in the
alluvial plain. One of the possible methods of
analysis is to compare the differences between
old and new maps of the alluvial plain.
Differences of the length of the river and the
resulting slopes, influencing the flow velocity
and erosive processes can be identified.
Resulting measures can be derived from the
historical analysis:


remaining natural sections of the river
system and flood plains can be
protected



trained river sections can be rebuilt



in areas with high land use pressure
technical measures like ramps or
weirs can be used to control the
morpho-dynamic development of the
river

Risk analysis
In a lot of alpine countries flood risk maps are
already established instruments of an
integrated flood defense system (BWW, BRP &
BUWAL 1997). In Germany recent floods led to
a development to establish flood risk maps
(MUNLV 2003). Also in Bavaria this topic is
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getting in the focus of water management
authorities. For a downstream section of the
river Rott a set of model maps was developed,
highlighting different aspects of flood risk
management and its mapping.
In the focus of regular risk maps is mainly
human infrastructure and settlements. The
presented floods range from small events over
the 100 year flood till the probable maximum
flood (PMF). Target groups for risk maps are
planning authorities, the water management
authorities, disaster control, but also the broad
public as an instrument of risk communication
and sensitisation.

Fig. 2 Risk map showing floods with different
reoccurrence intervals. Content: extent of HQ1
(blue), HQ 5 (green), HQ 10 (orange), HQ 100
(red), background topographical map.
Risk maps can serve different purposes and
contain a lot of different information and data:


settlements



infrastructure



areas with hazardous infrastructur,
buildings or materials



water levels, flow velocity, flood
plains of floods of different statistical
reoccurrence intervals

Fig. 3 Map showing the flow depth of a five
year flood event in the lower Rott valley
indicating water levels in steps of 0.5 m
First maps in other areas of Germany show
constant water levels in intervals of 0.5m (0 0.5m, 0.5 - 1m, …). From an engineering point
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of view this may reduce the risk of
misinterpretation and overestimation of
precision of presented data. From the stand
point of disaster management differing levels
would be of interests.


0 - 0.1 m risk for basements, and
potential water entrance through
doors and windows in the basement,



0.1-0.5 m ground floors affected and
maximum wading depth of the all
terrain cars (e.g. of technical support
teams, fire fighters or military)



0.5-0.8 m maximum wading depth of
trucks and pedestrians



0.8-1.2 m maximum wading depth of
all terrian trucks or special vehicles



water levels higher than 1.2 m cause
a total loss of furniture and maximum
damages in the ground floor and



over 2.5 m damages in the second
floor can be expected.

But not only the water depths is of importance
also the flow velocities can play a crucial role
for the extent and amount of flood damages.
High flow velocities can lead to increased
embankment erosion and erode foundations of
buildings and infrastructure. The most
important gradations of the velocities are


stagnancy, sedimentation of fine bed
load



0.2-0.5 m/s , erosion of sand and
loamy soil



0.5-1.0 m/s, erosion of gritty soil



1.0-1.5 m/s, danger for swimmers



and higher than 1.5 m/s severe
danger for swimmer of rescue teams

But risk maps can also serve different
purposes because of their valuable information
about water levels, affectedness of areas and
flow velocities. For agriculture they present
information about the risks for different types
of plants. In relation with the mapping of land
uses and infrastructure at risk it can serve as a
decision support tool for the control of
detention ponds and dams. In the context of
soil management also important information
can be derived:


Flow velocities are related to sheer
stress and can therefore be linked
with the erodability of soils in relation
with different plants covers. Therefore
it delivers hints for erosion protection
in the flood plain and acceptable
types of land use
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The extent of the flood plains for
different types of flood events could
also serve as indicators for
development areas of alluvial soils



The overlapping of maps of important
soils, flood plain maps and the flood
affected hazardous materials and
substances shows soil areas at risk
because of flood induced pollution and
gives hints where protective or
preventive measures against those
substances are of importance from
the soil standpoint

Flood risk maps can be an instrument of better
communication and understanding of flood
related problems, serve in the case of an flood
event as a basis for the decision making, but
also become a basis of soil related spatial
planning and risk management.

Economic analysis
Different economic evaluation techniques can
be used to assess the economic impacts of
projects including environmental costs and
benefits.
Every project has advantages and
disadvantages. Advantages generate direct or
indirect benefits, and disadvantages
correspond with individual or societal costs.
Especially modern measures of flood defense
and hydraulic engineering like renaturation
and flood detention in the alluvial plain cause a
lot of negative and positive side effects like
restrictions for land use or natural
redevelopment and protection. In most cases
different alternatives seem to be possible from
a technical standpoint. In combination with
engineering and planning in the water sector,
like hydraulic and hydrological modelling,
economic analysis provides a method to
evaluate the effects of measures and planned
actions. The instruments of cost-benefit or cost
effectiveness analysis enable the decision
maker to compare variants from a technical,
financial and social point of view. They include
on the one hand side direct economic costs or
benefits, but offer also the possibility to
estimate economic and socio-economic costs
and integrate them into this framework.
(Hanusch 1994)
Whereas the cost-benefit-analysis includes all
costs and benefits in financial terms, the cost
effectiveness analysis only describes the
positive effects, but includes the direct and
indirect costs as monetary figures. The
instrument of the cost-comparison is then a
possibility to compare and evaluate different
variants against each other, calculating the
costs including also runtime costs like
maintenance for a foreseeable period. The
following incomplete list of possible costs and
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benefits shows how difficult it could be to
express them in monetary figures:
Possible costs:


Purchase of land,



compensation of losses for land users
because of side effects and
restrictions for land use,



building costs including e.g. salaries,
building materials, machinery and
planning costs,



maintenance, conservation and
runtime costs for measures,



negative impacts on the environment,
bio habitats, health of the population



externalities

on a subbasin level (European Parliament &
Council of the European Union 2000). As a part
of the project ILUP – Integrated Land Use
Planning and River Basin Management for two
subbasins of the Danube the rives Rott and
Vils in Lower Bavaria a concept for such a
management plan was developed. Both
catchments have a size between 1000 and
1200 km². The concept is based on a leveled
approach. The plan covers the level of subbasin plans in accordance to the Water
Framework Directive (European Parliament &
Council of the European Union 2000). To
provide a relevant planning instrument for the
implementation of measures and as a useful
instrument of aggregation and disaggregation
additional planning levels are necessary:


sections (100-500 km²) as a basis for
a basin wide strategic planning and
the lowest level from which
aggregation for WFD plans can start



project areas (1-100 km²) for major
plannings to solve problems in and
along the river but also in the
catchment



construction stage (1 ha-5km²) for
specific implementations of planning
results

Also benefits from projects can reach from
direct to indirect and tangible to intangible:


Reduction of flood damages to
buildings, furniture and infrastructure,



increased possibilities for recreation
and tourism



Restoration of the natural floodplain
and flow regime



Protection of the the landscape,



positive effects on landscape and
nature conservation or public safety,



ecological and social impacts, like
positive perception of the landscape.

It’s already difficult to quantify most costs. In
most cases benefits are even more
complicated to estimate. Different techniques
like surveys, calculation of alternative costs or
costs for substitutes, can be used to estimate
costs or benefits.
Especially these economic evaluation
instruments allow to integrate soil related
aspects in the decision making process if the
relevant costs and benefits can be named and
maybe economically quantified.

River basin management plan
Most water related problems like
eutrophication, floods or increase of sediments
already develop in the catchment, only the
symptoms are recognised in the rivers
(Dorner, Spachinger, & Metzka 2005).
Therefore the new planning approach of water
management authorities integrates the
catchment and its functions into a
management plan. The European Water
Framework Directive requires the development
of these management plans on different levels,
starting on a transnational catchment level
down to plans for the preparation of measures
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RBM must be a process on a catchment scale
that defines the necessary resources to fulfil
the objectives, integrates relevant partners in
time and provides the relevant information and
resources for the planning and implementation
at the plot scale
It therefore must define the topics (flood
defense, water quality, hydro energy, habitat
protection, etc.) and objectives that are of
relevance for the compliance with societal and
legal requirements from a water management
perspective, establish an interdisciplinary
process and define objectives in a
management plan. To comply with the
schedule instruments must be used to enforce
the implementation of actions outside the
range of water management authorities in the
catchment, use the instruments other
authorities provide, e.g. land allocation, and
establish implementation projects including the
relevant stakeholders and their interests. A set
of new or necessary instruments could be:


land reallocation projects to reallocate
land in focal areas



spatial pools to procure land in
envisioned project areas and
neighbouring regions as a basis for
bargaining in land allocation projects



extended legal and financial
instruments to enforce, guarantee or
avoid aberrations (e.g. allowances,
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zoning for flood risk management and
river protection, fees)

Transfer to soil management



The dynamics of soil development in
the alluvial plain as a result of river
morphology and natural relocation of
material has to be protected.

Transferring this idea to soil means, that soil
management has to establish in a first step its
own planning instruments as a uni-sectoral
management plan containing different
measures of analysis and planning. It should
identify focal areas for protection or restriction
of land use and define different long term
objectives to be achieved over a 20 –50 year
period resulting from all mentioned measures
and actions.

Therefore not only the status of soils but also
the dynamics of river systems, load transport
and river morphology have to be protected to
allow a further development. This is a specific
linkage between soil and water management.

Soil management plans should identify types
of soils, their functions and their pressures
including pressures from foreseeable
developments as a basis for further
considerations. As a second step they define
actions and measures from a protective point
of view, including the definition of different
types of general protection areas with
important soils and types of circumstances
that make soil and soil development in this
specific regions special. Also functional areas
can be assigned, where soil provides special
singular functions like habitat, infiltration etc.
For all of these areas actions must be defined
to protect those functions or avoid
degradation.

Both positions must be considered as an input
for the awareness process. Which means that
water planners must be enabled to look after
soil related links and the necessary information
about focal areas must be provided.

1. Protection of soil only from a soil
point of view
2. Protection integrating soil related
inter-sectoral functions

Learning on different levels
Taking this link between two spatial planning
instruments the remaining question is, whom
to address to and what messages and
information have to be communicated and
provided.
The learning region, dealing with sustainability
and soil management, can start the learning
process on four different levels.

In a last step a soil management plan should
also include areas at risk where existing overdevelopment or aggressive anthropogenic
influences reduced or decreased the situation
of soil. Here soil management can develop
requirements either to establish a status quo
and avoid further degradation or even to
define measures and requirements to reduce
existing pressures and re-establish a better
status.
In a next step other sectoral planning
instruments can be linked in, to take into
account soil use restrictions to protect soil and
its functions in a more general and spatial
approach (Metzka, Dorner, & Spachinger
2006). Because of the restriction of spatial
responsibility these links are even more
important than those of river basin
management. To demonstrate one of these
interfaces the linkages between water and soil
management are presented as a simple case.
A lot of important soils are those of the alluvial
plains. They developed over years as a result
of river dynamics, river morphology and the
transport of bed load and sediments with the
water. Two main ideas and principles have to
be taken into account:


The status of important soils
providing special functions like habitat
as wetland, detention, or infiltration
should be protected
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Fig. 4 Levels of learning: From the small group
of soil specialists to the broad public
Soil specialists, either existing institutions or a
new managing authority, must learn how to
establish a development plan as a uni-sectoral
soil management instrument. This plan must
describe soil, its functions and status, provide
information about sensitive, protected and
important areas and define actions as well as
restrictions as an input for other spatial
planners (water management, urban
development, etc.).
Other planners with spatial responsibilities
have the obligation to take into account soil as
a separate aspect of their planning. Therefore
they have to know about problems, pressures
and effects of planning on the resource soil.
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Information for object planners, decision
makers and actors on a local level should be
provided, how simple measures can help to
reduce the stress for soils and protect the
“soil-environment”.
The broad public must be informed and
awareness must be drawn to the topic of soil,
but also to sustainable “use” alternatives.
From level one towards level four the learning
process must change from capacity building
especially in the planning sector towards
awareness of soil related problems and
sustainable actions.
Like the form of the pyramid in Fig. 4 already
indicates rises the necessary amount of
information about soil, the necessity to
sensitise people for soil related problems and
the number of people to be informed from the
soil specialist to the broad public. Different
concepts of communication and information
are necessary to address people in the right
way.

Dialog and communication
Establishing a dialogue is a difficult task and
has to be done carefully. Most ‘participants’ of
working groups are lacking the communicative
and knowledge background necessary for a
successful stakeholder-participation and
interdisciplinary planning. But a successful
dialogue is the basis for a fast and trouble free
implementation.
Different measures and methods can be used
to establish a dialogue and raise the
awareness of the people concerning a topic. In
relation to time actions can be splitted into
three groups – short term, mid term and long
term activities. For each operational term
some processes can be identified how the
sensitisation of people can be established.
Short-term
Basis is the integration and participation of
local authorities of related disciplines,
governmental or administrative bodies. This
participation is essential and very important
for the remaining project process, because you
give the people the chance to talk about their
actual requests, concerns and wishes. The
participation of these “officials” is able to
change the process of a project in a decisive
kind of way. After such a round table it is
easier to realise a concept: everybody knows
about the project, can estimate the
consequences of the project and participants
tend to find a common language and
understanding of problems, solutions and
planning objective.
Another important point are the socioeconomic factors of a project. The necessity
and purpose of a project has to be presented
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in a clear and understandable way: the
reasons why a project is established, why it
should be realised in exactly that way, and
what the consequences of the project are. One
of the most important points is to show the
people the positive effects for their daily life,
like economic advantages, positive impulses
for the region, ecological upgrades and
especially the effects on their neighbourhood
and spare time activities. In some cases it
makes even sense to diversify the concept of a
project and integrate extra touristic and
recreational aspects, which can be developed
together with local stakeholders in a separate
workshop.
Mid-term
Mid-term operations have to concentrate on
future generations and their education. We
have to show them that they are also
responsible for soil, water, environment.
Additionally is must be transported what they
can do about it and how they can be part of a
‘better’ future. In the project ILUP initiatives at
the rivers Vils and Rott focused on elementary
and high schools classes. During field trips
flora and fauna, the interaction of nature in a
river system and the importance of water
protection and the environment were
presented. For the children it was an offer to
detect the playground nature. These first steps
and the first contact with the topics
environment, water and soil, is the foundation
to develop responsibility and awareness.
To establish this concept on a broad basis it’s
necessary to integrate the concept of “train the
trainer”. For the ILUP project concepts for the
education of teachers was developed in
cooperation with teachers, as a dissemination
of project results for the broad public.
Long-term
The main interest and also the main objective
is to sensitize the public for the actual
ecological problems – and therefore the
problems concerning soil. We have to show
them the economical and ecological
consequences of our actual attitudes. Other
points that have to become manifest in the
social responsibility of the single stakeholders
and the social responsibility for property in
general.

Conclusions
IP-Soil already showed very well, how complex
the problem solving process can be, when
interdisciplinary linkages are taken into
account. For individual problems like ecotourism, brown-field management or water
related soil problems solutions were developed
and the context with soil was presented. But it
also provided enough information to prove,
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that our knowledge, understanding of related
processes, especially in planning, and the
available instruments to implement planned
actions are not sufficient enough.

Metzka, R.; Dorner, W. & Spachinger, K.
(2006) Flussgebietsmanagement im Spiegel
der integrierten ländlichen Entwicklung

The chance for further projects is to

Mostert, E. (1999) Perspectives on River Basin
Management Phys. Chem. Earth (B), , 24,
563-569

1.

show how all developed solutions and
ideas fit into the concept of
sustainable soil use, because for
outsiders of the projects the links are
not always quite clear,

2.

identify and formulate the necessary
steps for learning on different levels
and remaining research,

3.

define potential actions to cope with
mentioned deficits on an
interdisciplinary level and use it as an
input for new projects in the context
of the new European funding period
provided instruments from research
funds to regional development.

MUNLV (2003) Leitfaden HochwasserGefahrenkarten Ministerium für Umwelt und
Naturschut, Landwirtschaft und
Verbraucherschutz des Landes NordrheinWestfalen
Röder, M. & Adolph, B. (2006) Lokalisierung
und Management von
Hochwasserentstehungsgebieten
Wasserwirtschaft, , 96, 22-26
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HOW MUCH WILDERNESS DO WE NEED?
Flóra Mőcsényi, PhD Student
Corvinus University of Budapest, Faculty of Landscape architecture, Department of Landscape Planning and Regional Development

I chose to prepare a case study on the changing quantity of wilderness areas in Hungary and also in a specific research area in the country, as well as the possibilities today in
growing more forests on the surfaces. First I give a short summary on forest-quantity
change in the Carpathian-basin with the description of reasons. Secondly I present the
special forest features of a smaller Hungarian research area and finally I show the new
ideas and methods in sustainable support of forest management.

The term "wilderness" caused some disturbance among the participants of the IP preparatory kick-off meeting as the other groups
discussed problems of rural and urban areas.
Wilderness did not fit in the urban-rural classification. As a solution of the disturbance I
describe wilderness as natural areas. Of course
the "amount" of natural features has to be
clarified. Numerous papers discuss and classify
landscapes according to the measure of naturalness, which I would like to avoid presently.
Being aware that forests do not cover totally
the term wilderness, for the sake of necessary
simplification during the preparation of this
paper I described wilderness as forest. In
accordance I discuss the processes that could
be registered in forest areas in history and are
happening today.
According to the decision on topics on the kick
off meeting I chose to prepare a case study on
the changing quantity of wilderness areas in
Hungary and also in a specific research area in
the country, as well as the possibilities today
in growing more forests on the surfaces. First I
give a short summary on forest-quantity
change in the Carpathian-basin with the description of reasons. Secondly I present the
special forest features of a smaller Hungarian
research area and finally I show the new ideas
and methods in sustainable support of forest
management.
Forest areas have naturally positive effect on
keeping good soil conditions, inhibiting erosion
or deflation even on steep slopes. However
now it is not my topic to discuss these effects.
I have to mention that forests protect the soil
not only on steep hillsides but on mildelevated areas as well and beside protection all
conditions that are provided by the forests
lead to a better soil quality. This is the reason
we should look at forests as main elements in
keeping our soils in good state during long
periods.
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Firstly I was interested in the changing of the
extension of forests in The Carpathian-basin
and Hungary. There exist some valuable resources concerning the ancient use of forests
in the Carpathian-basin by Dénes Bartha1 and
other works discussing the amount of forests
throughout the history.
Vegetation of the Carpathian-basin can be
seen as original and intact until the second half
of the 6th millennia B.C. At this time as a
result of a smaller warming-up of the climate
significant immigration reached the basin from
the Mediterranean-region. The arrived population was familiar with the methods of agricultural cultivation and to gain surfaces for cultivation they started to fell forests. At first the
felling methods were not so intensive and only
smaller areas mainly on flat and mild-sloped
terrain – that were easier to reach – were
touched. People either dried out individual
trees or, in case of larger amount, burnt them.
However human influence was for the first
time so large in history that its effect on natural succession was a barrier and modified its
process.
The area occupation of agriculture rose in the
6th to 1st centuries B.C. in Western Europe
although this did not refer to the Carpathianbasin where the drying and burning continued.
Large-scale demolition of forests reached the
region only in the Roman period (1st to 5th
century). By this time larger de-forested
patches could been found on the Hungarian
Plain (Alföld).
Scientists reconstructed the forest-ratios of the
time of the Settlement of Hungarian tribes in
the Carpathian-basin (896). After projection of
the areas they discovered that around the 9th

1 Bartha Dénes: Történeti erdőhasználatok Magyarországon. In: Magyar Tudomány, 2003/12
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century forest cover may have been around
60% on the present area of Hungary.
In the middle ages from the 14th century
metallurgy and mining consumed vast quantities of timber. Forges (the heating equipment)
were fired until the mid-18th century with
wood and mines needed timber for the tunnelholding structures. In 1565 king Maximilian II.
seeing the immense devastation of forests
gave out the first law on forests. The result of
the law was not much however the four main
points are useful also today: the amount of
felling has to be planned, the area of felling
has to be marked up, mother seed-trees have
to be preserved and grazing of goats in the
forest is forbidden.
The de-forested areas in the Hungarian Plain
grew even bigger in this period (called as the
150 years of the Turkish Reign from 15411686) as the Turkish military used the timber
exceedingly from the army occupied middle
part of the country that the. After decades of
debate ecologists and historians concluded
that as a consequence of the massive felling
steppe-processes have started on the Hungarian Plain and so was the present "puszta" view
formed.
Growing industry and population in the 17th18th century consumed the forests and according to the first military mapping – ordered
by King Joseph II. – of the country between
1782-1785 showed that the forest ratio was
29.7% by that time. The large amount of felling and the non-sustainable forestmanagement methods e.g. lack of reforestation2 resulted in 1791 in the legislation of the first
feudal forest law.
It is not commonly known and told however
that the most significant loss of woodlands
happened between 1848 and 1878 as a result
of the freeing of villains. Peasants could own
private site property and could choose freely
his employer – and could become an individual
farmer – only after the freeing in the reformage of the 19th century. Large portion of new
owners had a right for pastures so they fell 1.3
million hectares of forest and transferred it
into pasture. The need for timber only grew
until the end of 19th century and by this time
the last witnesses of the Pannonian virgin
forests the famous Quercus robur ssp. slavonica-woods have vanished. The forest ratio
of Hungary was 26% at the end of the 19th
century.

2

Note that there is a difference between the term
reforestation and afforestation. Afforestation
is the plantation of a forest on previously nonforest land-use area. Reforestation means the
plantation of young forest on a cut and previously forest land-use area.
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The lowest was the forest-coverage in Hungary
after the first world war: 11.8%. According to
the peace treaty Hungary lost 84% of the
former forest areas and so the total percentage sunk drastically.
Hungary is presently 93,000 km2 large and
the ratio of forests on 1st January 2003 was
19.6% (1 823 000 hectares). The total forest
cover is larger, 21% because the areas that
are obliged for reforestation are also included
in here. In Tolna county, were the specific
research area is situated, it is 16.9%. All forest
areas of Hungary (100%) are generally
planned by the State Forest Service. 2/3 of the
forests serve economic aims and 1/3 serve the
public good, or have protective functions. On
10% of the forests the property rights are not
clear. 58.7% of the functioning forests are
owned by the state and 31% are private property. Gross annual increment3 and the
planned felling amounts exceed well the actual
felling that's why the annual growing stock and
the volume of forests grew steadily in the last
decades. In 1938 the forest areas have been
11.9%, in 1965 15.3% and in 2004 19.7%.
The same growth can be observed throughout
whole Europe so the generalized alarms of
environmental bodies, that the amount of
forest in Europe sink, are not proved4.
Forests occupy a very important role among
the protected natural values also. 10% of
Hungary is under natural protection and 47%
of the protected areas are forests. According to
data from 2001 non-native wood species like
Pinus nigra, Pinus sylvestris (except on the
skirts of the Alps in Hungary) Robinia pseudoacacia and Populus hybrids take up 40% of
all woods in Hungary while the native species
like oak and birch etc. take up more than 55%
of the woods.
After getting acquainted with the forestprocesses in the Carpathian basin and Hungary
I would like to present the woodland changes
in a smaller region, Tolna county in Southern
Hungary: in Völgység. Völgység means valleyland in English and a look at the topography
map makes the name clear at the first sight:
numerous valleys between lots of mild hills
and with small villages blending into the landscape.
The forest conditions of the Völgység changed
first significantly during the Turkish Reign as
the abandonment and depopulation caused the
natural reforestation of the region. The soil
shows evidence of the former forests: in most
parts the type is a mixture of forest and
3

The increment is the amount of wood that is newly
produced every year in the forest, basically
the growth of the trunks.
4 Resource of data:
http://www.fagosz.hu/elemzesek,tanulmanyok
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meadow soil: reddish-brown forest soil can be
found under the yellowish-grey meadow soil.
After the felling of the early forests the area
was cultivated as arable land for a long time
that gave meadow characteristics to the upper
layers.
Maps form 1783-1784 show the forest state in
Völgység: the settlers – with allowance of the
landlord – after the Turkish reign started to fell
the woodland in the vicinity of the villages and
in the milder sloped valley-bottoms. Large,
untouched pieces of forests are present in this
time though.
The society's need for wood however grew
throughout the whole country and the amount
of forests on potential arable lands fall back
drastically. As it can be seen on a map from
1856-1860 the interconnected woods do not
exist any more and the forest patches are
parted from each other as pastures and plough
lands are situated in between.
The lowest wilderness-ratio could be observed
in the middle of the 20th century as it can be
seen on a map from 1953. Wide-spreading
agricultural fields covered the landscape and
only small patches of wood were left. The first
reason for the less and less forest is the need
of society for wood that could be stopped by
authoritical regulations while the second reason was the need for arable land. The latter
desire could not been stopped by any legislative regulation so the forest shrunk.
The map of 1987 shows a total change in the
land use and in the landscape: the decrease of
woodlands stop and turn into the opposite:
increasing. The reason for the turn is the new
situation of agriculture: not every piece is
needed for food production so the abandoned
and not optimal fields can be afforested. The
afforestation-species were at first chosen not
the very best as mainly non-native species
were planted like Pinus nigra and Pinus sylvestris. In the second phase of afforestation the
composition was better as better timber quality Robinia as well as mixed native trees (Acer,
Tilia, Quercus) were used.
Being aware of the varied topographical features of the Völgység the question of soilquality rises. For example how was it possible
on such a sloped terrain, cultivated agriculturally in such large proportions that the erosion
did not cause tremendous harm to the soil?
How was the yearly fertility provided? How
were the local field roads maintained? The
answer is simple to every question: the farming society brought very serious self-regulative
rules in order to prevent declining of soil quality. The steeper slopes were terraced, the
intensive cattle stalling provided the yearly
fertilizer without any artificial chemicals and
the maintenance of the field roads was carried
out in communal work. To sum up: even if the
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agricultural cultivation was very intensive the
loss of the soil was minimal as the soilprotecting measurements were done ongoing
and properly.
As it can be seen in the Völgység dense cover
and nearly total miss of forests has occurred
throughout the centuries. However the missing
of massive surface cover has not caused severe problems in the mild-sloped hill areas, as
the maintenance of the landscape was thorough and caring.
Today in the Völgység as well as in whole
Hungary afforestation of large areas can be
carried out. Experts say that 25%-30% forest
coverage of Hungary would be ideal from the
ecological point of view, which means an additional 5-10% could be afforested. In the
framework of the National Agro-Environmental
Program there are existing plans concerning
the afforested pieces of land. These plans
determine 8% (7620 km2) of Hungary for
forest plantation and give the exact locations
as well.
The only question is how to assist the afforestation, the reforestation and maintenance of
the existing forests? According to the new EU
budget there is ample funding for afforestation
of former agricultural fields so theoretically the
new forest plantation on 8% of Hungary is not
a financial problem. On the contrary the funding of reforestation and all forest management
tasks are dependent from the yearly budget of
the Hungarian state and in bad economic periods like nowadays it usually happens that the
state does not pay – or only after severe protests and strikes – for the works that the owners and forest managers have carried out in
the previous or the present year.
The possible solution for the funding of reforestation comes from an unexpected direction:
the Kyoto climate protocol. A Hungarian private forest owner named Zoltán Buzás has
worked out a very interesting method for funding the existing forests5.
Mr. Buzás claims that the most important
"players" in balancing the glass-house gas
CO2, the old existing forests, were left out of
the protocol as it concerns only the new plantations, the afforestations. While countries are
obliged to reduce their emission and countries
and firms can merchandise with their emission
units (European Unit Account-EUA) existing
forests that take in all emissions do not get
any financial support. Forest owners deliver a
certain service for the Hungarian state in absorbing large amounts of CO2 and they should
have the right to get the price for their service.

5

Resource of data: HVG on 17. 02. 2006 at
http://hvg.hu/print/20060217kioto.aspx and Fatáj
Online 2006. 8. hét at http://www.fagosz.hu/
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All plants that photosynthesise take the carbon
that builds up their organic materials from the
CO2 in the air. How can be determined the
quantity of carbon that forests build in their
bodies? From the yearly increment. The increment is the amount of wood that is newly
produced every year in the forest, basically the
growth of the trunks. The amount of the increment is specific for each tree species and if
the yearly increment is multiplied by this specific constant then we get the yearly amount of
the tied CO2. If we further multiply the
amount of tied CO2 with the international price
of the emission unit accounts we get the financial support the forest owners should get for
the CO2 absorption. The total yearly increment
in the Hungarian forests is 12 million m3 wood
after which the owners could yearly get altogether approximately 38 billion Euros. The
founder of this new method also calculated the
possible support for his own 44 hectares forest, which would be 7200 Euros yearly.
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Until now the forest owner or the forest manager got the largest income from the felling of
the wood so his interest has always been to
cut the trees not to plant and keep the forest.
The new regulation would be the first one
throughout history that would financially encourage the owners to keep their forests in
good condition for long periods of time. This
would result also more ecologic felling and
maintenance methods: instead of total felling
of the hillside the owner would prefer felling of
individual trees. The individual felling is much
better to the soil as large scale erosion and soil
loss is not possible as the forest cover remains
basically untouched just a few trunks are cut.
The above mentioned funding method was
sent to the Hungarian Ministry of Environment
but their answer was, based on the law about
the Kyoto protocol, that the protocol does not
concern the older existing forests just the new
afforestations. Hungary, as a member of the
protocol should apply for the alteration of the
act as soon as possible.
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WAYS OF SUSTAINABLE LAND AND SOIL EXISTENCE AND
UTILIZATION IN SUMY REGION
Andriy Melnyk, Ph. D, Chief of Research Department
Kateryna Kyrylchuk, post-graduate student
Sumy National Agrarian University, Ukraine
For stabilization of ecological condition in Ukraine it is necessary: 1. To use bio-resources in optimal
ecological regime; 2. To expand the areas with natural vegetation to optimal level (the correlation
with tillage land 1:1). In most European countries this correlation displaces in the side of natural
vegetation. As for protection areas they are 4,5% of the total Ukraine territory. The percentage of
protection areas in the world is 8,5%, in Europe – 10,5%, in Austria – 25%, Germany – 25%, Switzerland – 19%; 3.The law of Ukraine, adopted by Supreme Soviet, “About State Program of national ecological net formation for 2000-2015 years” will assists in solving this problem. The most
important task, concerning the ecological net expanding, is increasing areas under naturalprotection fund.
Ukraine soil fund occupies 603, 5 thousands km , it
is about 6% of European territory. There are four
natural zones in Ukraine: broad-leaved-forest (Polissya), Forest-step, Step and Mediterranean. The territory is characterized by abundant of biological resources but poor condition of them and urgent
measures are necessary for their protection. Natural
resources of Ukraine is a property not only our state
but mankind i whole.

Ukrainian soil fund includes following categories:
1.

agricultural soils;

2.

forests and timberlands;

3.

soils under buildings;

4.

soils covered with water;

5. boggy soils;
6.

other kinds of soils (chart 1).

Tab. 1. Main categories of Ukrainian soil fund
Soil category

Area, thousand hectares

Percentage to the total area

Total

60354,8

100,0

Agricultural soils

42985

71,2

Forests and timberlands

10475,9

17,4

Soils under buildings

2458,3

4,1

Soils covered with water

2421,1

4,0

Boggy soils

957,1

1,6

Other kinds of soils

1056,6

1,7

Agricultural soils occupy about 43 ml ha while only
10,5 ml ha are under forests . Agricultural practice
involves 71% of soil fund, 55% of it is under arable
soils (tillage) and 12,9 is under pastures and meadows.
Specific feature of soil utilization in Ukraine is high
level of agricultural intensity. Proportion of ploughed
land is very large: more than 65%. It is the largest
percentage in Europe. It is explained by the favorable climatic and soil conditions for every agricultural
branch and high population density. About 8% of
world chernozems concentrate; Ukraine. More than
46% arable soils (19 ml ha) are high-fertile with the
humus content 3-7%.
The development of intensive agricultural utilization
in the 20-th century, erosion process, forest ecosystems destruction negatively influenced on the soil
quality. Modern soil utilization in Ukraine is characterized by negative humus and biogenic elements
40

balance. To take into consideration the degumification process the energy losses in soil cultivation
practice exceed more than three times its restoration
(renewal) by fertilizers application. Annual humus
deficiency in Ukraine is 110 kg/ha. Annual soil losses
reach 600 ml tones (20 ml tones humus). The main
part of humus is lost as a result of water and wind
erosion. The high level of tillage land (especially of
slopes), a lack of forestation, marshlands and wet
meadows drying assist in this process. All these reasons make the problem of soil fertility stabilization
more complicated.
All negative reasons determined the soil conditions in
Ukraine are possible to classify in following way:
1. high level of tillage
2. losses of soil fertility (degumification, decreasing
of nutrients (N, P, K, Ca, Mg, microelements)
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3. agricultural lands pollution with pesticides and
fertilizers

tion monitoring under head of doctor of biology sciences, Professor Y.A. Zlobin.

4. water and wind erosion

Phytopopulation monitoring is periodic control of
characteristics of associations and their components
- populations - the basic autotrophic block of any
ecosystem, which making to possible of heterotrophic block existence. Description of the phytocenosis
state and its elements can give full information and
may consider as the indicator of the ecosystem in
the whole. The research of the growth processes,
characteristics of reproduction, vitality and agedependent structures of populations are important.

In spite of the negative things in soil utilization,
mentioned above, Ukraine has higl: resources potential for optimal economy organization of all soil categories utilization.
One of the research directions of our staff is elaboration of modern technology of main agricultural crops
cultivation. The basis of this technology is increasing
of total yield and effective arable land utilization (increasing of production per unit of area) without expanding areas under crops.
Ukraine is a owner of 35% biological diversity of
Europe (this characteristic is h among European
countries, except France). The quantity of species is
about 70000. Flora consists of 25000 species, fauna
includes more than 45000 species. Inventory of
1990-2005 revealed the necessity of plant species
and community protection. 511 plant species were
included in Red Book of Ukraine. About 3500 plant
communities of Ukraine ai national property of the
country and 127 plant communities need protection
and were included in Green Book of Ukraine. The
preservation on biodiversity is a oblige condition of
sustainable development of our planet.
For stabilization of ecological condition in Ukraine it
is necessary: 1. To use bio-resourses in optimal ecological regime. 2. To expand the areas with natural
vegetation to optimal level (the correlation with tillage land 1:1. In most European countries correlation
displaces in the side of natural vegetation. As for
protection areas they are of the total Ukraine territory. The percentage of protection areas in the world
is 8, 5%, in Europe - 10,5%, in Austria - 25%, Germany - 25%, Switzerland - 19%. The law of Ukraine,
adopted by Supreme Soviet, "About State Program
of national ecological net formation for 2000-2015
years" will assists in solving this problem. The most
important task, concerning the ecological net expanding, is increasing areas under natural-protection
fund.
Basic idea of econet is integral preservation of biological diversity. According to this strategy, the integral European ecological net will have been created
to 2015. It must unite by the system of ecological
corridors areas especially valuable in ecological sense
for stimulating the terms of species settling and migration providing the survival and renewal of populations, preservation and protection of their dwelling.
In Ukraine for last 10 years considerable work has
been conducted by Ministry of Ecology and Natural
Resources. A large contribution was brought by the
specialists of National Institute of Botany named
after M.G. Holodnyi. The collective of our University
specialists participate in this part of the work.

Another example of phytopopulation monitoring are
projects of typical forest stands renewal in National
Nature Park and elaboration of optimal meadows
utilization as a main vegetation type of our zone ecocorridors.
Phytopopulation monitoring of the meadow vegetation with high level of dynamic is characterized by
some peculiarities. The purposes of monitoring is
determination of strict criterias of the meadow state
under farming using condition, the main form of it
are grazing and haymaking. In order to prevent
meadow over utilization the characteristitics of degradation beginning were determined. The change of
floristic composition of the plant community and the
population structure of its components are the main
signs of the meadow degradation. The population of
some species of Poaceae and Fabaceae have been
investigated by our biologist. The essential influences
of the meadow farming using on the growth, reproduction and demography, the vitality state of the
population individuals have been studied.
The specialties in the field of agriculture and environment realize complication of progressive development problem of agriculture in the conditions of
bio-resources and biodiversity protection. We would
like to take part in the field of ecologization of agricultural technologies with European colleagues. On
the other side it is important to provide the functioning of Ukrainian econet as a part of European net.
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The project of region econet of Polissya eastern part
is possible to be considered as an example. The key
territories of this econet are: Desnyanskyi corridor
and two National Parks: "Desnyansko-Starogutskyi"
and "Mezenskyi".
During creation of ecological net including its cores
and corridors the probl functioning estimation is appeared. We suppose the autotrophic block of ecosystem as primary must be evaluated at first. Conception of monitoring of autotrophic block of ecological
net is devoted in SNAU in the form of phytopopula
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Marijana Pantić, Student of Spatial Planning,
University of Belgrade
The land is treated as a renewable resource, but its renewal is becoming progressively costly and difficult. Renewal of land is possible only in circumstances of restricted land use and with appropriate soil
treatment. If there are less quality soil resources that make theirs regeneration more problematical, off
course, in case it is possible at all. In average conditions 2,5 cm soil-layer forms from beginning to end
in a period of 300-1000 years.
There is a range of instruments in spatial planning which consists of direct or indirect measures to improve state of land and policies related to economical, technical, financial issues as well as issues of law
and organization. Having a plan it self doesn’t mean too much because it gains its value only when instruments and measures are incorporated in a plan. The most important indirect measure is education
and dissemination of awareness on responsibility to the space we are living in.

Soil Treatment
Importance of all kind of resources is obvious, of
natural resources just as well as of those which
were made by human activities, but soil is essential resource where scarce of soil jeopardizes the
existence of all Humankind. Today, when the
number of people on the Earth is increasing, thus
provoking grater needs on soil we use for living or
working and, of course, food production, awareness forming about importance and state of soil
resources is particularly significant.
If we want to protect the soil resources on time,
we should introduce its characteristics, ways we
jeopardize it, and more important, ways of soil
quality conservation and improvement.
Therein, scientific approach to soil geneses could
be the first step, just as well as introducing to
factors and processes which were the most important in soil horizons forming. In getting more
knowledge about soil, awareness on its macro
morphological characteristics (color, texture,
structure…), soil physic and chemic (ph, salt
level…) is significant. This way we get opportunity
not only to reconstruct soil geneses stadiums but
even to predict changes or changes possibilities
judging by input and output facts.

Fig. 1 The Negotiable Landscape-Towards a Sustainable Use of Soil Resources
There are a great number of human activities by
which human with awareness or without it, di42

rectly or indirectly, provoke soil degradation.
Among these activities we can extract basic
types of degradation 1 :
o
sealing ( by building, infrastructure
constructing etc)
o
compression
o
local and diffuse contamination
o
erosion
o
eutrophication
o
salinisation
o
nutrient depletion
o
acidification

Soil FunctionsMultifunctionality
Kinds and intensity of soil functions for Men
have been constantly increasing from the
moment of human existence on the Earth.
After complete analyses, we would be
probably realizing that there is no soil function to Men, once existed but no more. One
of the functions from the beginning, but still
the most relevant, is food production which,
through history, was becoming more and
more complex and completed with whole
range of other functions like industry, raw
extracting etc.

1
W. Blum and G. Varallyay “Soil Indicators
and Their Practical Application”, ISCO 200413th International Conference, Brisbane,
2004
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Impacts
Responses
This means that first step is to
identify social, economical, ecological or
cultural causes which brought the soil to
certain state. 3 When we note the
cause/causes the second step is to identify
concrete processes which contribute to state
of soil (e.g. erosion, contamination etc).
Present soil state is consequence of processes which integrated influence to soil as a
pressure, and it should be recognized. The
state changes, the most probably, bring to
capacity changes, so the next step is impact
realizing and means to identify changes in
soil use, actually, changes in soil function.
And finally, when we know cause (Driving
force) and its repercussion (State) the task
is to find out which instruments and measures do we need to bring back previous condition quality and function to the soil. Those
instruments and measures can be legal,
economical, technical etc, but common to all
of these is direct acting on causes (Driving
forces), not on cause manifestation (Pressures).
o
o

Fig. 2 Goods and Services Provided by Soil
We can distinguish those functions which soil had
before Men appeared, independent of human:
forest and vegetation productivity in general (biodiversity), filter and collector for underground
waters, air warming regulator, renewable energy;
and functions which Men gave to soil: building,
mining, industry, transport etc. Professor W.
Blum distinguish six main functions of the soil 2 :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Agricultural and forest production
Infrastructure
Filtering, buffering, transformation
Gene reserve and protection
Geogenic and cultural heritage, forming
landscape
Source of raw materials

Fig. 4 The DPSIR Framework Applied to Soil

Worlds and Serbian Regulative
on Soil

Fig. 3 Soil Functions Competitiveness

The DPSIR Concept Applied to the
Soil
The idea of DPSIR concept is to approach to issues
(related to soil) resolving by following steps:
o
Driving forces
o
Pressures
o
State

2
W. Blum “The Negotiable landscape-Towards a
Sustainable Use of Soil Resources”, 2004
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The most of documents and laws which include soil issues are not titled and dedicated
especially to soil, but their basic thematic is
dedicated to environment in a whole. Environment concerns our surrounding where we
exist and live, everything around us and that
can be natural or human-made values. Soil,
altogether with air, water, geological resources, forests, flora and fauna is natural
value.
Soil, as one of the environment elements, is
protected by constitution of declarative
3
W. Blum and G. Varallyay “Soil Indicators
and Their Practical Application”, ISCO 200413th International Conference, Brisbane,
2004
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regulations which consists of protection principles,
as well as by regulations on ways, instruments
and measures of protection. At the other hand,
there are regulations constituted to treat different
kinds of criminal, illegal actions of individuals,
legal and responsible entities.
No matter what kind of regulations we are speaking of, there are those brought on international
level and national level. International-level regulations are not obligatory, but in case that state
signs international agreement and ratifies it,
automatically, agreement becomes obligatory for
this state and it has to be incorporated in that
state law system.
Illegal actions which harm quality or completely
destroying natural resources (soil) are called ecological delict. He who does ecological delict, most
the time, achieves it by doing some activities
(logging, contamination etc), but also by not doing (e.g. not applying protection measurement
against erosion on agricultural soil).
In international or Serbian documents, by which
environment is legally protected, protection can
be directly oriented on one element of environment or on environment in a whole. There is a
question: is object of protection environment as a
whole system or only one component of that system or by protecting environment we indirectly
protect life and health quality of people?
Harmful effect of human conduction to environment, and that way to soil, is a fact. Many kinds
and sources of pollution are not aware on abstract
political-administrative borders, so responsibility
on this issue is usually common for two or even
more neighbor countries. Some of the issues became so serious that the only way to fix it is
global-level solving (e.g. global climate warming).
The most of international conventions were initiated and organized by United Nations. Principles
of sustainable development are, today, the most
important for applying different human activities
and have a special place in soil protection. Some
of the soil related Conventions are: UN Convention on Climate Change, Kyoto Protocol, and Basel
Convention on Cross-border transport control of
dangerous waste and its keeping, Convention on
Cross-border Air Contamination on far distance
etc. In 2003 Convention on Human and Minority
Rights and Citizens of Serbia and Montenegro Liberties were brought which guarantees, among
another things, right on healthy environment as
well as right on public environment condition information. Laws and another documents regarding
soil treatment in Serbia are: Law on Environmental Protection, Law on Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment , Law on Integrated
Impeding and Control of Environment Contamination, Law on Environment Impact Assessment,
Law on Waters, Law on agricultural soil, Spatial
Plan of Republic of Serbia etc.
Results of international cooperation are conventions as documents which rarely include clearly
defined and resolved issues, but most of their
content is dedicated to member countries responsibilities regarding to convention principles. Idea is
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that more detailed results and actions
should be found during the time, on regular
and other meetings, where experience exchange, gained from the moment of signing
the convention to the moment of the meeting, means bringing out new ideas and Protocols as new parts of Convention. That way
we get a way reliable response but in longer
time which, surely, should be spared.
Regarding to Serbian Laws, in Law on Environment Protection soil does not have a special treatment because this document by
itself is dedicated to environment in a whole,
but in Law on Waters and Agricultural soil
there are a few aspects on soil and soil protection issues.

GOALS AND STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES RELATED TO THE
SOIL MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
Sustainable Development Definition
Before starting with concrete tasks and strategic priorities a question on terms we are
dealing with should be resolved. Thus, comprehending term of sustainable development
is confusing because different people consider different meaning by expression of
sustainability. There are even different definitions of sustainable development today.
Some of them are:
SD is a development that meets the needs
and aspirations of the current generation
without compromising the ability to meet
those of future generations.
SD is preservation and protection of diverse
ecosystems-the soil, plants, animals, insects
and fungi while maintaining the forest's productivity.
SD is economic development that is
achieved without undermining the incomes,
resources, or environment of future generations.
Improvement of
lifestyles and well-

Preserving natural
Balance

being

resources and ecosystems

Fig. 5 Sustainability Balance

Urban soil
In a sense of sustainable development there
is a question if doing nothing with soil in
urban areas is better solution than treating
it in some inappropriate way? Human needs
in using soil and volume of its exploitation
have been changing through history parallel
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with basic human activities with most of them
sealing soil.
Origin of the towns and their activities:
1. Hunters

o
Taxes
o
Fiscal
10.
Data-base for soil quality is necessary to be made as a foundation for decision-making on soil rehabilitation:

C
o

2. Farmers
I
tainable Development
3. Manufacturers
T
tainable Development
4. Industrials
Y
tainable Development
5. Services
tainable Development

SusSus-

11.
o
o

Suso
Suso

Taxation oriented to proper soil use
utilization
Education on soil:
Incorporated in a school system
Disseminated among a politicians
and another decision makers
Dissemination among people whose
work is connected with a soil
Global conscious on soil characteristics and important

= LIFE IS NOT EASY
12. To analyze matter on urban sprawl
Sustainable Development
= LIFE GETS EASIER?
Objectives and goals:
1. Optimization each function of the soil use for:
o
Housing
o
Working
o
Recreation and tourism
o
Industries
o
Transport
o
Urban agriculture
o
Non aedificandi (open green space)
2. Estimating kind of soil use priority according
to the quality of the soil as to enable urban
development
3. Establishing all recommended urban uses of
the soil
4. Creating a proper town land use regulations:
o
Land and soil use strategy
o
Land use regulations
o
Construction regulations
o
Property regulations
5. Balance between different soil functions depending on the existing activities in a particular urban area 4
6. Flexibility of the land and soil use and its multifunctionality
7. Enabling community agreement on the values
(broad negotiation process)
8. Brownfield and how to reuse it 5
9. To find economic tools for multifunctional soil
and land use:
o
Incentive

4
SD is balancing the need for development and
growth against the need to protect the natural and
built environment while meeting the needs of the
present generation without compromising the
needs and aspirations of future generations
5
SD is planning new development such that it
makes maximum use of brownfield sites, encourages the use of public transport, discourages the
use of the private car, and minimizes the impact
on air quality and the local environment
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Fig. 6 Built-up area
13. Legal awareness in terms of soil protection
14. Analyze driving forces trends for the
future development related to soil use
15. Improve interregional and international cooperation as well as information exchange related to the state of
the soil and soil development perspectives
16. The role of natural elements inside
the city:
o
Estimate what kind and how many
greenary does city needs to become a sustainable one
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17. Estimate how the property rights can influence the mutltifunctionality of the soil
18. Create a common indicators for measuring
a various soil characteristics
19.
Develop tools for economic evaluation of
the multifunctionality of the soil potential
from sustainable point of view 6

Rural soil

1.

2.

3.

Strategic priorities for sustainable land use and
regional development:
-LOCAL* initiation of land/soil projects
* negotiation of multifunctional soil use
* acting cooperatively
* integration of neighbors, stakeholders on land
use problems
* identification through soil multiuse and its features (landscape)
-REGIONAL* preparing land and soil use strategies
* planning of scenarios
* consulting local level on land and soil use
* education on soil use
* social, economic, ecology issues in connection to
soil
-NATIONAL* legal framework
* regional development polices about soil and land
use
* coordination of land and soil issues
Wilderness (Virgin natural areas)
Problem on the term
Does the wilderness exist at all in nowadays
Europe? Is there anything wild and untouched
when technologies evolved as they are today? Is a
wilderness area where people do not live or area
where live a few people? Can we say that Finish
lake area or Polish marshlands, including native
people who live there without any innovations we
are introduced to, is wilderness?

Suggestion on term
In this state of condition, term we should use
rather than wilderness is virgin natural area. In a
case of European territories we can consider virgin
natural area as high mountain areas or wetlands
or any other low settled area.
Objectives and goals:

4.

5.

6.

Conclusion:
Even any of this three areas (urban, rural,
VNA) has its specific characteristics related
to the soil and soil multifunctionality, there
are mutual problems and approaches to
their solving. Beside a range of differences
in condition, existing activities and planed
purposes, principals and objectives of sustainable development related to the soil are
the same and mutual for all kinds of areas.
Mutual objectives and goals:
1. Creating a data-base for land and
soil use
2. Practice on more than one level (local, regional, national, international) with regard to soil use
3. Instruments and measures for plan
realization within the soil use matter
4. Dissemination of information on soil
use through education system
5. Sustainable development and maintenance of quality and multifunctionality of the soil
6. Realization of ,,Learning Region”
idea in relation to soil use
QUESTIONS:
1.

6
SD considers forms of development that do not
deplete the land or its people. Sustainable practices are ecologically sound, economically viable,
socially just and culturally appropriate
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To make a clear definition on wilderness term:
a. Denotation
b. Connotation
To identify wilderness areas:
a. Autochtonous forests
b. High mountain areas
c. Wetlands
Evaluation of wilderness areas:
a. Establish criteria and indicators of evaluation
b. Make taxation according to
state and kind of VNA
Establish organization measures for
wilderness protection:
a. Create institutions which
are responsible for VNA
b. Zoning system
c. Monitoring system
Establish other measurements:
a. Financial
b. Legal
c. Economical
d. Technical
Education:
a. Education system (school)
b. Medias

2.

What is the relation of economic
competitiveness in the regional development in the EU countries and
soil and land use?
Why this development issue is getting so important now?
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What should we preserve through the
sustainable development of land?
What sustainable development means as
considered towards the multifunctional
soil preservation?
Which tools should the planner have to
judge the degree of sustainability regarding to soil protection?
How can the sustainable soil use influence the quality of urban living?
How to find way to define the values of
the soil within the community? (What are
the preferences?)

3.
4.

5.

6.
QUESTIONS:
7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How to assign the different and dynamic
zones of land and multifunctional soil
use?
How to define completeness of the landscape structures based on its multifunctional use?
Is multifunctional soil use depending on
land capacity and quality and how?
How to achieve the use of brownfield for
promoting multifunctional soil use and
not for commercial use?
How can education be achieved?
How can we optimize GIS methods concerning multifunctional rural land use
planning?

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

QUESTIONS.
13.
7.

Is sustainable treatment of VNA better
than its absolute conservation ?
8. Can we use the same measures and instruments for VNA soil and land use
planning or approach to their treatment
should be unique ?
9. Can we consider parks, gardens and
other human made natural elements in
the cities as nature ?
10. I multifunctionality of VNA possible and
what functions, in that case, we regard
as compatible?
11. Which are examples for successful and
multifunctional VNA management in
Europe?

14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
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EVALUATION OF URBANIZATION CONDITIONS AND THE
CREATION OF DEVELOPMENT VISIONS OF THE SLOVAK
REPUBLIC
Husenicova Jarmila,
Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Bratislava
The results of the work point to: stabilisation of the state of urbanization development
against 1990 as regards the rate and degree of urbanization, and possibilities for exploiting
contacting territory spaces for urbanization development under the influence of the transformation and effect of land rent.
In conclusion it is recommended: transformation of the legislation on territorial development to the capitalist conditions of the operation of the market mechanism, adoption of a
new method of elaborating regional visions, and targeting managing statutory systems at a
deepening and automation of information systems in the territory.

Introduction
Trends for optimum land arrangement are
favoured by all economically developed western countries. These are in particular Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands
and the other West European countries. Here
is land arrangement is understood as an "operationally" suitable lay-out of activities and
the arranging of functions within the territory,
so as to achieve their best mutual interconnection.
The term "arrangement" (l,amenagement,
Ordnung) has been preferred to the term
"territorial planning". It is more accurate
and more complex, embodying the philosophy
of the layout of activities within a space; it
accepts central and local development functions of the distribution of development management within the territory, including planning, realization of maintenance and primarily
the application of the requirement for the
balanced participation of all actors within the
territory..

working on the task "VISION PLANET" –
Strategy for Integrated Territorial Development in the Central European Area (INTERREG
II. c - CADSES) supervised by ESDP (European Spatial Development Perspective), with
the aim of the "Acquis communitaire". The
first draft of "Strategies for Integrated Spatial
Development" was discussed and approved by
the Project Advisory Board in 2000.
According to this document the priority task of
economic and social policy within all project
VISION countries must be the development of
transport and the telecommunications infrastructure. Transport and the broader communications systems are a significant component
of the land arrangement from the aspects of
its sustainable development.

"Sustainable development" is based on
maximizing the possible integration of activities and functions within the territory and
their possible synergy effect. It can be interpreted as time without giving preference to
one generation over another, as the requirement for a dynamic balance between the
activities of people, the natural environment
and natural resources, as well as economical,
social, environmental, natural and cultural
aspects and growth.

In elaborating the task the following were
used as bases: the state of contemporary
urbanization of the Slovak Republic and of its
individual regions and the prepared land use
technical source materials and documents of
the regions, for example the Territorial Plans
of Large Territorial Entities (LTE), the LTE of
the Žilina district, the High Tatras LTE, the
Low Tatras LTE, the Kysuce-region LTE, the
Martin district LTE and the Žilina-region LTE
etc. as well as the Territorial Development
Conceptual Plan of Slovakia prepared by the
Ministry of the Environment SR to serve as the
basic conceptual framework for processing the
territorial plans of LTE, and it will be updated
on the basis of approved territorial plans of
LTE regions up to the end of 2001.

During the elaborating of the scientific - technical project "Model of Communication Service of the Territorial - Administrative Unit –
Region" a group of European experts were

Most approved territorial plans of LTE regions
were based on a planning methodology under
socialist conditions, without accounting for the
significant effect of the laws of a market econ-
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omy, and therefore also their binding and
recommended regulations are manifest in the
full extent through the effort of strengthening
directive territorial development management
primarily from the position of central state
bodies and their lower components of state
administration. The municipal sphere and
citizen of urban and rural areas were involved
only to a very small extent during the preparation of these documents. According to the
experience of developed capitalist countries
there has been a transition to a system of
elaborating regional development visions less
with measure of obligation, but rather with an
outlining of development options, with the
continual supplementing of information and
updating.
In this task we introduce also theoretical
bases which document the causality of hitherto and current urbanization development in
the world and in Slovakia.

Present conditions and development theories
In an assessment of the current state of urbanization and in the formation of its development, we are working from the following
bases:
A/ the theory of the composition of principal urbanization functions,
B/ the theory of the sectoral distribution
of economically active inhabitants,
C/ the theory of polarized development.
ad A/: the theory of the composition of
principal urbanization functions,
From the theory of the composition of
principal urbanization functions urbanisation is understood as the composition of three
principal urbanization functions - habitation, employment and services connected by a
network of connecting and information systems. The composition of principal urbanization functions is manifested in the territory by
mono-functional and poly-functional clusters,
which are mutually more fixed or more freely
integrated or non-integrated. The mutual ties
of principal urbanization functions are close,
medium or more distant and there are developed historically and are changing. When the
relations of work and habitation were in the
manufacturing period very close, they became
more distant through the industrial revolution
and with the results of the scientific - technological revolution have again been closer.
From the point of view of mutual relations
within an area the following relations in particular are emerging:
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−
−
−
−

work and habitation,
habitation and education,
habitation and services,
work and services.

There is the main urbanization axis of Slovakia
in the East - West direction crosses the Žilina
region territory east-west.
ad B/: the theory of the sectoral distribution of economically active inhabitants,
The theory of the sectoral distribution of
economically active inhabitants is based
on the works of J.J.H. Fourastiér, where the
principal urbanization functions are structured
to:
−

primary Sector I (agriculture, hunting
and forestry, mining and quarrying, fishing),
− secondary Sector II (manufacturing,
electricity, gas and water supply, construction),
− tertiary Sector III (trade, repair activities, hotels and restaurants, transport and
connections, the financial industry, public
administration, education, the healthcare
industry and social work, other community, social and personal services activities).
According to this theory within a time sequence through the influence of growth in
working productivity, the share of the economically active population declines substantially in the primary and secondary sectors
and increases in the tertiary sector.
The decline in the primary sector is caused
in particular by mechanization, a sharp increase in work productivity and achieving the
necessary rate of efficiency and efficient size
of agricultural enterprises to such an extent so
as to maximize their ability and to increase
the living standards of agricultural employees.
Relations in agriculture are in particular dependent on an efficient and economic size of
agricultural enterprises, which are in turn
dependent on climatic conditions, territory
morphology, pedological conditions, etc.
Through the fall in economically active workers large numbers of workers are freed in this
primary sector thus there arises direct or
indirect support for urbanization.
With regard to the character of our territory,
these shifts are manifested in so called indirect urbanization, i.e. the population continues
to live in the country and commutes daily to
work. In rural communities, there is thus
mixed the population of all three sectors. Nor
have agricultural territories remained homogenous and 45-50 % of economically active inhabitants commute daily from the rural
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communities for work in urban or other rural
communities.
From the point of view of the current state
and in the formation of development visions in
an agricultural country there may be presumed the existence in particular of large and
medium - sized enterprises. From the point of
view of the size of enterprises medium - sized
enterprises may cause greater dispersion of a
settlement.
The vision for the next few years assumes a
still high rate of unemployment, which causes
an expansion of the system of the population’s home-produced groceries and a
continuing of the trends of direct and indirect
urbanization (a spreading of small agricultural
enterprises or the integration of employment
in other sectors). There may be expected
trends connecting primary agricultural production with connected processing production,
which may be located in the agricultural area,
in contact territories as well as in urban settlements.
Regarding the current situation and also the
trends in the realization of visions in our conditions, we can no longer speak of pure ruralism, neither in the revitalization efforts of the
rural area.
In the secondary sector which statistically is
comprised of manufacturing, electricity, gas
and water supply and construction, there are
34,9 % of economically active inhabitants.
This sector to date has substantially the
growth of our towns, this is the urbanization
process. In world development there occurs a
fall in the number of economically active persons their stabilising in the range 25-28 %,
this primarily through the influence of the
scientific - technological revolution and the
marked expansion of information systems and
automated methods in the management of
manufacturing processes. This development
will be influenced by the current demonopolization and subsequent monopolization and
globalisation visions. A significant number of
small and medium - sized enterprises are
being established, working with both larger
and large finishing enterprises.
The positioning of these economic activities is
in industrial or mixed urban zones, in contact
areas of urban settlements, to a lesser extent
in rural settlement systems.
In 1996, 55 % of economically active persons
were working in the tertiary sector in Slovakia. The tertiary sector according to statistics is comprised of: wholesale and retail
trade, repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles
and personal and household goods, hotels and
restaurants, transport, warehousing and links,
the financial industry, real estate trade, rent-
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ing and commercial services, research and
development, public administration and defence, compulsory social security, education,
the healthcare industry and social work, other
public and social services.
The tertiary is concentrated primarily in settlement structures. It is comprised of production and non-production services (administration). In the past years there has occurred in
development studies a splitting of the tertiary
sector into further sectors – the quaternary
and quinary.
Within the quaternary sector, may be included science and research activities, informatics, and automated communication technologies. Their economic effects are in the
most part indirect, having nevertheless a
great influence on the economy and its market
sphere. Because it is indirectly connected with
intellectual potential, it is primarily concentrated in urban structures.
Within the quinary sector, are included persons economically active in the field of ecology
and environment (creation and protection,
waste disposal operations). It location to a
large extent tied to rural or contact structures.
From the point of view of future development
vision waste disposal systems will acquire
importance.
It is predicted that together with the tertiary
sector, the quaternary and quinary will form
two-thirds of the national workforce, of which
services and trade shall represent 30-40 % of
the national workforce. The sectoral system
has developed under our present conditions
over the past few years as follows:
−

−

−

a systematic decline in the number of
workers in the primary sector and this stabilizing below 10 % (the share employment reaching the level of West European
countries),
a gradual decline in the number of workers
in the secondary sector, a restructuring of
the secondary sector in favour of high
added value production, a raising of competitiveness of production, progressive
stabilization below 30 %,
growth of economic activities in the tertiary sector above 50 % and gradual creation of a quaternary and quinary sector.
Visions of the seventies in Europe assumed
a decline in the economically active as a
total share of the population (through an
extension of school journeys, an extension
of daily study in the age group up to 20
years and in the age group 20-25 years,
and a growth of post-productive age) At
the turn of the twentieth century in
Europe, it is expected, that half of young
people will attain the level of university
education and of all economically active
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persons and share of economically active
persons 20% will be employed in science
and research, and that the share of workers in education, culture and healthcare
should come to equal the share of persons
economically active in industry.
Tab. 1 Sectoral composition in Slovakia, 1996
Population

Primary
sector

%

Secondary
Sector

%

Tertiary
sector

%

5 378 932

213 199

9

763 792

35

1 191 305
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ad C/: the theory of polarized development
The theory of polarized development emphasises urbanization development from the aspects of the polarising effects on the area. The
influence of the polarized development theory
on settlement structures development was
elaborated in Slovakia at the end of 60’s following the partial atomisation of research by
Ferianc, J.; Turčan, P. and Zibrin, P. Some
of its urbanization aspects have been published in “Habitation Development Trends“
(Zibrin, P., 1968 – Bratislava, Slovak
Committee of Technicians).
According to this theory productive activities in an area have a direct effect on
settlement development. Of these, great
importance is placed primarily on “driving
production enterprises“, which initiate
spatial development in all directions. From
them come impulses to the area, region,
country. The impulses affect demand are
direct it within the space. Besides the driving
enterprises there are “driven enterprises“,
which catch impulses from driving enterprises. Impulses in the area operate towards
its revitalization, or also its stagnation.
The mutual activity of driving and driven enterprises defines the spatial formations, in
which are manifested the integration of economic and extra-economic activities. According to this, all activities within the development space (region) are mutually interconnected and affect one another. From the
mutual inter-operation the overall arrangement of the area the solution of the connection of the primary urbanisation functions is
influenced. It may be said that the rate of the
efficiency of settlement spatial systems is
directly dependent on the degree of their
functional integration, which concerns not only
economical and productive activities, but all
existing activities within the territory (primary,
secondary and tertiary sectors).
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The dynamic development of settlement
spatial systems is supported also by the
development of infrastructure, which performs the mutual relations between driving
and driven enterprise systems, between the
principal urbanization functions and their
functional elements. An optimally built infrastructure improves relations of productive –
productive, productive - non-productive, and
non-productive activities. The infrastructure
creates “advantageous conditions“ (comparative advantages) in particular for the development of manufacturing activities in the
territory. In a well built infrastructure there
are emitted impulses towards production
activities and vice versa, the infrastructure
transfers impulses from production activities
into spatial territorial systems – synchronization – resonance effects.
In the theory of polarisation development the
minimum bearing capacity threshold is of
significant importance. A minimum bearing
capacity is necessary for the poles’ functioning. This may be achieved only through a
certain extent of the territory and population
number. In the case of large concentrations
pole problems grow with distance.
The viability of poles must not fall below a
minimum rate of bearing capacity vice versa,
must not exceed the maximum rate of bearing
capacity. Significance is attached also to the
drawing of agricultural production into the
development dynamics of a polarized territory.
This production may issue impulses from
production enterprises, which in turn connect
to agricultural production, to utilise the infrastructure and release of significant number of
persons economically active in the primary
sector for economic activities in tertiary sector
within the poles.
As far as rural settlement structures are
concerned, they may be considered, according
to the theory of polarized development as:
−

−

integrated parts of a larger polarized
habitation – manufacturing settlement
clusters and their higher territorial influences with the mixed population of all
three sectors,
an homogeneous agricultural territory
with a more diluted settlement without evident centres and their more evident polarization effects.

According to the above mentioned theories,
marked A, B, C, it is possible to group settlement structures into:
−

urban communities of various type and
size. In our conditions there are towns
over 100 000 inhabitants, towns from 50
000 – 100 000 inhabitants, from 20 000 –
50 000 inhabitants, from 10 000 – 20 000
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−
−
−
−

inhabitants and urban settlements of up to
10 000 inhabitants,
contact urban settlement territories (special settlement structures),
rural settlement structures,
settlement structures of a specially important type (top recreation and sports areas
),
specially protected territories (national
parks, national natural reservations, natural reservations, protected landscape
area).

According to the structure of urbanization
functions and sectoral structure of economically active persons the territories of towns
may be characterized as follows :
−

urban structures:
• differentiated receipt of habitation, labour and facilities functions,

−

contact urban structure territories:
• privileged receipt of habitation, labour
and facilities functions as an influence
of land rents (market price of land with
regard to its location, the farther from
the core, the lower the price against
the market price in the core).
Through the urbanisation development
of Slovakia to date development urbanisation trends have been fulfilled in
particular as regards the population
concentration into towns, the stabilization or depopulation of the countryside.
As regards further settlement development there may be expected:

−
−
−

the gradual internal reconstruction of built
up areas of urban settlements,
a greater thrust in the allocation of urban
functions into the contact territory,
in the near time horizon the stabilization or
only moderate population decline in other
rural settlements outside the contact territory. Unused flats in rural landscape settlement structures following reconstruction
may be used as second homes (weekend
cottages).

In the current state of economic recession it is
not possible within the near future (to 2025)
to achieve in Slovakia a sectoral composition
according to that in the EU There can however
commence the creation of appropriate allocation conditions and advantages of indirect
state influence for effective spatial development in the framework of the social economic
market.
In connection to the stated development philosophy, it has to be said that the urbanization
process in global terms has been brought
about through by great increases in the population, a decrease in infant mortality, and the
influence of the industrial revolution, which
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began to significantly shift the rural population
into urban structures. It has not been possible
to manage this process in the world and today
there are numerous mega-spatial settlement
structures in the world, which are operationally unmanageable and cause serious environmental problems.
Slovakia has also been affected by a strengthening of urbanisation, nevertheless in its special conditions, which were influenced by its
industrialization especially after 1948, by the
territory scale and the extent, by the population distribution, territory morphology and
other factors there have not arisen here
mega-spatial settlement structures, vast
conglomerations or agglomerations, but there
have strengthened the numbers of the urban
population and the development of so called
indirect urbanization. The population
worked in industry, in services and worked
small farming plots working, or worked parttime in agricultural co-operatives.
Historically, urbanization has been completed
by the efforts for bringing labour and habitation closer within the area. Relations were
dependent on time and distance. Historically
magnified, nowadays trends are again bringing them closer. As regards a standard view
we say that this relation should be limited to a
maximum 45 minutes door-to-door commuting time.
Through dramatic changes and in a shortening
of time thanks to the speed of transport facilities there has occurred an enlargement of the
area of the direct influence of functional elements in the territory (it may be said that
contact territory is enlarging). This is formed
by conditions for an improvement of intraurban transport and the greater use of private
cars. There is arising the requirement for the
creation of the more appropriate operation of
the functioning of urban and suburban systems so that they are suitable for the broadest
population classes. For these reasons have
been preferred public transport services in our
socialist conditions, which are however indirectly paid for by their users in the framework
of state subsidies.
In the transformational process there are
occurring partial or complete privatisations of
these facilities - structures and thus direct
requirements on their profitability. This causes
substantial fare increases. Through the influence of this, opinions are changing as to the
proportion of collective and individual transport in favour of an increase in individual
transport. Our cities have not wholly been
prepared for such a development (large demands for static transport areas - parking
places).
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The operational structures of urban systems
have been disabled through the combined use
of transport means and town planners not
having counted on the sharper growth of private cars, the share of which has recently
begun to approach that of West European
countries. That is why already at present
many of our towns have been reaching shock
situations although their size and scale cannot
be compared with European or world cities.
From this results the need to create a new
operational model for the functioning of urban
systems.
Market conditions are changing also opinions
on the composition of facilities, which in socialist conditions had been founded on the
philosophy, that services used daily (distributed) should be concentrated in the settlement set group and district, occasional services in the town quarter or town core. The
application of market principles gives a facility
operator the possibility of choosing a site
according to its capital potential. For these
reasons and for the reasons of the effect of
land rents, there have been established, for
example, large supermarkets on the main
outlet roads from the city. The same requirements affect also the distribution of healthcare
establishments, schools, administrative buildings, financial institutions.
Into the centres are arriving primarily services
with strong capital potential and a network of
special trade facilities and services is expanding here. Land rent laws are beginning to
manifest themselves also in habitation, where
in city cores land prices are increasing significantly. The population, therefore is more
interested in living in contact territories. It
may be assumed, that bigger capital potential
of the formed middle classes may influence
more positively maintenance, repair and reconstruction of core city structures.

Conclusion
Regional development conceptions, which
should be elaborated in the framework of
economic transformation, should create possibilities for an improvement in the current
state. The transformation process should more
significantly affect also territorial planning,
which is still today composed in terms of its
legislation for socialist conditions.
In the process of improving the quality of
spatial settlement structure, the solution of
regional disparities, in particular the support
of less developed regions will be a priority, but
at the same time preserving the tempo of the
stronger regions, which are in a phase of
structural reconstruction, as well as the support of the diversification of regional economic
structures in favour of advantaging small and
medium - sized enterprises and services.
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An important task is also the resolution of
problems of peripherality which affects both
larger areas as well as contact urban territories (external and internal urban settlement
structure peripheralities – the so-called territory of close and wider poles influence and
their polarization structures). The creation and
development of urban structures has been
highlighted through the use of priorities, for
example within the down – in the renewal of
town centres, creating a substantial part of
the workplaces of inhabitants and their interest territories, through the humanization of
large dwelling units and location restructuring
of their facility and professional structures.
Within the framework of an optimal territory
arrangement from the point of view of sustainable development emphasis nowadays is
placed on:
−

−
−
−

improving the quality of the spatial settlement structure, supporting the creation
and development of urban agglomerations
and urban settlements,
the transformation of rural territories with
the support of a voluntary association and
municipality,
development of transportation and telecommunication networks,
protection of natural and cultural - historical environment.

Generally, it is expected that the over hierarchical system of towns should be freed up,
there should be further developed multifunctional or polycentric settlement systems with specialization and division of
labour between towns and the countryside, this in individual countries, as well as
between countries. In the transformation of
the more dispersed rural territories there is
among other things the creation of relations
between towns and the countryside between
settlement structures in agglomerated systems. In the development strategy it is necessary to count also with the creation of synergy
affects, which should be anticipated correctly
and co-ordinated and consequently mutually
balanced.
Diversification of economic bases of the countryside will bring about structural changes
which will be strengthened also by the process of gradual voluntary association of
municipalities into an associated local
authority unit.
In respect of this in the research project
"Transportation process modelling in a territory - Case study Žilina-region" - Hollarek, T.
- Čorej, J. et al., University of Žilina, Žilina
2000, there have emerged special districts,
which could predict the directions of the gradual association of settlements. The process of
small - and middle - sized enterprises operat-
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ing will concern also rural areas and almost
the whole territory of future administrative regional structures.
The stated transformational effects of activities and functions in the territory will influence
the arrangement and development of the
territory, including its broader internal and
external connection and transportation functions, communication services, with the aim of
improving and gradually building a unified
complex pan-European transport network
and intra-regional complex transportation and communication services. The final
aim should be the complete and unified panEuropean transport network, which would
gradually be realized in accordance with the
projects TEN and TINA. In connection to
this it is necessary to emphasize also multimodal transport with a network of logistics
centres. In planning the elements VISION
PLANET, TEN and TINA there has been emphasized in the programme a unified approach, taking into account economic, social
and environmental influences and their mutual
relations.
In all EU programmes there is calculated in an
increased mobility of the population, in the
short term as well as in the long term. With
regard to this it is however necessary also in
Slovakia to create suitable conditions. In the
territory arrangement it will be necessary to
accept also the protection requirements of
the environment and countryside, formed
particularly by nature reserves, national parks
and protected landscape areas. These represent the most important elements of the ecological stability skeleton. The territorial
system of ecological stability (TSES)
represents an ecological network in the countryside, composed of bio-centres, biocorridors,
interacting elements, and the other important
ecological segments. Transport systems must
systematically take account of, so as to minimize negative (e.g. barrier) consequences and
polluting effects on the environment and
countryside. With regard to the protection of
cultural heritage it is necessary to identify in
the territory a number of types of “cultural
landscapes“. The uniqueness of each separate
community should be documented through an
increased number of communication “cultural
routes”.
In the framework of the transformation complex also the scientific – technical project
“Communication services model of the territorial – administration entity – region“ had an
importance position. Its aim was:
−
−
−
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to ensure a good-quality communication
service,
to make objective the evaluation of the
quality of communications availability,
to verify models and standards in the case

study of the Žilina – region .
In this there was considered also the environmental potential and in the framework of
this, for example also questions of continental climate and its influences upon functioning and reliability of transport systems (unlike
the Atlantic climate to the west of our borders).
The material shaping of our towns will also be
affected by the evolution of period-styles
culture. Currently in urbanism there are
perceived attempts for the transition from
functionalistic to postmodern urbanism. This is
influenced in particular by neo-liberal theories,
which attempt take an interest in citizens’
opinions as to the development of settlements
and suppress the central planning development drafts of regions and their settlements.
In conclusion it is necessary to emphasize that
territorial development policy of both the
national entity as well as of its segments must
contribute to competition, supporting
competitiveness, should take account of
social cohesion within countries and their
regions, as well as between countries and
regions, even when we realise that in the
course of the transformation process there
also may occur a conflict between the aims of
equality and coherence on the one hand and
the aims of efficiency and national growth on
the other hand.
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS AND PARTICIPATION
Monika Smiralova, Faculty of Architecture, Slovak University of Technology Bratislava
Analysis of stakeholders, the types of their collaboration and methods of capacity building
within the process of participation can vary according to the specifics of the Study Areas
and specific needs of the projects. Stakeholders are inevitable source of knowledge and
information about the area for any sustainable process. They can play an important role in
decision making and identifying the main strategic factors in collaborative strategic planning as: Problems and Potentials, Goals and Alternatives, Improvement Programmes, Impact Assessments, Projects and Implementation, Monitoring and Adjustment. There are
different types of capacity building: Partnership and Leadership and the different typology
of participation in which the stakeholders can take part : Manipulative participation, Passive participation, Participation by consultation, Participation for material incentives, Functional participation, Interactive participation, Self-mobilisation.

A community- based approach to
sustainable processes
Making any development process sustainable is
a major challenge because it has to take account of the following:
• Sustainable development is concerned with the
ecological integrity of the environment and idea
of fairness for all, emerging from the notion of
economic and social justice.
• Sustainable development only provides a
framework, set of protocols and assessment
methods to evaluate the ecological integrity of
the environment.
• The respective communities using the said
framework, protocols and assessment methods
for evaluating sustainable (urban) development,
tend only to be concerned with balancing economic growth with environmental quality (LUDA
E-Compendium : Handbook 4 2005).
While participation can vary across cities and the
actions they promote, the principles are remarkably similar (Jones, 2003).

Collaboration and consensus building
Communities are required to collaborate and
build consensus. It requires strategic alliances
and coalitions to form and develop the capacity
for stakeholders to participate in and lead sustainable process. This requires that integrated
strategies and cross-cutting measures do more
than define the nature of the problem. It requires the community to develop a vision of the
targeted areas. This vision then provides the
policies for making the processes
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sustainable. In turn these policies provide a
basis for planning as well as programming and
implementing projects. Together these actions
help to relieve stress and make the process
sustainable. Efforts to ensure collaboration and
build consensus are currently being taken by
communities and integrated as strategic alliances coalescing around sustainable processes.
What examinations of these integrated strategies suggest is that such alliances work best
when stakeholders are actively engaged across
a range of activities and constantly involved. To
achieve this it is vital that communities not only
collaborate, build consensus and develop integrated strategies, but have the capacity needed
to be engaged in the efforts required to make
the processes sustainable (LUDA E-Compendium
: Handbook 4 2005).

Capacity building
The community can be represented as a set of
stakeholders possessing the capacity to sustain
the process. These stakeholders include civic
authorities representing citizens, business and
the government sector. This diverse body of
civic authorities represent the needs of the citizens, business and the government sector and
provides the strategic integration required to
align with one another. This in turn provides the
coalition of interests to sustain the urban regeneration process as an on-going partnership between the civic authorities - citizens, business
and government sector – making up the community of stakeholders (LUDA E-Compendium :
Handbook 4 2005).
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Partnership
The significance of partnerships lies in their
ability to overcome divisions that have previously undermined the sustainable process. This
is achieved by placing the values, norms and
rules of the civic authorities at the centre of the
partnerships and using them to not only embrace citizens, businesses and government, but
develop the bonds required to bind them together in an inclusive manner. The ability of the
partnership to govern the sustainable process in
a socially-inclusive manner is a significant step
forward. This is because it places the values,
norms and rules of the civic authorities in the
public domain and makes the decision-making
process between the citizens, businesses and
government sectors transparent and accountable. While marking a significant step forward,
the emerging civic culture of the organisational
structure for the governance of the regeneration
process does come up against the vexed question of leadership (LUDA E-Compendium :
Handbook 4 2005).

Leadership
Assuming the community-based approach to
sustainable processes is adopted by a partnership, the question still remains as to how the
civic authority can develop the leadership best
able to drive the regeneration process forward?
While there is no simple, or immediate answer
to this question, the findings suggest the following:
• While the community-based approach is more
able than others to sustain the process, the civic
authorities emerging from the partnerships
developed for such purposes place too much
weight on the collaboration and consensus building of social capital. For while social capital has
the capacity to bond stakeholders and embrace
the interests of citizens, businesses and government sectors alike in an inclusive manner,
these values still need to be normalised and set
as rules to bind the multitude of agencies participating with one another in sustaining the
process. INTERACT: http:/www.interactnetwork.org
• It is questionable whether citizens or business
with either a personal or corporate commitment
to social responsibility can carry the weight of
the community’s expectations as to the environmental sustainability of the districts and
neighbourhoods undergoing the changes. PLUS:
http://www.plus-eura.org
• The civic authority best able to govern over
the social inclusiveness of sustainable process is
local government. As such it is the strategic
alliances, coalition of interests and partnerships
citizens and businesses enter into with local
government that ought to lead the process of
sustainability. This process of democracy estab-
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lishes the values, norms and rules for cities to
follow in combating the problems, encouraging
potentials and making any process sustainable.
DISCUSS: http://www iclei.org.europe.discus
It is this civic authority that is currently being
cultivated and being used as the social capital
for sustaining process.
The following section draws attention to the role
that participation plays in unlocking the potential
of social capital to sustain the processes.

The key role of participation
As the previous sections have tended to highlight, many questions need to be asked about
the role of participation in developing the capacity for processes to become sustainable. The
following sections attempt to deal with the most
controversial aspects of participation. This provides the norms and rules to guide decisionmakers on the best way for stakeholders to
become engaged in the process and how to keep
them involved. This section then uses this examination of stakeholder engagement and their
continued involvement as a basis to break with
the legacy of public consultation and set out the
standards of participation needed to empower
communities and enable them to become active
in developing the social capital required to make
processes sustainable. This is done under the
sub-heading of 'community participation' (LUDA
E-Compendium: Handbook 4 2005).

Defining participation
What participation means in theory and how it
works in practice are two very different things.
Because participation is an ambiguous concept,
it is helpful to begin by identifying the definitions
offered in the literature. In this respect participation can be:
• regarded as a means of promoting social inclusion (Gaventa, 1998, p.51).
• represented as a means of achieving specific
goals like economic competitiveness, social
cohesion and environmental sustainability a
means of delivering specific goals: for example
employment opportunities, affordable housing
and high quality environments,
• considered as a form of governance.
Here participation is seen as something involving, mechanisms that delegate and channel
power, prescribe subject positions for participants which bind actors and organisations into
goals or objectives of governing authorities’
(Cooke & Kothari, 2001).Identifying the range of
types of participation that exist can be helpful in
understanding how these varied interpretations
have emerged. It is important to be aware of
these differences in order to provide a check-list
of what the underlying intention of stakeholder
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engagement is and the role it plays in promoting
sustainable process. Table 1 provides a typology
of participation in regeneration programs and
projects to illustrate the variations as a range of
‘ladders’ of participation.

in the conceptualisation of the action and
through to the situational analysis and visioning
underlying the planning, programming and implementation (LUDA E-Compendium: Handbook
4 2005).

Tab. 1:Typology of participation and projects
programs(LUDA E-Compendium: Handbook 4
2005).

Within whatever context participation is being developed, it is evident the following questions arise:
• What are the most suitable methods for reaching out to communities and getting stakeholders
engaged?
• What methods have achieved such involvement?
• What kinds of methods have failed to reach
communities, get stakeholders involved and
engaged in the process?
It is important to ask these questions because
many concepts of participation currently in use
are not clear. Consequently, this section on
participation offers no single prescription for
what should be done. Instead it outlines the
benefits of participation; the legal requirements
for participation; who should be engaged and
when they should get involved. It also outlines
a selection of useful resources that can be accessed for further information on a range of
practical tools for participation in various
contexts.
(LUDA E-Compendium : Handbook 4 2005)

This suggests that sustainable urban regeneration means:
• Breaking with the legacy of the past and putting communities at the centre of the response
• Collaborating with stakeholders, building the
consensus needed for them to integrate with
one another as part of a strategic alliance developing coalitions which cut across the issues,
• Using the ‘community of practice’ ,
• Providing a vision,
The types of involvement can be different:
• involvement in the conceptualisation through
to implementation of projects or activities and
all the stages in between. (e.g. situational
analysis and visioning underlying the planning,
programming, and implementation.)
• involvement that leads to responsibility on the
part of actors for self-governance and the development of a sense of shared ownership of a
project or process.
• empowerment of the community such as the
Community Based Initiatives or Associations etc.
• the generation of partnership structures within
the community, neighbourhood In line with the
community-based approach seeks to promote
stakeholder engagement via their involvement
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• Using the outcomes of this vision as a policy
statement about the future development of the
area,
• Allowing participants in the plan-making process to build scenarios which express the different development options available,
• Subjecting the scenarios to an assessment and
appraisal process,
• Programming, setting out what needs to be
done, by whom and when, as part of the community’s long-term commitment to combat
urban distress,
• Implementing the projects required to achieve
the vision; and,
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• Monitoring the impact and evaluating the effect the implementation,

existing distributions of wealth and power (LUDA
E-Compendium : Handbook 4 2005).

The following sections focus on collaboration,
consensus-building and capacity-building. These
are currently being developed by different cities
to help make the processes sustainable
(LUDA E-Compendium : Handbook 4 2005).

The main questions:

Typology Characteristics of each
type
1. Manipulative participation. Participation is
simply a pretence, with ‘people’s’ representatives on official boards but having no power.
2. Passive participation. Involves unilateral announcements by an administration or project
management without listening to people’s responses. The information being shared only
belongs to external professionals.
3. Participation by consultation. People participate by being consulted or by answering questions. External agents define problems and information gathering processes and so control
analysis. Does not concede any share in decision-making and professionals are under no
obligation to take on board people’s views.
4. Participation for material incentives. People
participate through contributing resources labour or volunteering time—in return for incentives. It is very common to call this participation, yet people have no stake in it once the
incentives end.
5. Functional participation. Participation seen by
external agencies as a means to achieve project
goals, especially reduced costs. People may
participate by forming groups to meet predetermined objectives related to the project. Such
involvement may be interactive and involve
shared decision- making, but tends to arise only
after major decisions have already been made
by external agents. At worst, local people may
still be co-opted to serve external goals.
6. Interactive participation. People participate in
joint analysis, development of action plans and
formation or strengthening of local institutions.
Participation is seen as a right, not just the
means to achieve project goals, based upon
seeking multiple perspectives. As groups take
over local decisions and determine how available
resources are used, so they have a stake in
maintaining structures or practices.
7. Self-mobilisation. People participate by taking
initiatives independently of external institutions
to change systems. They develop contacts with
external institutions for the resources and technical advice they need, but retain control over
how resources are used. Self-mobilisation can
spread if governments and NGO´s provide an
enabling framework of support. Such selfinitiated mobilization may or may not challenge
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Why should stakeholders engage?
The ‘why’ question can be considered from four
different angles:
(i) the perceived benefits and value of participation
Participation enables stakeholders to express,
and decision-makers to take account of, opinions and concerns about the community future
and its environment. This not only ensures the
incorporation of a wide variety of interests, but
it also increases the accountability and transparency of systems of local governance, whilst
contributing to public awareness of sustainable
development issues relevant.
In a broader sense, participation can help:
• in developing a more sophisticated understanding of the complex challenges communities
face;
• stakeholders to identify their interests through
active campaigning, displaying posters, attending rallies, and donating money or time;
• encourage local communities, who are often
the best sources of local knowledge and expertise (for example, as consumers, as residents in
a locality, as victims of crime, as people who are
long term unemployed or chronically sick or
disabled) to voice their opinion;
• offer greater scope for being socially-inclusive
by bringing different stakeholder parties together; and
• incorporate different perspectives to the views
of the professional or political elite, thereby
leading to more inclusive decision-making (Burton, 2003).
(ii) the legal requirements for participation
In answering the legal question, the EU’s Environmental Impact Assessment Directive discussed, stipulates that public authorities must
engage stakeholders. However, EIA regulations
do not require that stakeholders should be involved in all urban regeneration proposals or
applications. In the main, they apply to largescale developments where there is obvious potential for environmental damage; but the size
of a project is not the only criterion. The key
issue is whether a project is likely to have a
significant effect on the environment. Participation in environmental impact assessment is
governed by the Aarhus Convention, which establishes three rights:
• access to environmental information – the
right of everyone to receive environmental information held by public authorities;
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• public participation in environmental decisionmaking – the right to participate from an early
stage in environmental decision-making
• access to justice – the right to challenge, in a
court of law, public decisions that have been
made without respecting these previous two
rights or environmental law in general (LUDA ECompendium: Handbook E3 2005).

Who should be involved?
One of the most serious questions that needs to
be addressed when talking about participation is
‘who’ in the community of stakeholders should
be involved. Encouraging a diversity and plurality of perspectives that cross-cuts a range of
stakeholder groups helps ensure that
singleminded views and objectives are avoided
and that each group sees their own position and
needs in relation to others (Jones, 2003). The
main groups of stakeholders that usually participate in the sustainable development processes
are:

mental institutions, educational institutions and
citizens) (LUDA E-Compendium : Handbook 4
2005).
Among the recognised stakeholders, groups of
active participants (actors) and passive stakeholders can also be differentiated. While local
actors of decision-making and investment powers usually play an active role in the process,
because of their ability to influence the shape of
the regeneration process, the role of the local
communities and other non-governmental institutions has traditionally been limited to a passive observation of the process, out of which,
frustration can arise. This needs to be confronted with particular care by those responsible
for the development process. It calls for a caretaker or mediator role to be developed, capable
of giving a more stable institutional framework
supporting the partnership leading the process.
Table 2 lists the different types of stakeholders
that are usually involved in the process of sustainable urban regeneration (LUDA ECompendium : Handbook 4 2005).

• policy-makers
• planners
• private investors

Tab.2: Types of stakeholders involved in sustainable urban regeneration

• service providers
• citizens
The community-based approach to sustainable
development process includes all those agencies
in the area that affect, and are affected by, the
process of planning and development (Corcoran
& Thake, 2003) in both direct and indirect
terms. Direct stakeholders are those immediately affected, whereas indirect stakeholders are
those impacted upon at a distance (of either
time or space). Typically planning systems only
account for direct impacts and do not take indirect stakeholders into account. As a result,
a sustainable approach to development demands that future generations and external
bodies are incorporated into the participation
process. A broad variety of the stakeholders can
be listed from the attempts the LUDA project’s
reference cities have taken to develop such
principles. The three main groups of the stakeholders commonly considered are:
• the external decisive group (state, regional
and local authorities, city administrators, planning officers, designers, architects, landscape
architects and engineers, consultancies and
external experts),
• the external/internal influencing group (development agencies of several levels, service providers, infrastructure owners, facilities managers, real estate and property developers, research institutions),
• the internal group of local interests (locally
operating and settled businesses, nongovern-
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Abstract:
Immobility Property Rights: What is it? (lots, building structures), propriators (who
they are – structure, what categories as consider to constitution), what are the duties
of proprietors, what are legislatively acceptable restrictions of property rights - purchasing - expropriation
2005-6: Conceptualizing a concept about soil and land use towards a thematic strategy
for soil protection and sustainable land use
Organisational Scheme, Competences: Constitution from 1919, French Model, also all
legislative structure, Constitutional Acts, Set of Acts
Historical Aspects – relations: Theresian´s Cadaster, Property rights, First Czechoslovak Republic, During world war II – Slovak State, After the year 1945, After the year
1989

Introduction
Organisational Scheme, Competences:
Constitution from 1919, French
Model, also all legislative
structure
We have French type of codification in
Slovakia. Constitution of First Czechoslovak
Republic from 1919 was based on French
constitutional model and all legislative
structure, too. This structure has been
implemented within all periods until
nowadays. The Constitution is on the top of
the democratic governance system. The
Constitution is dominant.
•
Constitutional Acts
Than we have Constitutional Acts they can
partially change the constitution.
•
Set of Acts
After that there is a set of acts (Town and
Country Planning and Construction Codex
Act= so called Construction Act, Agricultural
Soils Preservation and Landuse Act, Forest
Act, Nature Protection and Landscape Act)
•

Historical Aspects – relations:
Slovakia was until 1919 a part of former
Hungarian Monarchy and agrarian reform
has been made after Hungarian law. There
had been tensions between medieval
landlords and the subjects to them.
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•
Theresian´s Cadaster
After this legislation all childs had inherited
(in comparision with German law where the
eldiest son inherited the soil and he must
pay the other siblings their share parts.)
•
Property rights
The origin of the term „Burden of tenure“
had been based on a tradition of Roman law.
As consider to legislation aspects there are
three dimensions of the teritorry
- surfice
- under the surfice (of soil)
- above the surfice
This needs complex preservation.
From the teritorrial aspect:
- internal codification
- legislation
- consuetudinary law
- international codification
Influence of Hungarian Monarchy until 50-ies
of 20.ties century.
There is possitive is the fact that the
consuetudinary law has been preserved until
nowadays and became implemented into
modern codification.
There are 2 conditions:
•
law observancy
•
law conceding
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First Czechoslovak Republic
First alotment reform had been done in the
years 1919-1920 after all of proper acts had
had issued. After the acts there should be
expropriated manor properties land area
over 150 ha agricultural soil or 250 ha of all
types of soils. There had been concerned
app. 4 Millions ha of soil which was due to
2000 landowner families (mostly the others
than czech and slovak nationalities. There
were alotted approx.cca. 40% of area and
the other soil 2,3 Millions ha were influenced
by speculations and haven´t been alotted at
all).
During World War II. – Slovak State
Aryanized Jewish ownership, properties
including soils.
After the year 1945
Agrarian reforms have been realised within 3
periods after World War II.
The first step was the conscription of
wealth of collaborants in 1945
The second step was the allotment to
peasants 15 ha per head and to
Municipalities and co-operatives.
The third step was after the 1948-new
agrarian reform property adjustment of
agricultural and forest soil. The main goal of
agrarian reform after 1945 was to remove
poverty in the country.
Industrial revolution in Czech part of
formrer Czechoslovakia had been in progres
after the year 1900.
Industrial revolution in Slovakia had
been in progres after 1848 during Socialist
period of state centralism.
After the year 1989
The massive restitutions have been
continued after new set of acts.
Immobities Property Rights:
•
What is it? (lots, plots, building
structures)
•
„Lot“ designed on the map
(geometric view of lot) is evidented
within Immobilities Evidence
Operate is called „Plot“. Every plot
is characterized by plot number,
type of culture of the lot, acrage
(area) resp. quality of soil
ownership and user’s relations.
•
propriators (who they are –
structure, what categories as
consider to constitution)
•
categories of propriators:
- public (state, region, municipality)
- private
•
what are the duties of propriators
•
what are legislatively acceptable
restrictions of property rights →
purchasing → expropriation
As consider to modern codification „Burden
of tenure“ drew aside. Typical slovak
common courtyard became archaism. As
consider to civil proceedings it needs tens of
years to solve it. This courtyard represents
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human relations and their economical
respecting of their common rights.
Ministry of Economy has been preparing
new maining act. This is of great
importance to implement there new aspects
of balanced multifunctional use of soil. The
old socialist act represented the economy
interest of state property of raw materials
treasure codified by constitution(raw
materials treasure belongs to public
property).
Ministry of Construction and Regional
Development has been preparing brant
new expropriate act (it has been solved
by Civil Code and Construction Law until
now).

Conclusions
Law is an enforcement instrument:
- voluntary performance
- delinquency
What is needed in Slovakia it has been
legal awareness cultivation.
Nature protection has been supported by law
–Nature Protection and Landscape Act:
- legal protection of biotops and plants
- annimals
„Damages“ caused by ecologists from the
aspects of:
- ecology
- economy
- justice
- sociology
If we want to live on we must something to
do for it:
- economicaly
- ecologicaly
- ethicaly
Now we have to try to argument
ecological scientific knowledge from the
aspects of economy and legal
acceptance.
Legislation should:
- respect capacity of economical
restrictions of environmental impacts
activities
- create those legislative stimuli with
possitive public awareness influence
Dilemma in Slovak Republic after 1989
(our new codification) :
The territory has not been threedimensionalbut three times larger
...as consider to our valid legislation.
Codification is too restrictive but each of
acts have not been integrated enough,
yet (agriculture, forests, nature
protection and landscape, water
management, industry, mining,
aviation, etc).
After new Agricultural Soils Reservation
and Landuse Act No.220/2004 Z.z.
there have to be preserved first four
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bonity groups of soil within the
Cadastral Territory of the seat.
Muntifunctionality represent legislative
problems as consider to investments
(complicated property relations from the
very beginning). As consider to economy
view (the technological obsolescence) the
immobilities maintainance hasn´t been
profitabled. From economical point of view
there has been much more profit by creation
of new monofunctional estates on total new
areas.

Demography
Tab. 1 Development of Inhabitants and
Dwellings

Year

Number of Number
Inhabitans of
Houses

1787

2445

346

1828

3338

463

1869

4270

550

There have been strong economical
interests from ownerhip‘s viewpoint to
capitalize on relatively continual
property transfer especially of
immobilities within the centuries \
public - private\.

1880

4267

575

1890

4819

805

1900

5290

784

1910

5386

895

For instance: economical value of peatbog
Suchá Hora – Sosnina represents 2 billions
of Slovak crowns (cca. 53 Million EURO) but
as consider to paleohistory Pollen
Spectrum of this peatbog afford to identify
thousands of years vegetation cover of the
teritorry. Ecological and cultural value of this
peatbog is uncontably high and unique
because of it´s situation on the roof of
Europe!

1919

5347

937

1930

5380

1142

1938

5410

1247

1970

4215

1300

1980

3987

1318

1990

3370

1339

2001

3399

1357

2005-6:
Conceptualizing a concept about soil and
land use towards athematic strategy for soil
protection and sustainable land use
Basis of the soil indicators framework –
DPSIR approach – 5 different target groups
1. driving forces
2. pressures
3. state
4. impacts
5. responses

1950
1960

Tab. 2 Diagram of Development of Inhabitants and Dwellings of Vlcany

Case Study Vlcany

Fig. 1 Geographic Position:
•
between Šaľa and Kolárovo, river
Váh and Čierna voda
•
plain character
Fig. 3 Historical Map
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CADASTRAL TERRITORY of Vlcany
Municipality ................3976 ha.

Fig. 4 Present Cadastre

Fig. 5 Land Use
- BACKGROUNDS
Renewed Evidence of Lots Register (ROEP)
- soil value indexes, properties, cadastre of
imobilities COMPLEX LAND USE APPROACH

Fig. 5 Master Plan developed for Vlcany
Municipality in 2006

Landscape has been relatively well
preserved.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

NATURE
flood-plain forest
mainly trees and bushes around former
water course of Váh suppressed by
agriculture
three main forest corridors (one ends in
bog- lake-natural heritage)
bogs
small lakes, ponds, alleys
abandoned meanders of RIVER VAH
navigability of waterway

Fig. 6 Cadastre and Property Rights Disparities

SOIL CATEGORIES: after the Agricultural
Soils Preservativen and Landuse Act (New
Act No. 220/2004 Z.z.)
Depth of Soil as consider to Soil layer:
•
Shallow Soils 0,3 m
•
Medium deep Soils 0,3-0,6 m
•
Deep Soils
0,6-0,9 m
•
Very Deep Soils over 0,9 m
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Fig. 7 Aviatic View of Vlcany
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Fig. 8 Master Plan, Complex Land Use
Master plan
agroturism
sanitation
low storied houses
roads
boundaries
new boundaries
wetlands
amenities
shops
parking
family houses and recreation
spare area for new houses
industru
proposed industry
family houses, shops and services
proposed houses
existing family houses
sport
mining
technical amenities
river Vah
public green
amenities
proposed amenities
forests
proposed forest
gardens
proposed gardens
motorway
railway
Boundaries
Cadastre
Soil value
1- fluvizeme
2 - ciernice
3- gleje

N

Fig. 9 Soil Value and Ecological Soil Units
after the Agricultural Soil Preservation and
Land use Act
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COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS ON THE WORLD HERITAGE ENVIRONS OF
PANNONHALMA
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Abstract: In Western Hungary an outstanding asset dominates the landscape, fitting neatly into its
environment: the 1000 years old Benedictine Abbey in Pannonhalma. The monastery – together
with its harmonious natural environment – was put on the World Heritage List in 1996. The monastery hill is highly exceeding from the region, it can be seen from hundreds of kilometers. The Abbey
together with its wider ambience (farmsteads, fields, villages, etc.) recalls a time when the monks
were self-sufficient. The cultural and architectural values are strongly connected with their environs, the monastery is surrounded by a 7052 hectare Landscape Protection Area, a not yet fully
transformed remain of the limy sand plains of the Little Hungarian Plain. The sustainment of the
world heritage area must be planned and managed in quite a prudent and complex (agrarian, urban,
archeological, natural, etc.) system. Our goal is to create the World Heritage Area’s land use structure, based on the natural and cultural values of the region. Keywords: Pannonhalma, World Heritage, landscape, land use, nature protection

Introduction
The 1000 years old Benedictine ArchAbbey in Pannonhalma – together with its harmonious natural environment – was put on the
UNESCO World Heritage List in 1996. It was declared as a cultural heritage, but – because of its
amazing landscape-value – the natural environs
are also included. The different natural and landscape values are strongly connected with the architectural monuments, the abbey is surrounded by
old forests and ancient botanical lands. The natural
and artificial environment forms a quite diverse
unit, which can be sustained and developed only
with a complex approach (Pottyondy 2003, Csorba
2003, Barczi and Centeri 1999, Vona 2005).
The observed area, Pannonhalma microregion is part of the Western Hungarian Mountains
mesoregion, ranging from Bakony hills until the
southern part of Kisalföld (Smaller-Lowlands). The
most important city of the region is Győr.
Although the whole abbey was renovated
between 1995 and 1997, the official regulations of
the natural surroundings are still not completed.
Those areas, which are strongly effected by tourism, are undergone destruction at various levels.
The centralized scientific surveys and the construction of an issue-based development plan were not
started, yet.
The 283 meters high monastery hill is
highly emerging from the region, it can be seen
from hundreds of kilometers. (If the weather conditions are ideal, the Tatras and the closest pikes of
the Alps can be seen from the tower of the Pannonhalma Monastery.) The whole monument has
got an extremely high landscape-value. Any kind of
development (architectural, forestry, etc) can be
seen from the whole region, so all of the projects
must be handled in a real wide-scaled approach.
Due to this situation the surveys cannot be stopped
at the border of the world heritage areas, we have
to extend them on the closer regions, too. It is
necessary to include the closest parts of the Pannonhalma Landscape Protection Area and the whole
territory of the neighboring settlements. regions,
too. It is necessary to include the closest parts of
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the Pannonhalma Landscape Protection
Area and the whole territory of the neighboring
settlements. Traditional land use methods were
observed on the basis of close-to-natural state
habitats. These areas are extremely important for
nature conservation because valuable plant taxa
may only be preserved for the future generations
with sustaining the management patterns, used
through hundreds of years. Unfortunately there are
no domesticated animals on the formal grazinglands. Grazing should be one of the best sustaining
method of the sand plains. The plant communities
and protected species of the studied area were
described by Hortobágyi (1982) and Rékási (1998,
1999, 2000) according to landscape management
methods. The survey-based development of a
natural-cultural-historical monument serves the
sustainable maintenance of the whole region.

Materials and Methods

The world heritage area of Pannonhalma
Benedictine Monastery and its historical surroundings is touched by different land-use methods.
Agrarian lands, settlements, protected grasslands
and forests (All of them are part of the Pannonhalma Landscape Protection Area – Fertő-Hanság
National Park), regional roads (M1 between Budapest and Vienna, R82 between Győr and Lake Balaton) and railways (Budapest-Vienna) can be found
on the observed area. It is important to find a
common base for land-use methods, urbandevelopment, tourism and nature protection.
Therefore we started the researches with comprehensive soil-mapping. The sampled places are lying
in our 20 * 20 meters large botanical squares. Soils
were examined in situ with core samples and in soil
profiles, too. The in situ soil examinations were
done by the Pürckhauer type soil core sampler
(Finnern 1994) and by full soil profile descriptions
(Stefanovits 1992). The core sampling gave possibility to take several samples and examine the
depth of layers, pH, colour, soil physical type, car-
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bonate content, soil type. After all it is possible to
prepare a genetic soil map.

Meanwhile we prepared the soil maps we
also measured erosion. In the measurement of
erosion we used different techniques:

-

Simple viewing of the fields, looking for
various signs or indicators

-

Direct measurements (collecting deposited materials, weight measurements, correlations etc)

-

Indirect measurements (natural
benchmarks, erosion pins)

During the botanical investigations I used
the A-NER categories (Fekete et al 1997, Mjazovszky et al 2003). The occurrence and location of
the most important or endangered species and the
border of the different associations (Borhidi and
Sánta 1999) are signed with GPS, and dotted on
M1:10000 maps. Enumeration of plant species
follows the nomenclature of Simon (2000). We
designated several botanical quadrats (20 * 20
meters large) on the most typical parts of the
World Heritage Area and in the Historical surroundings of the Pannonhalma Monastery. Some of them
are representing the formal vegetation, the others
are covered by degraded vegetation.
For zoological examinations I used the
monitoring system (MMM) of the Hungarian Birding
Committee (MME). The observed area was one of
the test-lands during the developing period of this
monitoring system. We designated 4 (2,5 * 2,5 km
large) sampling quadrats with 20 sampling spots
on each. We observed the different bird species,
the wind and the attendance of clouds. We made
groups for the birds:

-

Nesting species: these species are
common or can be found in every year or
every summer. They have nests and nestling on the observed area.

-

Migrating species: these species can be
seen only for a few days during the migrating seasons, or just fly through the
observed area.

-

Winter guests: these species can be observed during the winter period.

-

Unusual, extraordinary species: these
bird are here only once or twice, they are
absolutely unusual in the region

Actually we have more than 140 species
on our bird-list. Most of them (approximately 60
%) have nests on the observed area.

For the higher acceptance of our goals it is
necessary to include the local farmers, NGOs and
politicians, self governments of the settlements,
etc. in the examinations. In the interest of successful planning we organize different formal and in-
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formal forums and conferences, where all the local
inhabitants and NGOs are invited. In the future we
would like to construct surveys.

During investigations on old management
methods and landscape history of the area we need
different sources. The most important ones are the
following five:

-

Aerial photos: while we tried to get the
newest photos, we tried to find some oldest picture too. With these it is much more
easier to follow the plant-succession and
the spread of settlement on the surveyed
district. Because of the outstanding landscape and of the historical importance of
the Pannonhalma Monastery, we managed
to find photos from the very early times
(1950’s – 1960’s) too.

-

Maps: Although we have the newest
maps of the region, we purchased the oldest maps too. Fortunately the Pannonhalma monastery is signed on lots of different maps, because in the middle ages it
was a little fortress, one link in the Western-Hungarian Chain of Fortresses. During
previous military mappings they marked
not only the (monastery)fortress, but its
environs too. The changes in land use can
be followed up well.

-

Narrations of older inhabitants: when
we need information about the closer past
it is easy to get it from older inhabitants.
Some of them was born before the second
World War, so they could tell some really
important data, like previous land-use
methods on the observed area.

-

Working plans of forestry (Barta
2005): Two part of the world heritage district is covered with wooden vegetation.
These parts are owned by the Hungarian
State, but are managed by the Regional
Forestry. They have to construct a managing plan for the forests in every 5th or 10th
year.

-

Land degradation descriptions (Centeri
2005, Gournellos et al. 2004): Approximately 40 % of the historical surroundings
is used as agricultural land Smaller and
larger fields, species-rich orchards, vineyards and meadows can be found there.
The region has ideal makings for agriculture: the hills are thickly covered with
quaternary loess; the luvisol is a perfect
base for forestry and agriculture. The
strongest barrier of agrarian-development
is erosion.

After all we can be sure, that with wide–
scaled planning it is going to be possible to create
an operable land-use proposal, which is based on
the region’s specific resources and relation-system.
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-

Results
The most typical soil type is the brown
forest soil on loess. Examination of the soil cover of
the areas showed that they previously (in the last
40-50 years) had been under intensive use. These
areas, now used extensively, give home for valuable, protected plant species and very shallow
soils.
Near the Benedictine Monastery the slope
angle is in the category of 10-16% on the lower
slope and in the category of 17-25% in the upper
slope (Vona and Falusi 2004). For the investigation
we choose slopes with different vegetation cover.
After all it is possible to prepare not only the genetic soil map of the area, but the erosion map too.
Thanks to the wide-scaled examinations
more than 1000 plant species were found in the
observed area. The most important species are the
orchids, like Orchis purpurea, Orchis tridentata,
Orchis militaris, or the highly protected Ophrys
sphecodes. On some fields Cephalanthera alba,
Pulsatilla. pratensis subsp. nigricans, Iris pumila
and Iris variegata can be found.

Demonstration program for experts
and tourist

Discussion and conclusions

According to the results, it is obvious that
the development of the world heritage area can be
planned only in a very complex way. For this it is
necessary to have the sufficient number of measures and to have enough data. Based on the investigations it is possible to prepare a guidebook
where farmers and other inhabitants can choose
the optimal land-use type in order to prevent their
land from soil and fertilizer loss or to protect the
endangered species, etc. Local decision makers
should be also using this to have the adequate
basis before making decisions.

As mentioned before, there are forests in
the world heritage zone. All of them are part of the
Pannonhalma Landscape Protection Are, they are
under protection. Although the actual status of
these forests is Recreational Forest, there are no
paths or benches anywhere. The whole vegetation
is in a very bad condition. To regenerate these
parts of the zone it is necessary to create a special
usage plan, focusing on these forests. It must be
done in the close future.
The diverse vegetation gives home for diverse fauna. More than 140 bird species were
found in the observed area. The population of the
Merops apiaster and of the Corvus corax is one of
the largest in Europe.

The world heritage site (RED) and the historical
area (BLUE)

In 2005 we were able to finish the prestudy of the complex development- and land-use
plan of the World Heritage area. It contains the
most important tasks and strategies that we have
to follow during the construction of the final development plan. It must be based on the regions
unique natural and economical resources. Besides
the value–observing it was necessary to find the
most serious (potential) endangering effects too.
We made a SWOT analysis and a special check list.
With this list it is much more easier to observe
future innovations and to offer alternative solutions.
The following studies are completed or are
in progress:
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-

The complex investigation of the
World Heritage Area’s natural values

-

The list of the plant and animal species

-

M 1:10000 Genetic Soil Map of the
observed area

-

Local resource-based land-use structure

The world heritage site and the protected areas
(GREEN)
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SIMULATION OF THE EFFECT OF VEGETATION COVER ON
OCCURRENCE OF SOIL EROSION
Pavol Kenderessy.
Institute of Landscape Ecology, Slovak Academy of Sciences

The total area of the territory of Slovakia is 49,050 km2. The agricultural land in Slovakia represents approximately 2 440 000 mil ha which is almost 50 % of the whole territory.
Arable land thus represents 55% of this area. The agricultural production in Slovakia is
mainly concentrated in SW and SE Slovakian lowlands. Most of these areas are highly intensify cultivated. Various types of cultivation techniques and crop rotations play an important role in occurrence of water erosion, and thus combined with certain physical characteristic of landscape system and climate variables, they posses a favorable conditions for
occurrence of erosion events. The aim of this study is to demonstrate the effect of various
types of soil cover to occurrence of soil erosion using computer simulation with physically
based soil erosion model Erosion-3D.
Simulation will be run on model territory representing typical agricultural region of
loess hilly land of south Slovakia Application of model results should address landscapeecologically optimum spatial organization and utilization of the territory in a way to prevent soil loss and degradation. Simulation was run on plots with homogeneous soil properties, under tree types of soil cover – fresh plow, under winter wheat and root crops, with
rainstorm intensity of 24 mm.hour-1. The results show big variability of soil loss under various crop covers. The application of physically based soil erosion model, Erosion-3D represents easy and effective tool for prediction of soil erosion and evaluation of the effects of
soil erosion to soil resources and landscape.

1. Introduction
In last decades, soil erosion become one
of the major problems resulting from mismanagement of agricultural land, causing economical and environmental damage. Soil erosion
occurs naturally, but these natural processes
are often accelerated by human intervention
and then causing excessive loss of the soils
productive capacity and off-site environmental
damage.
In fact many difficulties are associated
with monitoring and surveying of erosion processes. In most cases direct measurements of
soil loss are limited to small experimental plots
on which the relevant hydraulic conditions of
erosion cannot be completely reproduced. For
the same reasons, plot measurements cannot
be directly transferred to natural slopes and
watersheds without taking the differing hydraulic conditions into account (Schmidt,
2000). Erosion is a diffuse process that occurs
at relatively low rates and widely varying rates
from year to year and from location to location
(Elliot et al., 1991).
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Technology for estimating rates of soil
erosion has thus emerged as a major tool to
overcome these difficulties. Erosion prediction
has been most widely used as a tool to guide
conservation planning. And for this purpose
many empirical and mathematical models have
been developed. Detailed erosion and sediment delivery models are able to describe
spatial variations in erosion and deposition
over landscape, due to low demand of qualified
labor and financial resources they are applicable in planning of protective measures and
landscape conservation planning. The main
goal of this paper is to demonstrate the effect
of various types of soil cover to occurrence of
soil erosion using computer simulation with
physically based soil erosion model Erosion3D.

2. Methodological procedure of
water erosion risk evaluation using Erosion-3D model
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2.1. Sample area
The catchment of the Paríž creek (with
the area of 239.93 km2) is situated in the
south-western part of Slovakia, in the Nitra
county. It represents the southern part of
the Hronská pahorkatina hill-land geomorphologic unit, which comes under the Podunajská pahorkatina hill-land belonging to the
Podunajská nížina lowland (Mazúr, Lukniš,
1980). According to morphogenetic soil
classification system of Slovakia (Šály, et
al., 2000) the soils of the simulation area
could be characterized as Chernozems (CH)
located mostly on moderate slopes and
plateau covered by loess. The topography is
slightly moderate with prevailing slope of 4
%, on steeper slopes even reaching values
of 8-12 %. The total size of sample area is
157 ha.
As the high-quality soils prevail, the agriculture is well developed. This fact influenced
significantly the landscape structure - arable
land dominates in the landscape. The region is
oriented to the agricultural production, none
industrial facilities occur in the catchment.
Main agricultural production is focused on
production of cereals (mainly, wheat and barley), sunflowers and corn. Small portion is
cultivated for vine production.

Fig. 1 Position of sample area according to soil
regionalisation of Slovakia

2.2. Model description
Erosion-3D is a physically-based computer
model for predicting soil erosion by water on
agricultural land. The model simulates the
detachment of soil, the transport of detached
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soil by owerland flow and the delivery of suspended soil to the surface water system. According to Schmidt et al. (1999) the model
was developed with the intention to create an
easy to use tool for prediction in soil and water
conservation planning and management, which
means it should be easy to use with few input
parameters, give sufficient results without
calibration for specific location, operable on
event basis, be compatible with GIS. Model
calculates the amount and the direction of
owerland flow by taking account of the slope
and the exposition of considered land surface,
and the infiltration rate which is estimated by
an infiltration subroutine based on the approach of Green and Ampt (1911). The
algorithm for calculating the spatial distribution
of flow paths uses a raster-based digital elevation model (Schmidt and Werner, 2000).
The application of Erosion-3D requires information on site specific relief, soil and rainfall
conditions. This information is supplied to the
model using the following parameters:
Relief parameters:
•
Digital Elevation model (regulared squared tessellation/matrix)
Soil parameters:
•
bulk density (kg.m-3)
•
initial soil moisture content (%)
•
organic carbon content (%)
•
erodibility (N.m-2)
•
coefficient of roughness (Manning n)
•
canopy cover grade (%)
•
grain size distribution (fine clay
to coarse sand according to
DIN classification) (%)
•
correcting factor of hydraulic
conductivity
•
relating precipitation measuring points
Precipitation parameters:
•
duration of precipitation (min)
•
intensity of precipitation
(mm.min-1)
•
The simulation was applied on area with
homogeneous soil properties with rainfall intensity 24 mm.min-1. According to Pasák et al.
(1983) this number represents the limit value
for loessy soils which determines surface runoff. The soil transport was simulated for constant rainfall intensity with temporal resolution
of 10 min. (tab. 1) falling on saturated soils
with high initial water content (43,5 %), under
three various soil covers (fresh fallow, winter
crops and root crops). The soil parameters
were estimated for period of year representing
May. Table 2 contains soil parameters depending on soil cover variability.
-
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Tab. 1 Simulated rainfall event
Rainfall duration (min.)

Intensity
(mm/min.)

Amount
(mm)

60

0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4

24

2.3. Modelling results
The model produces raster-based, quantitative
estimates of soil loss, soil deposition and the
sediment delivery into surface water system.
The following data are provided for each grid
cell:

Tab. 2 Soil parameters depending on soil cover
variability
Input parameters

A

B

C

Bulk density (kg.m-3)

1300

1480

1320

Surface roughness
(Manning n.)

0,025

0,023

0,012

Erodibility (N.m )

0,003

0,006

0,0023

Canopy cover (%)

0
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-2

Programme” in years 1992 – 1995 on experimental plots in Hölzelbergbach in the West of
the Easterly Erzgebirge mountains, Southwest
of the town Freiberg in Germany.

Parameters related to area:
Erosion and deposition for a chosen
grid cell (mass/unit area)
Erosion, deposition and net erosion
for the watershed draining into a chosen grid cell (mass/unit area)
Parameters related to cross-section of flow:
-

Runoff (volume/unit width)
Sediment delivery (mass/unit width)
For the purpose of the presented work the
output represented distribution of erosion and
deposition in kg.m-2 for the given rainfall and
various vegetation cover types (Fig. 3,4,5).

A - Simulation A (fresh fallow)
B - Simulation B (winter barley)
C - Simulation C (sugar beet)
Constant soil parameters:
Initial soil moisture (%) – 43,5
Organic carbon content (%) – 1,75
Texture classes (%) – clay - 22, silt - 62, sand - 16
Source: The catalog of input parameters (Erosion-3D
– A computer-based model for the simulation of soil
erosion by water. Model basics, User manual, Vol. 3.,
Internet: http://www.geog.fuberlin.de/~erosion/manual_e/vol3/.), VÚPOP

The individual soil parameters were obtained
from database of Soil Information System
provided by Soil Fertility Research Institute.
The basic soil data base consisted from data of
Soil-pedological Units (PEU). This database
contain informations about soil types, subtypes
and variets, textural classes and parent material. Additional data contained informations
about organic carbon content, and grain size
distribution. These parameters were obtained
from digital database of Complex Soil Survey
(CSS). Rest of input parameters were obtained
from parameter catalog, which provides guide
values for all input parameters. The parameter
catalog enables the user to compile the necessary input parameters and to apply "EROSION
2D/3D" to a wide variety of modelling tasks.
These data are based on rainfall experiments
which were obtained out for a large number of
soils with high erosion susceptibility. They
were carried out during “Soil Erosion Research
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Fig. 2 Simulation A – fresh fallow

Fig. 3 Simulation B – winter crops (winter barley)
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thus the model supply important informations
in order to implement soil and water conservation measures within watershed (Schmidt
and Werner, 2000).
It could be shown that it is possible to use
such a model to calculate erosion sediment
yield. Calculating sediment yield using Erosion
3D model has advantages against other methods like USLE-equation or other, more complex
physical models (Jelinek, 2000). :
It is an adequate toll for landscape
planners to get figures needed in discussions about the important protection-efforts
Input parameters can be obtained
from literature or be estimated rather
easily in comparison to other models
It takes into account the deposition of
eroded sediments
In spite of good applicability, some disadvantages and limitation concerning application of
Erosion 3D model were described in works of
(Wikenkamp, et al., 2000, Schmidt, 1996,
1999). Erosion 3D for example doesn’t consider direction of tillage on cultivated fields,
which is an important factor in occurring of soil
erosion. Thus in some cases there are differences between measured and observed results. Another limitation considers availability
of some input parameters. Soil erodibility
values are often difficult to obtain and catalog
values doesn’t always match specific site conditions.
-

Fig. 3 Simulation C – root crops (sugar beet)

3. Results and discussion
The simulation results show that, vegetation cover formed by winter crops (winter
barley, canopy cover 74%) significantly reduced the size of erosion plots in comparison
with fresh fallow. On another hand under
vegetation cover formed by root crops (sugar
beet, canopy cover 9%) the size of erodet
areas increased (Tab. 3).

Tab. 3 Soil parameters depending on soil
cover variability
Vegetation cover

Plot size with erosion
> 0,25 kg.m-2

fresh fallow

98 ha

Winter barley

35 ha

Sugar beet

134 ha

These results point to significant influence
of vegetation cover to occurrence of soil erosion. The cover formed by root crops with
cover of 9% causes decrease of erosion resistance (higher erodibility) and surface roughness even with comparison with bare, fresh
plowed soil surface. This is mainly due to its
higher infiltration capacity in comparison with
root crops. In case of winter crops higher density of vegetation cover played an important
role in minimalisation of soil erosion.

At present, there is much interest in quantitative techniques to estimate the amount of
runoff and soil erosion, not only in the scientific world, but also from the regional and the
local governments. Anti-erosion measures are
often cost and labor demanding. As a most
suitable measures for Slovak conditions are
considered conservation tillage, methodology
of optimal spatial organisation of land and crop
rotation systems (Fulajtár, Janský, 2001).
Thus information is needed by planners and
decision makers about the kinds and the best
possible locations for erosion control measures.

With so far available data and results from
application of Erosion 3D, the model predictions can be used to locate those areas within
the watershed which are subject to serious
erosion and which thus make a major contribution to the total delivery of sediments and
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STORY OF THE LANDSCAPE: SOIL AWARENESS
Pavlina Misikova
MoE of the Slovak Republic, Landscape Planning Department
Abstract: Invisible connections between a man and the landscape are not always accepted
and valuated as relevant in the planning process. Uncovering interconnections, lying deeply
in ourselves, are the answer to public behavior and their approach to the landscape, its use
and development.

Soil as a base, landscape as a
broader framework

vidual deep experience in outdoors, in nature.
Such experience could have different roots,
sources, and background (Fig.2).

In the context of the IP SOIL project, when
focusing on soil multifuncionality, there is
another dimension connected with perception
and feeling of soil. The landscape is like an
extension of the soil, soil is the background of
the landscape. Presence of the field of a constant battle, subjectivity versus objectivity,
brings described landscape values at the edge
of the interest nowadays. Five hidden topics,
which we assess as fundamental, are going to
be discussed in the article.

Traditions
Traditional relation with the worship of the soil
was the attitude of the past. The old people’s
habits were in balance with preservation of,
what we call today, the landscape-historical
heritage (Fig.1). Work as means of living depended on the landscape, which an owner was
very well aware of. Such identification with the
landscape was clearly visible in proportion
between the landscape structures, ecosystems, sizes, forms, and representation of the
landscape elements.

Fig. 1 The old type of building used in the past
as a storage for tools in rural Slovak countryside, is now a part of a certain landscape image (photo P. Misikova, 2005)

What the world face today is the environmental deterioration with disrespect to the
soil, degradation process, and the cumulative
pressure from investors. It all leads to the lost
of balance in the land use. Sensitive connections with the land are getting thinner; society’s agreement on responsible exploitation is
missing.

Personal experience
Which kind of the landscape do we wish to
have? Current consuming society is facing loss
of perception of the values and quality in general. People, but also the authorities do not
realize the serious consequences of threat
united with the lack of the landscape values.
Man’s connection with the landscape is something very personal, formed through an indi-
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Fig. 2 Individual experience helps to understand the landscape, could also lead to feeling
the need to take care and responsibility (photo
S. Resman 2003, Italy)
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As a result coming out of the experience is a
large scale of the feeling from a strong emotional connection to an indifferent relation.
As many opportunities the man could experience within the landscape, stronger relation
could be established. Landscape quality objective (The European landscape Convention,
2000) is then a chance for the formulation by
the competent public authorities of the aspirations of the public with regard to the landscape
features of their surroundings.
The question again: in which kind of the landscape do we wish to live?

Identity
Identification with the place, where people act
is a mirror of previous reflections. How people
are related to the place they live in, depends
on many factors (Misikova, 2003), basically
the connection with the landscape is characterized as a birthplace, their home (Fig.3), time
of their childhood, space for work, employment, relation by senses and feelings, presence of the close group of people, place for
relax, place for living, their background.

Aesthetics
In landscape perception the visual aspect of
the landscape (Fig.4) plays a significant role
even though it varies from the factors as season, weather, light, color, but also from presence of landscape elements (vegetation, water, artificial components), location, relief,
dominants, and barriers as well.
The visual impact means unfavorable changes
in the current landscape structure (disrupted
composition, homogeneous areas, unfavorable
characteristics of the objects, scale, proportions, context, style, material, color, location,…), and shows external-visual relationship
in the landscape, and also signalizes internal
cause, expression of the internal landscape
characteristics.
In many places we could even speak about the
visual pollution, which is socially still accepted.
Visual impact assessment is a tool needful to
be implemented to the legislation.

Consciousness of the need to belong somewhere is an important aspect while talking
about identity. Strengthening identity will
become one of the central themes in the
united Europe. Disordered landscape structure,
wrong localization of new constructions, spurious types of the construction, abandoned and
neglected landscape, new trends as extinction
of original and bringing to non original landscape types, erosion of typical relationships
which created selfhood of the environment are
current problems in this field.
Fig. 4 Ability to perceive the landscape beauty
and bring such a topic into the planning process is becoming the challenge for this century
(photo P. Misikova, 2004, The Czech Republic)

Spirituality and Symbols
Sacredness bounded to the landscape is expressed by people from ages. Rituals, customs, and celebrations related to the nature
cycle were familiar to many generations before. Slavic sacred old oak groves are just one
example of the strong relationship between
nature and a certain nation and culture.

Fig. 3 To feel familiar with the place where
people live, to be connected to “everyday”
landscape might be extremely difficult in same
cases (photo P. Misikova, 2004, The Czech
Republic)
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What is the continuation of such a link today?
How many signs and omens do you realize out
there in the landscape today? Which of them
survived and who builds a new ones? Do you
have your “own”?
Small sacral architecture as a footprint of religion in the region is presented in the landscape
very often depends on the kind of the country.
Churches, little chapels, wayside crosses, devotional pillars, shrines or calvarias became a
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spiritual element of the landscape approachable to their sensitive residents (Fig. 5). Their
diversity of the figures and the style of expression is the underestimated heritage.

Reading the landscape
Subjectivity in all of these themes was an
uncertain ground for a long time. A new generation of the scientists, students, planners,
and decision-makers are taking their turn are
the ones, who might be sensitive enough to
the landscape integrity and courageous
enough to raise this issue to the equivalent
level with the current values of the society. We
can “read the landscape” through many various symbols (Fig.6), but as Henry Bergson
said: “The eye sees only what the mind is
prepared to comprehend”.

Literature
Fig. 5 Winter atmosphere at the border of a
Slovak village where the shrines were built for
guard purposes (photo P. Misikova, 2006)

The European Landscape Convention, 2000:
http://www.coe.int/t/e/Cultural_Cooperation/Environment/Landscape/
Misikova, P., 2003: Landscape Perception –
Case Study from the Lake Slnava (Piestany).
Proc. from the conference „New trends in landscape ecology, IALE, Piestany.

Fig. 6 Poplar trees as living symbols of spatown Piestany, Slovakia were symbolically
christened by the mayor (photo D. Knap,
2002)
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.
Abstract: The specification of the regional identity is a fundamental base for the future
development. Strengthening genius loci and visual quality of the region, and create awareness about the landscape values, is important challenge considering the balance between
the land use and soil protection. The starting point of the solution for these issues is bringing them into the regional planning.

Introduction: In the heart of the
“NEW EUROPE”
The CENTROPE region, strategically located in
the heart of the “New Europe”, is one of the
continent’s most dynamic economic regions. In
contrast to Western Europe’s saturated markets, Eastern Europe offers enormous growth
opportunities, with an economic expansion
rate of up to five percent anticipated over the
next few years.
(http://centrope.com/centropestart). The idea
of regional sustainable development we
would consider indeed demands not only orientation on the economic sphere, but the balanced accent on social and environmental
issues as well.
The CENTROPE region is bringing together
neighboring areas in Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary. Within the region
the model area for the case study was the
north surrounding of the lake Neusieldl See,
especially three little towns on its bank - Neusiedl am See, Inselwelt, and Weiden. In the
environmental pillar of sustainable development, searching for an interface between the
visual impact of various landscape elements,
intents and the preservation of the unique
attributes of this landscape for the purposes of
future regional development was one of the
key questions.

Relation between identity, visual
landscape quality and responsible
use of soil
By the central theme of the IP SOIL Project Responsible Use of Soil, Land Use and Regional
Development - the perception of the landscape
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and its understanding play a very specific role
especially in such sensitive area as is the flat
country of the Danube basin with the national
park Neusield See, which is heavy visited by
tourists.
The changes in the landscape structure
and the impact of the intents have not only
significant visual effect, but also it is appearing in changes of the landscape perception
for example as loss of variety. Modern
changes within the landscape are covering
large areas and the traditional settlements and
agriculture structures disappeared (Fig.1,
Fig.2). The landscape is not able “to tell their
stories” any longer, or to deliver stimulating
orientation patterns. Loss of naturalness is
visible as systematically removal of natural
structures in the landscape for example unmanaged areas of paths and field banks, trees
and the tree clumps in the fields and meadows
(Fig.3, Fig.4). Loss of rural structuring is
present as a result of many landscape elements that provide visual structuring and orientating effects were eliminated (Fig.5, Fig.6).
For example many church towers have lost
their significance as visual dominants and
landmarks, because they are now surrounded
by even higher civil buildings (wind mills). Tree
rows along roads in the agricultural landscape
have been cut down. In case many spatial
arrangements, which created the specific character of the former landscape, and provided a
unique and individual appearance, have disappeared, loss of regional identity is on a high
risk. To bring these issues to the planning
process of the regional development is necessary.
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Fig. 1 Field strips with trees and bushes form
the diverse landscape structure (sketch by A.
Magyar, 2006)

Fig. 2 Removal of natural elements (trees,
bushes) reduces landscape diversity (sketch by
A. Magyar, 2006)

Fig. 3 Green lines in the middle and on the
horizon functioning as corridors in the landscape (sketch by A. Magyar, 2006)

Fig. 4 When corridors removed, landscape
changes in a big scale covering large areas
(sketch by A. Magyar, 2006)

Fig. 5 The settlement with many different
landscape elements creates visual heterogeneous landscape (sketch by A. Magyar, 2006)

Fig. 6 Absence of landscape patterns and
vegetation and new built constructions in the
landscape is changing the typical image
(sketch by A. Magyar, 2006)
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What the analysis said?
A SWOT Analysis as a powerful technique for
identifying Strengths and Weaknesses (internal), and for examining the Opportunities and
Threats (external) was used to analyze the
region in connection to its visual aspect.
Considering strengths, there are not many
disturbances in the landscape image. Presence
of the lake seems to be advantageous as well
as the nature surrounded. Symbolic places as
shrines, chapels, devotional pillars or Calvary
make the place very special and unique. Decentralized vineyards have a positive impact
on the landscape structure. The status of the
lake as a protected area (NP) makes the place
more attractive. Specific landscape character is
why this part of the countryside is different.
Low built-up area fit architecturally to the
landscape very well. Considering weakness,
non-defined identity makes situation difficult
when a new development appeared. Strong
lights illumination at night is changing the
typical lakeside atmosphere. Missing vegetation structures reduce landscape diversity. Too
many wind mills give the landscape a totally
new look. Settlement parts are not working as
one organism. There is a clear contrast between building-up areas. Missing common
development program of surroundings settlement brings unbalanced development. Considering opportunities, close distance for one
day tourism attracts more and more people.
Mixture of the Austro-Hungarian cultures gives
an exceptional background. Future development based on identity, its present and past
values of the region, could bring success.
Closeness to twin city Vienna – Bratislava is an
advantage for next development. Concerning
threats, there is a permanent pressure of
investors. Cheap “modern” structures could
significantly change the image of the landscape as well as additional windmills. Because
of the location of the model area, pressure to
build a highway is on the menu. Missing communication between municipalities, while
working on development intents, could lead
into in-coordination. Loss of traditional thinking and marginalize the traditions and traditional values might change the whole region.
Upon the specification of the visual axes,
representative views of the model area were
analyzed. Following by the photographic
study of the landscape, the analysis was used
as the assessment of the intentions and their
potential visual impact on the landscape. The
sky line, the settlement line, and water horizon
were the main lines, according to which the
landscape image and the impact were assessed. Findings indicated two groups of visual impact of settlement – positive (for exam-
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ple typical, traditional settlement) and negative (for example wind mills as a typical source
of energy in the region, Fig.7).

Fig. 7 Wind mills as an alternative source of
energy with a significant influence on rural
image of the landscape (photo by R. Grünner,
2006)

Potential development scenarios
Depends on which values regional development will be established, we assume two main
possible ways of next development, concerning
tourism in such sensitive area.
First scenario brings a question “why to export money to other countries to feel good for
one week instead of making our environment
healthier and nicer” (leads to desire to spent
vacation in the region). This scenario also
predicts depletion of oil sources and getting
energy more expensive. Transport of goods
and international trade will be limited, which
will influence tourism as well - no longer traveling long distances to exotic countries for
vacations (which are being unsustainably
changed to western standard). On this account
there is a presumption of higher importance of
local recreation areas as is Neusiedl See. Second scenario talks about a situation when it
is not sustainable to create areas with only one
function and then divide them in bad and
good. It counts with progress in development
of the twin-city Vienna – Bratislava and fast
suburbanization in the agglomeration area of
the twin-city region, but also with unfavorable
soil sealing on large areas, and nature protected areas surrounded, crossed and disturbed by high traffic transport lines. Creation
of free areas for nature outside of the areas of
high economic value is as an excuse for devastating other areas.

A Set of Recommendation
Concluding the case study, the recommendation was established to prevent uncoordinated
evolution of changing landscape character
within the frame of the future development.
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Before decision-making process, as a part of
the planning, first land categorization based
also on the visual analyze should be implemented. Which areas need to be protected,
because they might be strongly influenced by
development issues, where is potential low
visual impacts and the area might be more
suitable for next development. Also the regulations for development for each category
(considering height, color, architectural inventions with the green project included, structure
of buildings and so on) are on the need. Proper
guidelines for the responsible use of land in
regard to minimize negative visual impact are
essential. The implementation of these recommendations into the decision-making process through the master plan accepted by
public and adopted by regional authorities is a
possible way to reach the progress.

Summary: 4 countries, 1 region
The CENTROPE region is characterized as one
of the world’s most attractive regions
(http://centrope.com/centropestart) as regards the quality of life, social security, and
healthcare, facilities for children and for the
aged. Not only do the cities of the region offer
a broad range of modern residential housing,
rural regions close to cities offer homes and
building land at inexpensive prices. While
making proposal of using the land for building
and new intents, the price of the land should
be never ever predominant aspect of future
development. Take into consideration multifunctionality of soil and the landscape values,
and then the region could flourish. As Vaclav
Havel, the former Czech president said: „Those
who attack our identity are predominantly us
alone, we the ones who should be its guardians and protectors “, we strongly believe that
people involved in regional development
should belong to the group of landscape
guardians.

Literature
http://centrope.com/centropestart/
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During IPSOIL II in March 2006 our group “Communication” dealt with the values attributed to specific features of the landscape around Lake Neusiedl. The results of our survey
showed a high level of environmental awareness in Neusiedl am See contradicting trends
in local development. Evidence suggests that with the help and cooperation of local residents the present rapid development can be influenced and balanced towards more respect
for the landscape and environmental values.

Introduction
Soil is a limited natural resource fulfilling multiple functions being a habitat and a physical
basis, providing nutrients for plant growth and
attenuating potentially hazardous environmental impacts by its buffering, filtering and
transformation capacities, among others.
However, it has been recognized by the European Union that the integrity of these multiple
functions of soil are increasingly threatened,
not only on a regional scale but also on a
global level. The major threats are considered
to be erosion, structural damage and diffuse,
long-time pollution resulting in irreversible
damage or even physical loss of soils. (Blum
et al. 2004)
The second phase of IPSOIL from 2005 to
2006 focused on the implementation of scientific knowledge into soil policy. The targets of
IPSOIL II applied on a local level resulted in
several open questions within our group. What
is the role of the lake and its shore in Neusiedl
am See? What is the level of awareness
among the citizens regarding environmental
issues in general and those concerning the
lake in particular? Are there any discussions
on the environmental impacts of constructions
within the boundaries of the protected area?
Within our group we also developed two hypotheses:
y Hypothesis one stated that wine as a major
economic factor was considered to be more
important for the region than the lake.
y In our second hypothesis we assumed that
local awareness of (development) processes
entailing environmental impacts was low,
despite the high level of information on environmental issues in Austria.
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To find answers for our questions and to probe
our hypotheses we developed a questionnaire
comprising of a total of 26 questions in which
we also included questions of other groups
participating in IPSOIL II.
The aim of our group work was to conduct
basic research on environmental awareness in
Neusiedl am See that can serve as basis for
our work during IPSOIL III in 2007.
In this paper we present our questionnaire
and the results of our query. We will discuss
the result and eventual shortcomings of our
procedure. The resulting conclusions and
suggestions will serve as input for next years
IPSOIL III.

Asking stakeholders
To test our hypotheses and to conduct further
research on environmentalism in Neusiedl am
See we developed a standardised questionnaire.
It comprised of 26 open (qualitative) as well
as closed (quantitative) questions and was
organised in two parts.
Part one was dealing with questions on local
identity, i.e. stakeholders’ perception of their
environment (questions 1 and 2), their relationship to specified economic activities within
the region (questions 3 to 5), their values
regarding nature (questions 6 to 9) and practices endangering the environment as well as
acts protecting the lake (questions 10 to 14).
Part two was dedicated to environmentalism
in practice. This part of the questionnaire was
based on the underlying assumption that
there was a very high level of environmental
awareness in Austria and therefore we were
interested in practical results based on this
advanced level of information.
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followed by other aspects decreasing in importance

In part two the questions were organised as
follows: values and awareness regarding environmental issues (questions 15 to 20), the
role of the master plan regarding environmental issues (questions 21 to 26).

According to the results of the questionnaire
our first hypothesis stating that wine was
considered to be more important for the region than the lake failed, as out of the nine
categories Lake Neusiedl/Lake Fertő was perceived to be most important, followed by
tourism and wine ranking only third.

Our sample was drawn out of some 50 stakeholders considered to be strongly involved in
the communication of environmental issues to
the general public, such as employees of educational facilities or people working in “green
jobs”, e.g. as landscape planning or gardening.

Graph 1 shows that the lake received 75
points out of a maximum of 99, followed by
tourism (56) and wine (50).

We conducted eleven standardised personal
interviews based on our questionnaire.

The testing of our second hypothesis proved
to be more complex in comparison and had to
be split up on several questions.

The Lake comes first

We asked stakeholders about environmental
issues in the region in general and those related to Neusiedl am See in particular and
some legal background-information. We also
wanted them to tell us about their personal
relationship to the area and to indicate their
interests.

Eleven questionnaires were returned and
evaluated.
Hypothesis one implied a quantitative approach therefore we asked our interviewees to
rank nine terms regarding the importance for
the identity of the Neusiedl-region. They were
asked to start with the most important aspect

Characteristic of Neusiedler region landscape
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80
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50

60
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Graph 1: Points given for each feature supposedly responsible for local identity
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Graph 2: Residents rank the effects of different impacts on a 1-5 scale. 1= totally agree
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When we asked residents to rank the effects
of different impacts on a 1-5 scale where 1
stood for “I totally agree and five “I totally
disagree”, Expanded building-up and traffic
were considered to have the strongest impact
on the environment resulting in seven and
eight persons agreeing, respectively. (Graph
2)
We reached the conclusion that our assumption stating that local awareness on (development) processes entailing environmental
impacts was low, failed as well.
The four major environmental problems identified for Neusiedl am See could be charted.
Picture 1 shows a map of conflicts, clearly
depicting that environmental issues arising
from past and present developments are perceived to be limited in space.
Based on this map we produced – seen as
Picture 2 – a map of potentials for Neusiedl
am See. The map of potential shows those
places that can serve the positive communication of environmental and cultural values.
Showing parallel these values and the threats
that may cause harm to the landscape values
should initiate active participation of inhabitants towards their protection and conservation.

Evidence suggests…
A possible explanation to our findings, i.e. that
environmental awareness and action in Neusiedl am See can differ significantly, can be
found in Ajzen’s theory of planned behaviour.
The central element to this theory is presented by an individual’s intention to perform
a certain action. Volitional control over his or
her actions presumed, the stronger the motivation, the more likely the individual will perform a certain behaviour. (Ajzen, 1991). The
individual’s intention is influenced by three
considerations, i.e. behavioural beliefs, normative beliefs and control beliefs.
The first set of beliefs refers to a person’s
attitude towards certain behaviour.
The second set is the perceived control by
society or “social norm”, exerting pressure on
the individual to perform or not to perform the
behaviour. In other words, it is about “…the
normative expectations of others and motivation to comply with these expectations”
(Wikipedia, July 2006).
The third set of beliefs finally, comprises of
perceived difficulties or eases of performing
certain behaviour and is assumed to be based
on experiences made in the past.
Theses beliefs together produce a favourable
or unfavourable attitude toward the beha-
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viour; their importance however, may vary in
each situation (Ajzen, 1991).
Taking the example of waste separation in
Neusiedl am See we perceived a great willingness among stakeholders to put paper, glass,
plastic and metallic waste in separate bags. It
was explained to us that it was cheaper to do
so as fees were charged only for the disposition of regular waste and that it was good for
the environment as resource consumption was
reduced by the re-use of raw materials.
On the other hand our interviewees were very
unwilling to abandon their cars, when being
on an errand in Neusiedl am See, despite high
prices for gasoline and the ever present news
on Climate change and its possible consequences. However, traffic was considered to
be one of the major problems in Neusiedl am
See!

Conclusions and Outlook
During the intensive programme IPSOIL II we
conducted a survey in order to test two hypotheses regarding local identity and the environment. As a result our hypotheses both
could not stand the testing. Contrary to our
assumption, the citizens of Neusiedl am See
regarded the lake as the major source of local
identity. In addition they proved to be aware
of environmental issues in the region, even
though their every day actions suggested
differently.
Our results are not immune to uncertainties,
though. The interviewees were selected according to their profession and their willingness to participate. Therefore there may be
additional aspects that need further exploration in future research activities. The present
questionnaire could be adapted for long-time
research and focus more on the differences
between awareness and environmental action
taken.
We can conclude that lack of information on
environmental issues is not necessarily a
problem in Neusiedl am See but rather the
stakeholders attitude and willingness to contribute their share in preserving the environment.
Therefore, the communication practices regarding environmental issues need to be analysed during next year’s intensive programme.
After the even dissemination of local information about values the process can be steered
forward with the activation of interested citizens. As a consequence the creation of a
common ground will enable the stakeholders
to their own future visions of Neusiedl am
See.
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Picture 1 Map of Problems

Picture 2 Map of Potentials
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Only with the help and cooperation of local
residents can the present rapid development
be influenced and balanced towards more
respect for the landscape and environmental
values.

• Whole of Austria + extra edition in Burgenland

For this, an action plan on environmental
communication should be created during next
year’s intensive weeks as well. It includes
among others:

• Whole of Austria

y The definition of focus groups (stakeholders with different interests)
y The definition of present processes and
formulation of future scenarios with
stakeholders.
y Presentation and display of Prouds and
Sorries wherever possible (media, local exhibitions inside and outside, thematic cultural events… etc.).
y Impacts on investment and development
Outcomes of local group-work, findings of
discovering values can be disseminated with
the help of every kind of media. We collected
the possible media below:
Appearing newspapers
• Neusiedl region
- Die Neue BVZ; once a week (Wed)
- Bezirksblatt; once a week (Wed)
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- Kurier; daily
- Kronenzeitung; daily

- Der Standard; Mo-Sat
- Die Presse; Mo-Sat
- Wiener Zeitung; Tu-Sat
y Television (Burgenland)
- Burgenland heute (ORF)
- BKF Aktuell (Cable)
Ecological harm will first disturb in 15 years
but it must be prevented now!
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To preserve biodiversity in densely populated areas like Central Europe, we have to provide
suitable habitats for the endangered animals and plants. This is most effective if we try to
organize the habitats into networks. Thinking in ecological networks is one of the most
important future challenges for sustainable landscape management. In this paper we collected the ideas about the creation and management of such networks. We also present
case studies about the ecological networks of the Neusiedler See / Fertő region (learning
region) for four different species and species groups, making suggestions about future
improvement possibilities.

Introduction
Sustainability means conservation of present
potentials for future generations, so that it
functions optimally now and is not degraded
for future use (Doran & Parkin 1996). This
includes preserving wildlife, the genetic heritage of our environment, being at risk due to
intensive agriculture and urbanization.

Landscape, patchy even in its natural state, is
becoming extremely fragmented due to human
intervention. Negative effects of fragmentation
have long been known to ecologists (Turner et
al. 2001; Gu et al. 2002). A system of smaller
or larger separated patches cannot substitute
the role of the formerly continuous natural
habitats in maintaining diversity.
The confrontation of wildlife and agriculture is
evident. Diverse natural ecosystems have been
converted into oversimplified ecosystems. “The
modern commercial agriculture has had a
direct negative impact on biodiversity at all
levels: ecosystem, species and genetic; and on
both natural and domestic diversity.” (UNEP
1995) This evidence, as a basis for many world
declarations, is being introduced into practice
of many regions around the world, from developing countries to central Europe today.

Concept of ecological networks

Fig. 1 Integration of the concept of ecological
networks into the interactions between the
biosphere and the environment
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To maintain the biodiversity of a region, we
need proper habitats for the local flora and
fauna. Some species feel good in the artificial
environment of arable fields and cities, but
most species tend to retreat from mandominated environment with intensive landuse. These species need refuges to survive.
But not all refuges are equally good for wildlife
protection. Small and isolated habitat patches
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e.g. can easily loose rare species. Larger
patches are much better especially if they are
linked into a network, so that if a species
should somehow go extinct in an area, it could
easily recolonize that area later from the
neighbouring reserves. This is the basic concept of ecological networks, and there are four
types of elements generally mentioned in this
framework (Fig. 2; Bennett, 2004).

lar needs of the specific ecosystem and its
local population.
Sustainable use areas: These are remaining
areas (the matrix) that can come under more
intensive land use. But they should still take
full account of the successful provision of ecosystem goods and services.

Designing ecological networks
Designing ecological networks is a complex
process, which should take into consideration
many aspects of human lend use and natural
areas. For example Beier and Loe (1992, cit.
Bond 2003) give six steps for the process of
designing ecological networks:
• Step 1 Identify the habitat areas the corridor is designed to connect.
• Step 2 Select several target species for the
design of the corridor (i.e., select “umbrella
species”).
• Step 3 Evaluate the relevant needs of each
target species.

Fig. 2 Concept and main elements of the ecological networks
Core areas: These are areas where the primary function is biodiversity conservation.
They are usually legally protected under national or European legislation (e.g. Natura
2000 sites). These areas should provide a
substantial representation of key natural or
semi-natural ecosystems and contain viable
populations of important or threatened species. Land use within these areas is managed
to give priority to biodiversity conservation.
Corridors: These are areas of suitable habitat
that provide functional linkages link between
core areas. For example, they may stimulate
or allow species migration between areas.
Corridors can be continuous strips of land or
‘stepping stones’ that are patches of suitable
habitat. Using corridors to improve ecological
coherence is one of the most important tools in
combating the fragmentation that is threatening so many of Europe’s habitats. Generally
speaking corridors can be associated with
higher levels of land use, as long as their function is maintained.
Buffer zones: Protected areas should not be
considered as islands that are safe from negative external effects. The resource use that
occurs outside them can have serious impacts
on species and habitats within, for example
air/water pollution from industrial activities
around a protected area can have serious
effects on species inside it. Buffer zones allow
a smoother transition between core areas and
surrounding land use. The size and utilisation
of buffer zones depends heavily on the particu-
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• Step 4 For each potential corridor, evaluate
how the area will accommodate movement
by each target species.
• Step 5 Draw the corridor on a map.
• Step 6 Design a monitoring program.
Since different species have different needs,
the conservation of biodiversity cannot be
achieved by designing a single network. Theoretically we would need to evaluate an own
network for each species to be protected. This
is almost impossible, but since most species
can be grouped into few groups according to
their environmental preferences, fortunately
this is not a real problem. We can identify few
key species from the big mass of species,
which share the habitat preferences and dispersal properties of many other species. Species occupying an important role in the food
web, or providing habitat, nesting place, etc to
many other species are preferable. And good
target species should also be easy to identify
and monitor.
Another important issue of ecological networks
is the question of scale. Not all species live and
move on the same scale – what is a corridor
for some species can be a core area for other,
smaller species. Large international conservational projects aim at connecting mountain
ranges and national parks by wide stripes of
semi-natural habitats. But if we only concentrate on this kind of networks, we can protect
just a fraction of the general biodiversity. This
is a very important fraction, containing the
most spectacular species (birds, great mammals, flowers…) to which we are emotionally
bound. But there is an other kind of biodiversity too, that might not be evident for us, city-
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dwellers: the hidden biodiversity of insects,
fungi, bacteria and other smaller organisms.
Many of these organisms play an important
role in maintaining a healthy environment for
us, and if they disappear somewhere, we just
notice that something went wrong, without
knowing what exactly it was. That’s why maintaining local biodiversity is so important. In
order to preserve nature in our neighbourhood, we also need some smaller, regional and
local core areas, connected by corridors of
regional or local importance, a local network.
And connecting local networks with each other
by regional and international networks we can
obtain a multi-level network, which can be a
powerful tool for biodiversity conservation.

Fig. 4 Plants as indicators of natural and anthropogenic influences

Of course most organisms making up local
scale biodiversity are small, hidden and painfully identifiable, so it is not possible to protect
them one by one. To develop sustainable networks for such organisms, is most easily done
if In our case studies we chose two such species, possible indicators of local ecological
conditions: the fescues and the hedgehog.

Analysis of the plant populations’ state is performed by the control of some characteristics
of the plant population functioning:

Monitoring of the ecological networks is important for its sustainable functioning, and this is
one of the main tasks in designing ecological
networks. The idea of plants as indicators of
ecosystem state lies in the base of phytopopulation monitoring method. Phytoindication is
possible on two levels: on the levels of presence – absence of the species (it is a rough
method) and on the level of presence species
state (it is more contemporary and more exact
method connecting with plant populations).
The second one is phytopopulation monitoring
(Fig. 3).

• age structure of the plant populations;

PHYTOINDICATION
on the level of

• growth of the plants during a one vegetation
period (Kvĕt et al, 1971);
• analysis of the reproductive sphere of the
plant populations (Thompson et al, 1981);

• vitality structure of the plant populations
(Zlobin, 1981, 1996)
The used methods are geobotany, morphometry and population methods are the main in
these investigations (Harper, 1977; Kvĕt et al,
1971; Hunt, 1978). According to these, the
main steps of the phytopopulation investigations are:
• choosing the aim of the investigations. For
example for learning regions it can be the
problem of the pastures obliteration by reed
(Phragmites australis) without grazing;
• floristic analysis of the ecological network
region;
• selection of the indicator species. Most often
it is stenotopic species.

presence – absence of the species

abundance and
“quality” of presence

Fig. 3 Two levels of the phytoindication.

Phytopopulation monitoring is a periodic
control of functioning characteristics of the
plants associations and their components –
phytopopulations – the basic autotrophic block
of any ecosystem (Zlobin, 1980). The analysis
of the plant populations’ state gives important
information about ecosystem state. So plant
populations are indicators. Phytopopulation
monitoring can to serve as the control method
of the Ecological Networks functioning.
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• choice of the investigation methods.
• analysis of the received results.
• creation of the conclusion about functioning
of the ecological network elements.
• elaboration of recommendations for the
optimal utilization by agricultural lands (for
example, for pastures).

Case studies
We chose four species or species groups as
target species: the steppe fescues (Festuca
rupicola, F. valesiaca), the hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus), and the great bustard (Otis
tarda), and the group of migrating geese (Anser spp.) (Fig. 5).
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• local scale (fescues, hedgehog): a 2×2 km
area NW from Neusiedl/See – using aerial
photographs, cartographic maps, and field
expeditions.
• regional scale (great bustard): a ~40×60
km area around the Neusiedler lake extending into Hungary – using cartographic maps
and verbal information from the National
Park.
• (inter)national scale (geese): thousands of
km’s, containing most of Europe, possibly
extending to Asia and Africa. – Unfortunately we did not have appropriate maps
and data bases on this scale, so we have not
done any analysis on this scale except from
stating that most international ecological
network initiations (Ramsar, Natura 2000,
PEEN…) cope with migrations on this level.

Fig. 5 The target species for the case studies
(a: steppe fescues, b: hedgehog, c: great
bustard, d: geese)
According to the step 3 above, we evaluated
the relevant ecological properties of the target
species in Table 1. As we can see from the
table these species have very different habitat
needs and movement/dispersal patterns. According to this we defined three different
scales, centred on the learning region. All of
these scales represent a study area for our
case studies:

After identifying the target species on the
appropriate scales, we first identified core
areas (larger habitats with populations) and
corridors (linear landscape elements offering
food, water, concealing cover etc. to migrating
individuals), with the aid of the estimated
species properties listed in Table 1. The corridors and core areas were then displayed on a
map, making it possible to evaluate the connectedness of the network, with special respect to possible barriers crossing the corridors. In some cases we also formulated some
recommendations on possible further corridors.

dispersal/migration

habitat preference

Tab. 1. Significant ecological properties of the target species (source: internet + own observations
and estimations – plants/animals/both)

main habitat

additional habitats

hedgehog

great bustard

geese

grasslands

forest margins,
hedges, tree alleys

vast open grasslands

lake margins,
reedbeds, salt
marshes…

forest margins,
hedges, tree alleys

forests, gardens

arable margins,
fallows

meadows

arable fields, reed
beds, lake
motorways
~10 years (??)

settlements,
reedbeds, lake
-~30 years (??)

1km (??)
5 km (??)

5 km (??)
50 km (??)

5 km (??)
100 km (??)

--

--

5-10000 km

LOCAL

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

matrix arable fields, lake
barriers
avg lifetime
avg. travelling dist.
seed
pollen
daily routine
emergency
seed disperser
pollinator
migration
long distance disp.
vegetational disp.
SCALE
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steppe fescues

-~10 years

agricultural fields
-~30 years (??)

10 m
5 km

-wind
YES
NO
LOCAL
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1 km

really desirable, since being dominant grasses
of native grasslands its presence could help
regeneration of grasslands into a more natural
state.
Hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus)
Why we chose it: Typical small forest mammal,
a representative a large group of other limitedly vagile forest species.
Habitat preferences: shrublands, forests, forests edges, gardens.

Fig. 6 Case study on ecological networks for
steppe fescues in the local scale study region
(green: core areas, yellow: corridors, red:
connection analysis).

1 km

Diagnosis: We identified three important core
areas on local scale. Habitat patches are fairly
well connected within “travelling distance” for
the hedgehogs. This is an example for a species not (yet) threatened by habitat fragmentation. (But had we chosen a study area
somewhat to the north, the motorway A4
could have meant a significant barrier disconnecting populations.)
Great bustard (Otis tarda)
Why we chose it: A typical steppe animal with
moderate displacement abilities. One of the
main flagship species for conservation.

Fig. 7 Case study on ecological networks for
the hedgehog in the local scale study region
(green: core areas, yellow: corridors, red:
connection analysis).
Stepp fescues (Festuca valesiaca & F.
rupicola)
Why we chose it: These are two of the most
important steppe grasses making habitat for
several other species.
Habitat preferences: remnants of ancient
grasslands, forest edges, road sides, arable
margins.
Diagnosis: We identified several small core
areas, in three groups. The groups are disconnected, more corridors would be needed. Stable populations of these species would be
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Fig. 8 Case study on ecological networks for
the great bustard in the local scale study region (red: core areas and possible stepping
stones).
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Habitat preferences: a mixture of grasslands,
extensive arable fields and fallows, vast open
treeless areas.

there is more and more possibility and responsibility for local communities, to act for their
local welfare.

Diagnosis: There are two main populations in
the Neusiedler See region, with active protection measures to maintain appropriate habitat
(grazed pastures, extensive farming, special
sown fallows). The larger population is in the
north and the smaller is in the south, and in
between there are several smaller habitat-like
patches, ore components of habitats, probably
functioning as stepping stones. There is also a
weak barrier, the motorway A4, which can be
harmful for inexperienced chicks or unsound
animals. The windmills might also be disturbing the fowls – but this is not proven. Connections to bigger Hungarian populations would be
very favourable for the stability of these populations.

Protecting biodiversity is hard task to the people where existence depends on agriculture.
That is more than evident in poor rural parts of
developing countries. How to explain them
that their production should be changed, reduced or even controlled for keeping wild biodiversity? On the other hand the state, due to
scarce financial powers, has the problem of
implementing international conventions and
their own polices if these are oriented towards
keeping biodiversity and maintaining healthy
ecosystems based on biodiversity on account
of the agricultural production, usually inherited
as a part of tradition or the former policies.
Intensive communication could be a solution
for these problems. And this communication
should reach everyone from the youngest to
the oldest.

Geese (Anser spp.)
Why we chose it: Typical far distance migrating birds with specific habitat requirements.
The emblematic species for the National Park
Neusiedler See/Seewinkel.
Habitat preferences: wetlands, reed beds,
open water surfaces, wet grasslands.
Diagnosis: Lacking data and appropriate maps
from all the neighbouring countries we could
not do detailed analysis about the status of
these water birds. Size and distribution of
appropriate habitats – especially along the
migration routes – must be of critical importance for the survival success of these important species. It is up to high level international
cooperation, that these geese populations,
important members of many European ecosystems could be saved for the future.

Conclusions
As we have seen ecological networks are a
basic tool for sustaining biodiversity in today’s
heavily fragmented landscape. The beneficial
effects of ecological networks are best developed if they are composed of networks of all
levels. To protect the famous flagship species
of conservation we need international network
between the best biodiversity hotspots. But we
also need the network to continue on regional
and local level to sustain a liveable environment for us. The continental scale network is
best developed and managed by international
agreements on nature conservation, such
networks are already being developed all over
the world. Regional-level networks are probably best organized by connecting significant
semi-natural forests, wetlands, grasslands,
etc. by chains of plots arranged for restoration
projects. And local networks could be formed
by sustainable use of the less exploited areas
(such as a dam sides, roadsides, hedgerows…)
We can see, that as we move to lower levels,
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We know environmental education from our
schools and universities. But it is not only
about books, exams, responsibility and stress.
It is also about sharing experiences and having
fun. What do we need for environmental education in the learning region in this way? What
kind of facilities? What kind of contact shall we
support? Searching the answer is not difficult –
we have at disposal virtual contact and direct
contact.

Fig. 9 Some suggested logos (centre: ecological networks, left: Electronic Library for Environmental Education and Networking, right:
Interactive Centre for Environmental Education
and Networking)

Virtual contact in the learning region means to
establish an Electronic Library for Environmental Education and Networking (e-LEEN).
This library should contain: e-resources, articles, database of involved persons – stakeholders, serious discussions (sharing experiences, etc.), contacts – names, addresses,
other information (about actions, workshops,
conferences), results – looking back (What
have we done? Was it right or wrong?).
For direct contact a centre would be very useful – Interactive Centre for Environmental
Education and Networking (ICEEN). This could
provide place for many activities (lectures,
seminars, workshops, discussions, games,
competitions, exhibitions) and many people
(pupils, students, professors, inhabitants,
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tourists, stakeholders, individuals, families,
general public, experts, juniors, seniors). In
the learning region it is the National Park’s
visitor centre, that fulfils such a role now, and
this is one of the best institutions for environmental education and communication these
days. Though the idea should spread, and it
would be useful if every region could have its
own ICEEN.
This framework of institutions for the communication of environmental issues is vital for our
future. Ideas, such as that of ecological networks can only penetrate society by real communication. It is hard to make people understand these problems and see the possible
solutions, but there is no other way to go.
Without the understanding and support of local
people ecological networks can never penetrate our everyday life on local level. This
would be a defeat for nature, and local network planning would mean just other books on
the shelf.
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WATER MANAGEMENT AROUND LAKE NEUSIEDL
Christian Schrenk, Sandrine Vidal
University of Applied Sciences, Deggendorf
University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna
Already for many years, the area of the Neusiedler see suffers from an inadequate water
management. The quality of the lake decreases and the soil looses its humidity. The aim of
this study is to propose some solutions to prevent this deterioration.

Introduction
Situation
Lake Neusiedler is located in the border area
between Austria and Hungaria.
The lake, including the reed, covers about
276km². It is surrounded by 14 small villages,
and an intensive agriculture area.
Its particularities are the development of the
reed, its lower depth and its climate. The unique
flora and fauna are supported by the presence of
two National Parks around the lake.
Problem of Water Management
Nowadays, one of the main problems of the lake
is the water quality and the level of its ground
water. Indeed, the level of the ground water
decreases because of an intensive use for
agricultural purposes.
Moreover, around the lake, the soil suffers from
a bad quality. In fact, the filter capacity of the
soil is very low which can be a problem for the
quality of the ground water.
Finally, there is also a water management
problem in the east of the lake.
Picture 1 highlights the existence of two
different water management systems. In the
South, we can remark the presence of several
lakes, contrary to the north, where there aren’t
lakes, and only some channels. Hence, in this
region, soil and water are not balanced.
In fact, in order to have more available space for
the agriculture, some rain water channels were
buildt by farmers to drain the rain water and
discharge it towardsthe lake or into the
Einserkanal, to avoid small floods, in low area.
Consequently, the ground was becomes drier.
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Picture 1: Problem of Water management

Water Management Analysis
There is less water in the ground and the water
level decreases. Because of the rainwater
channel made for the agricultural area, the rain
water is collected and transfered away into the
lake or into the Einserkanal. This means that the
ground water, in this area is not supplied by the
rain water anymore.
Therefore, the rain water has to be kept in this
region.
However, the water collected by the channel
comes from the discharge of the agricultural
sites. It means that this water will content
fertilizers, like Nitrate and Phosphate, and a high
load of suspended solids.
Moreover, the filter capacity of the soil is not
good enough to clean the water during the
infiltration in the ground.
Solutions have to be designed that the rain
water remains in this area avoiding an increase
of the land use and avoiding a decreasing quality
of the ground water.
In this way some variants were developed,
based on the idea to keep and treat the water in
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 3 / 2006
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the rain water channel and ease the infiltration
of this water into the ground:
1. Weir and plants channel
2. Infiltration well
3. Combined variants

its infiltrated into the ground water.
A scheme of this idea is described in the
following picture.

Weir and plants channel
The idea of this solution is to install some small
low walls, like weirs, intersecting the rainwater
channel. By this solution the water is stopped in
the channel, in small reservoirs, and can be
infiltrated into the soil and rejoin the ground
water.
Picture 4: Infiltration Well

Picture 2: Weir and plants channel
These weirs have to be installed along all
channels. The distance between each weir must
be designed according to the slope of each
channel. The height of the weir should be
evaluated considering the shape of the cross
section and the slope of the channel.
In order to avoid a decrease of the quality of the
ground water, a small cleaning system can be
installed behind each weir as a constructed
wetland useing special kind of plants to filter the
water.
These wetlands can be designed, using a
composition of gravel and sand layers. Plants
like reed can be used to treat the water during
the infiltration.
This kind of system can treat the water before
its infiltrated into the ground. The plants are the
most important part in this system, because
they can the nutrients, like nitrates and
phosphates.

This solution can be installed along the channel.
It can collect and infiltrate more water. This is
the reason why infiltration wells are not so
dense as the mentioned weir and wetland
system. Moreover, this solution can be set up for
small temporary lakes which collect water from a
rain period in this area, in order to infiltrate the
water faster.
With this structure, the ground is the most
important part for the cleaning system. This
ground is developed like the following picture
shows:

However, the water will contain a high load of
suspended solids and coarse? organic matters
that can affect the quality of the filter. In order
to avoid this problem, a first cleaning system
can be set up around the well like a
sedimentation zone for the suspended solids.

Picture 3: treatment with soil and plant
This solution prevents also against the flood risk.
Indeed, in a case of a big rain event, the water
can overflow the weir, and go in the next
reservoir, until there is no problem anymore.

Infiltration Well

The main advantage of this solution is the
velocity of the infiltration. However the quality of
this water infiltrated is slightly worse in
comparison to the first variant.
The complex maintenance and costs constitute
the main drawbacks of this solution.

The principle of this variant is to help the water
to go more in depth and faster into the ground.
This will require an underground drainage
system. Moreover, inside the well, a filter
ground can be installed to treat the water before
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Combined Solution

Comparative Analyse

This solution is an compilation of the two
solutions set up according to the situation.
Weirs can be installed in the main channel. In
the secondary channel infiltration wells should
be used at the end of each channel.
In order to improve the quality of the water, an
association of the both techniques can be used
in one place. A by-pass of the channel can be
installed, in which plants and weirs will be set
up.
The water flows throughthe channel and is
stopped by a weir. It overflows the low weir to
rejoin a first sedimentation area suited by
plants, parallel to the channel. The velocity
decreases and the water can infiltrate into the
ground and the main nutrients will be absorbed
by the plants.
After the treatment of the water in this part by
the plants, the water will rejoin
To make it easier for the water, to flow into the
plants-part, a skewed intake on the right side
can be installed. In the right corner in front of
the plant-part is the well with two channels on
the top of the water level in both sights. The
channels should have a depth of only some
centimetres. So the clear water can overflow
into the well.
However, to protect the plants-part against a
high water , a security weir will be set up at the
exit of the plants area. This level of this weir
should be only one third or one half of the
entrance weir. In this way, in a case of a big rain
event, the water can flow over the wall to rejoin
the main channel. After a fixed water level in the
main channel, the extra-water will overflow the
small wall without going through the plantsarea.
The principle of this solution is described in the
following picture:

A comparative analysis between the variants can
be done with regard to several parameters. It is
shown in the next table:

This table shows that all variants are good for
increase the ground water level.
The best solution seems to associate this
variants. In the first hand, the infiltration well
can be installed to drain some landscape channel
alimented by rain and for the secondary
channels.
In another hand, the combined solution should
be built in the primarly channel, channel which
will receive more water. Although this solution is
the most expensive and requires space. The
quality and the volume of the infiltrated water
will increase. Indeed this last fact is very
important for the groundwater management.

Conclusion
The lake of Neusield suffers from an unefficient
runoff water management.
All of the variants proposed in this report will
help to keep the rain water in this area, and
hence to supply the groundwater with a high
quality water.

The farmers on both sides don’t have much
maintenance work with this solution. They
should only dig out the sediments in the back of
the weir and they should harvest the reeds or
the other plants. This could always be done in
one time of the year.
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NEUSIEDL AM SEE: SUSTAINABLE URBAN AND ARCHITECTURAL
STRUCTURES
Feketeova Csilla, Goncolova Stanislava, Gucikova Daniela, Husenicova Jarmila
Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Bratislava
Congcong Li
University of Applied Sciences – Water and Environment, Deggendorf
Abstract: The task of sustainable urban and architectural structures has been based on questions of
urban and architectural structures and sustainable development.The main task of our work has
been defining an optimal proposal of sustainable urban and architectural structures within the case
study of Neusiedl am See. In the this year we have made SWOT-analysis and diagnosis of urban
structure. We have designed a sketch of possible future development in more sustainable way. We
have implemented philosophy of feng-shui criteria in our proposal.

PHILOSOPHY
From philosophical point of view sustainable
development proposal for Neusiedl am See has
been based on: United Nations Human Rights
Codification, TAI-CHI / JIN-JANG (FENG-SHUI),
Unity and Struggle of Contrasts Theory
(philosophy).

1.) Prognoses I:
2.) Prognoses II:
3.) Prognoses III:

There is importance to take into account the main
urbanization cycle, scientific technological cycle,
demographic cycle, investment construction cycle,
natural resources implementations into production
cycle, amortization of basic economy funds cycle.
-

Jin=nature
Jang=civilization
As jin-jang pictogram shows,
there has to be found balance
between nature and civilization.

Fig. 1 Jin-Jang theory:
Feng-shui criteria have been adapted for the city
of Neusiedl am See (harmonized bio-energy of
anorganic and organic-living nature):

Fig. 2 Spatial arrangement of Jin-Jang:
Red Phoenix = water element (lake, fountain,
cascade, water flow …)
Green Dragon = aforested biocorridor
White Tiger = terrestrial biocorridor
Black Turtle= main mountain ridge dominant

15-20 years
40-50 years
100 years and more

STRENGHTS

The strenghts of Neusiedl am See:
• natural conditions of Pannonia – special
Mediterranian climate conditions
(Continental and Atlantic climate)
• tectonic break between Pannonian and
Carpatian geographical regions
• geomorphological unique relief of Neusiedl
city
• ecological crossroad of European importance
of terrestrial biocorridor of Low Carpatian
Hills and Leitha Gebirge and hydric
biocorridor of Danube river
• swamps of Neusiedler See and Jursky Sur
• dry island of steppe (puszta) – biocentre of
great bustard
• Danube as a first way of colonisation of
Europe (Lepenski Vir, Iron Gate near
Kladovo)
• historical market road Vienna-GyorBudapest
• mixture of nationality groups – (Austrian,
Croats, Hungarians, Turks,...)
- the main axis
die Hauptstrasse on the terrace relief
- the subsidiary axis
Alte Badgasse – Hauptplatzmitte -passageway to
Friedhofgasse
- historic core dominants
(church hill with old well, Tabor fortress, the old
structure of typical detached houses with typical
arched gates, old wine cellars, the old barns)

ANALYSIS
For sustainable city development is necessary to
create a common vision for the future. The
scenarios of development have to be done within
three time horizonts:
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Fig. 3 Urban points:
Skyline - panoramatic view:
- Leitha ridge - Sauerbrunnberg - Ruine Tabor elementary school building Taborweg - church
tower - tall old pine tree - Kalvarienberg windmills
- WEAKNESSES
The weaknesses of Neusiedl am See:
• entrance to the city (not adequat and
representative – industrial zone)
• intensive transport at Hauptstrasse
• barrier effect of private properties building
structures of old city around Hauptstrasse
(question-able connection of lake to the city
core – centre and unique panoramatic
viewpoints of Kellergasse – Friedhofgasse –
Tabor Ruine)
• not enough greenary in the centre
• urban functional area of the city has not been
specified and regulated enough up till
nowadays
• the centre of the city is devaluated because of
the intensive transport - insufficient use for
recreation
• not identified historical structure
• new construction at the see coast near railway
to Weiden are devaluating the secondary way
to the lake and area which is more suitable for
recraetion use
• uncoordinated build-up area on the hill with
family houses

Fig. 4 The weaknesses of Neusiedl am See:
Uncoordinated build-up area on the hill with
family houses
Unuse of military area in the city
Not articulated enough spaces classification –
public, semi-public, private.
- DIAGNOSIS
For sustainable urban solution has been defining
the urban functional area of the city and transport
proposal improving situation within the all cadaster
territory and in the city core centre.

Entrance to the city not adequate to the
recreational significance
Uncoordinated intensive transport
Not enough greenery within the centre
Centre of the city is devaluated – too
intensive transport
Devaluated the secondary way to the lake
Mixed polyfunctional area
Revitalization area of historical city core with
unique possibilities of appartments
implantation
Recreation tourist area along the sea
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Fig. 5 Diagnosis:
Commercial area
Small scale and Medium scale industrial area
or park
Different kinds of Housing
Protected Vineyards
Biocentres
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Biocorridors
Alleys
Parks
Greenery...

Fig. 6 Comprehensive Proposal:
Dominants
Main knots
Appartments dwellings
Internal transport circle
Family houses and social living
NEW PROMENADE - AXIS
Water element
Biocentre
Community centre – education, commercial
use, festivals, museum, recreation
External transport circle
Architectural dominant
Development axis – radial
Biocorridor

- CONCLUSIONS
Within our proposal of sustainable urban city
development we have tried to define basic
assumptions - very important development axes as a model for discussion and negotiation with
stakeholders:
• The main axis of the city has been identified
Obere Hauptstrasse – Hauptplatz – Untere
Hauptstrasse. The automobile transport must
be regulated, this will improve possibilities of
multipurpose recreational use of the city
centre.
• The new one - secondary axis (Alte Badgasse)
can join the core - centre of the city with the
lake in the future much more than nowadays
(like a pedestrian way). To the secondary axis
as new centre of urban gravity we have
designed new spa promenade for free time
activities for whole-year period utilisation
(comercial activities, restaurants, caffes, and
rent for apartments). This enlarge the choice
of intensification possibilities of recreational
areas – the recreational belt will be not
concentrated near the lake exclusively, but
established from the lake along secondary way
of Alte Badgasse to the Hauptplatz city core.
We have also defined dwelling urban functional
areas for inhabitants and apartments for
newcomers. This areas have been situated in direct
contact with existing dwelling structures what is
sustainable urban point.
Military area has got in our proposal new function –
education, commercial use, festivals, museum,
recreation.
For mobile transport there has to be established
new external and internal transport circle.
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Fig. 7 Proposal Detail:
Appartments dwellings
Dominants
Internal transport circle
Biocorridor
NEW PROMENADE - AXIS –
pedestrian area
Water element
Development axis – radial
Main knots
Architectural dominant
Biocentre
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE

Evaluation of the experiences in the ErasmusIntensive Programme – IP Soil II project
“Sustainable land use and regional
development”
30 Questionnaires sent – 24

filled out

(80 %)

1. Who informed you about the IP Soil II
project and where did you get information
about it?
* Prof. Stojkov informed me about this project
* Prof. Kvarda, www pages
* Katinka Mihoha, from Internet
* Herr Dorner Wolfgang from the Water &
Environment office / institute
* When Prof. Kvarda visited Belgrade university, I
heard the first time about it, and the final invitation
I got from my professor
* prof. Kvarda, Miro Gregus
* I personally met the manager of the project who
invited me to participate
* from Wolfgang Dorner and Prof. Metzka and get
the infos from Wolfgang and the Internet
* Informed: prof. Katinka Mihova from Forestry
University, Sofia, BG and information prof. Mihova
and from the web page of Academia Danubiana.
* Prof. Kvarda
* Prof. Metzka, K.Spachinger & Dorner , I get
information from Internet also
* Prof. Finka informed me about the IP-SOIL II
project
* from people in the last workshop…. prof. Kvarda
too.
* Dr. Herber, web site of Academia Danubiana,
Kick off meeting
* Prof. dr. Franc Lobnik informed me about the
IPSOIL project
* from prof. Kvarda, Internet
* Prof. Kvarda by e-mail
* my supervisor
* prof. Werner Kvarda
* I am second year a participant of this project. I
got informations from organizators of the workshop
and I could read about the workshop on the
Internet
* Prof. Kvarda, Prof. Finka, participants from the
IPSOIL I
* from prof. Kvarda. Assoc. prof. Husenicova,
Internet, participants from the IPSOIL I
* Prof. Kvarda informed me and I have got
information from e-mails and BOKU e-learning
page and Academia Danubiana home page (and
soil café)
* Prof. Pouhalev, Internet
2. What were your main reasons for taking
part in the IP Soil II Project?
* Getting informed about the actual situation in
other countries concerning soil, regional
development, and water management, etc.
* Getting experience about virtual communication
and collaboration (team workspace)
* Communication with other students and
professors
other reasons (please specify):
* Learning a new methodology in education
system
* I wanted to see are there other people thinking
by the same or similar way like me
* to get new connections to other people and
universities
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* to experience of work of (open) free mind
thinking
3. What kind of new medias did you use while
working on IP Soil?
22
e-mail
21 internet research
12 online chat (ICQ, MSN, Skype chat,…)
8
discussion board (Soil Cáfe)
5
internet telephony (Skype,…)
11 file sharing (team workspace)

25

E-MAIL

20

ONLINECHAT

15

SKYPE

10

INTERNET
SOIL CAFÉ

5

FILESHARING

0

Last year there was less online chat

15
10
5

E-MAIL
ONLINE CHAT
SKYPE
INTERNET
SOIL CAFÉ

0

FILE SHARING

4. How do you judge the support of the virtual
communication and collaboration of IP Soil?
13 very valuable
9 quite valuable
2 indifferent
0 rather valueless
0 totally valueless
5. Do you have any recommendations for
working with new medias in IP Soil II ?
* no
* I think that the soil café need to be particularly
open for outsiders. They need at least to read the
forum.
* internet research should involve everybody.
Everyone shares the information and daten.
* yes to work more with ppt and teach more about
to have a good presentation. Teach the speaking.
* more presentations to improve students
experience when they are in front of public
* I do not know
* we don´t take part here enough – personal
question technical aspect – it work very well
* the virtual platform is really wonderful but it is
functioning good only if the participants reply, and
use the platform
* no
* maybe to improve also web cameras in to the ecommunication
* no, I don´t know much about it
* I have recommendations for myself: to provide
one notebook and digital camera per person till
next meeting
* not for now !
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6. Please indicate to what degree the IP Soil
has had the following effects:
-

strengthened pre-existing scientific contacts
established new scientific contacts
12 (9)
11 (7) 1 (2)

-

established collaboration with guest university
in future scientific projects
11 (4)
9 (9)
1 (4)
established new private contacts
16 (4)
7 (11) - (2)

-

valuable input for my scientific work
8 (7)
11 (10) 3 (1)

1

( ) figures from last year

Strenghten
contacts

20
15
10
5
0

New
scientific
contacts
very
high

low

* In last years even landscape architecture has
been taken out from the regular study program of
young architecture students at the FASTU BA
* landscape4 planning
(2)
19 (12) 1 (2)
9. How is the academic recognition arranged
for the students? Do you get ECTS credits
awarded?
11 yes
8
no (if no, please comment)
* but I hope that my faculty is near to achieve
idea of ECTS credits !
* not yet, because this kind of education is just to
be implemented in my country
* I don´t know
* I won´t have credits for the participation
* I don´t get credits for my study
* I don´t get credits for my study, this system just
is starting at our university
-

Future
projects
-

If you compare the table from last year (below)
you will find this year an increasing of pre-existing
and also new scientific contacts.

strengthened pre-existing scientific contacts
established new scientific contacts
12 (9)
11 (7) 1 (2)
established collaboration with guest university
in future scientific projects
11 (4)
9 (9)
1 (4)
established new private contacts
16 (4)
7 (11) - (2)
valuable input for my scientific work
8 (7)
11 (10) 3 (1)
( ) figures from last year

Strenghten
contacts

20
12
10

15

Strenghten contacts

8
6

New scientific
contacts

10

New scientific contacts

1

Future projects

4

Input for scientific work

0

0
very high

high

low

very low

7. How do you assess the support from your
institute for taking part in IP Soil II ?
5 very high 10 high
8 low
1
very low
Last year IPSOIL I
3 very high 11 high
low
very low
8. Does the IP tie in with the existing
teaching programmes of your institution?
14
yes
8
no (if no, please specify)
* Programmes IP II is more different then other
programmes in my institution, because we don´t
have team works.
* Issue of IPSOIL programme is too specified
comparing to existing teaching programmes on my
faculty
* Somehow we learning every subject of IPSOIL II
at home but not this way. At home we don´ t
cooperate with people from other professions, so
much.
* I have no direct info about this / I´ m not
involved
* We start just now (ECTS credits)
* not yet, but we are working on it.
* bad communication about this topics with
representatives of department
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Future
projects

5

New private contacts

2

very
high

low

New private
contacts
Input for

If you compare the table from last year (below)
you will find this year an increasing of pre-existing
and also new scientific contacts.
12
10

Strenghten contacts

8

New scientific contacts

6

Future projects

4

New private contacts

2

Input for scientific work

0
very high

high

low

very low

9. How is the academic recognition arranged
for the students? Do you get ECTS credits
awarded?
11 yes
8
no

(if no, please comment)

* but I hope that my faculty is near to achieve
idea of ECTS credits !
* not yet, because this kind of education is just to
be implemented in my country
* I don´t know
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* I won´t have credits for the participation
* I don´t get credits for my study
* I don´t get credits for my study, this system just
is starting at our university
* but soon yes
* ECTS system was established in our university
the last year and hasn´t got relation with me
* we only begin to use it
* we still don´t have it in our country !
*10. How do you assess the organisational
approach of IP Soil II concerning the
transnational cooperation? (please write into
the text field below)
* very o.k.
* I think that is the best idea (one of the best O of
IP SOIL because trans-national cooperation is very
need !
* organisational approach is successful
* very good
* good, the experience in different countries good
communicated.
* It was good prepared and organised
* good organisation
* well organised
* I think the organisational approach was very
good. I am surprised that there was a cooperation
especially with the universities from eastern
Europe.
* very good
* I appreciate the positive energy of prof. Kvarda
and his young collegues and new innovative
technologies (i.g.- computer aided information and
communication technologies) very much
* I mean there was good international cooperation
* No.1. No barriers in communication
* It is for me new experiences about education
method and team works and I am so happy to be
participant of this program
* outstanding work, some others can only learn
from
* I mean the trans-national cooperation was good
* excellent organisation, thanks you
* very good, people who comes from different
country knows the detailed situations of their own,
it is useful.
* on very high level
11. How do you judge the scientific quality of
the IP Soil II project?
10 excellent 14 good
average
below average
poor
Last year IPSOIL I
5 excellent
11 good
below average
poor

1

average

12. What did you like least about the IP Soil
II Project?
(please write into the text field below)
* Everything here was nice ! No comment !
* There is no enough time for getting the
information
* the fact that most of the people are still inside
the boxes. But it is good that probably they started
to think !
* too territorial
* I would like to have more resources (hard copies)
as consider to the maps of the cataster territory of
Neusiedl. There was no map with elevation isohypses available in form of hard copy or GIS file
* a little bit more free time during the first week
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* that the people don´t work so much at the time
the they had for it. It could be done more.
* there was less communication between groups
when we´re working on the projects
* thank a lot for organise
* communication !
* rainy weather, when I have been in Wien
* nothing
* maybe more free time for analyses of
surrounding
* trans-national cooperation
* not enough communication between students.
* that I could not stay the whole length
13. Do you have any suggestions for
improving the IP Soil Project?
* More communication into group !
* before arriving here it wasn´t quite clear what
should be prepared for the first week of seminar
(presentations)
* We need larger variety of people. People working
on different fields. We need art people too. By this
way the connection between as will be easier.
* maybe the research could be combined with the
project in practice
* exact day schedule for the whole time at the
beginning
* to teach the who to speak for the group and do
more together as a group.
* more communication between groups, and no
enclosing only in the limits of one group
* everything perfect
* I don´t know, maybe more practice than learning
theoretical background.
* sociological point of view
* to be online ( ? sometimes at the end of April or
May) and to discuss our continuous work. More
experts – economy, law, social sphere
* there should be on the 2nd week a mid-time
group presentation for each other so the groups do
not suggest opposite things
* making groups – people should make group and
choose topic – maybe
* maybe to have some participants from the field
of economy and sociology to experience the
confrontation
* I mean to have some stakeholders from the field
of economy, agriculture…to experience to
confrontation
* no
* if the detailed program is always visible
somewhere on the board
* poster presentation – projects
* If we have stable room for all days accessible for
individual personal study of all the resources
available
* next year – please NO Internet, NO laptops – just
on the last days.
14. Do you intend taking part within IP Soil
II?
23 yes
* But it´s not up to me
*I would like
1
no
15. Personal information:
6 undergraduate student (bachelor)
3 graduate student (master)
12 PhD student
3
teacher
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PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPATING UNIVERSITIES * PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
Project coordinator
UNIVERSITY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND APPLIED LIFE SCIENCES, VIENNA
DEPARTMENT OF FOREST AND SOIL SCIENCES * INSTITUTE OF SOIL SCIENCE
Prof.Dr.Dr.h.c.mult. Winfried E.H. BLUM winfried.blum@boku.ac.at
Dipl. Ing. Dora KERTESZ BOKU – E-LEARNING dora.kertesz@boku.ac.at
Prof. DI. Arch. Dr. Werner KVARDA werner.kvarda@boku.ac.at
Dipl. Ing. Claus Rainer MICHALEK BOKU – E-LEARNING claus-rainer.michalek@boku.ac.at
Dipl. Ing. Sandrine VIDAL vidalsandrine1-polytech@yahoo.fr

Project partners
UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE * FACULTY OF GEOGRAPHY
Cand. Ing. Marijana AJZDEKOVIC
Cand. Ing. Marijana PANTIC mp33@beotel.net
Prof. Dr. Borislav STOJKOV stojkov@gef.bg.ac.yu
FASTU BRATISLAVA * FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE
Ing. arch Juraj BERDIS (PhD. Student) berdis@fa.stuba.sk
Doz.Karol KATTOS amos@fa.stuba.sk
Dipl.Ing. Monika SMIRALOVA (PhD student) smiralova@fa.stuba.sk
STU BRATISLAVA * FACULTY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Dipl.Ing. Csilla FEKETEOVA (PhD student) feketecsilla10@freemail.hu
Dipl.Ing. Stanislava GONZOLOVA (PhD student) stankaB1@orangemail.sk
Dipl.Ing. Daniela GUCIKOVA (PhD student) gucikova.stu@centrum.sk
Dipl.Ing. Miroslav GREGUS (PhD student) miroslavgregus@post.sk
Dipl.Ing. Roman GRÜNNER (PhD student) roman@grunner.sk
Doz. Ing. Jarmila HUSENICOVA husenc@svf.stuba.sk
MASARYK UNIVERSITY * FACULTY OF GEOGRAPHY * BRNO
Msc. Petr DVORAK, (PhD student) petr.dvorak@email.cz
Assistant Prof. Dr. Vladimir HERBER herber@sci.muni.cz
Msc. Sandra KEYZLAROVA (PhD student) keyzlar@mail.muni.cz
CORVINUS UNIVERSITY * BUDAPEST
Dipl.Ing. CZUCZ Balint (PhD student) balint.czucz@uni-corvinus.hu
Dipl.Ing. Dr. DÖMÖTÖR Tamás tamas.domotor@uni-corvinus.hu
Dipl.Ing. Flora MÖCSENYI (PhD student) flora.mocsenyi@uni-corvinus.hu
FH-DEGGENDORF * UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
Cand. Ing. (FH) Yongjun GU yongju.gu@stud.fh-deggendorf.de
Cand. Ing. (FH Congcong LI
Cand. Ing. (FH) Christian SCHRENK christian.schrenk@stud.fh-deggendorf.de
SZENT ISTVAN UNIVERSITY * GÖDÖLLÖ
Dipl.Ing. Akos POTTYONDY (PhD student) potakos@freemail.hu
UNIVERSITY LJUBLJANA * INSTITUTE OF SOIL SCIENCE
Dipl.Ing. Aleksander MAGYAR magyaraleksander@yahoo.de
Ass. Prof. Tomaz PRUS Tomaz.prus@bf.uni-lj.si
UNIVERSITY OF FORESTRY * SOFIA
Dipl.Ing. Dobromir BORISLAVOV dlit4ev@abv.bg
Ass. Prof. Katinka MIHOVA katinkabg@yahoo.com
Cand. Ing. Aleksandar S. PETROV
Cand. Ing. Daniel YORDANOV dany_bany78@yahoo.com
SUMY NATIONAL AGRARIAN UNIVERSITY
Dipl. Ing. Kateryna KYRYLCHUK (PhD student)
Dr. Andrey MELNIK melnik@sau.sumy.ua
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY * ZVOLEN
FACULTY OF ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Mag. Pavol KENDERESSY pavol.kenderessy@savba.sk
MSc. Pavlina MISIKOVA misikova.pavlina@enviro.gov.sk
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INTENSIVE PROGRAM RESPONSIBLE USE OF SOIL AND LAND
AND REGIONAL DEVEOPMENT
Within the second phase of IPSOIL II in March 2006, we were working on
targeted projects of applied research for the multifunctional management of soil and land-use. The projects were dealing with primary and
secondary responses towards satisfying the demand for improving new
socio-political instruments or economic regulations, technical precautionary measures, legal instruments, ecological and also aesthetic structures.
In cooperation with graduate students and PhD. Students from eleven
countries (CZ, HU, SK, BG, SI, UA, YU, FR, DE, AT, and China) we were elaborating proposals to solve the problems of soil degradation and develop
an understanding in the society for creating a sustainable use of the soil
and a multi-functional land management.
ACADEMIA DANUBIANA
A network of excellence called ACADEMIA DANUBIANA has been established to
promote a higher degree of territorial integration with the accession countries
within the Danube region. The ACADEMIA DANUBIANA focuses on a scientific
and educational network within various disciplines and paradigms in planning
and systems design. It is addressed to all members of the socio-economic,
ecological and administrative community in the broad sense – local authorities,
students, teachers and non-government organisations.
The aim of this program is about the working out of visionary concepts and
projects, offering postgraduate study programs and seminars to promote
mutual learning within a dialogue between municipalities, universities,
concerned industries, business, non governmental organisations and the society.
The results should be communicated to the political-administrative system and
the universities in the Danube region.
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